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..f Comet Grange, Swanville,
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present, who

manwere

Grangers.

regular meeting of Sunrise Grange,
run11" i. Dec. noth, after the regular
business, Male Deputy A. J. Webb
very interesting instructions and
After recess the fol,11 the work

he

was furnished: Recitation,
recitation, Raymond Cole;
Gladys Cole; reading, Carroll
mile Coie; music, Raymond Cole;
.laynard Cole. The officers were
r,th, and at recess an oyster
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served.

Orland, has elected

ensuing year as follows:
v liius; Overseer, Louis
V.
Clara A. llutehi. Keyes; Assistant
i..
aapiain, Charlotte

Sunday afternoon at 2.00. These meeting
are conducted by different ones and it is
;
hoped there may be limie take hold ami
help in this good work The older of Andrew and Philip of the Baptist church will
i:
n
Wight: Sec- conduct the meeting next Saturday evening.
\
Valentine; Gate Keeper, Mr. Arthur Littlefield will lead the siuging.
Ceres, Gertrude Hutchins; All are welcome.

:
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Hutchins; Flora. LinSteward, Helen G.
Coin., .1. M. Bray and J. Fred
ha

i.ady
an

was

Address of Welcome by Mrs. Marion
as follows;
Worthy President and Comrades of the Waldo
County Veteran Association: Welcome! I bid
you welcome inbeba.fof Northern eight Grange;

Ritchie,

••■
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Asst.

|

The annua' meeting of the North Congregational church was held in the church vestry Wednesday evening, January 3rd. Sup-

7.30
per was served at :i o’clock and about
last
meeting of Sebasticook business of tiie evening began, after brief
>’•».
Burnham, three candidates opening exercises. The list of church memrsimeted in the third and fourth de- bers was read by the moderator, Rev. 1). L.
,iii11
geneial good and profitable Wilson, and a large number responded to
a
was enjoyed
b.\ ail. This grange j their names on the roll call, many of the
■id its anniversary exercises Tuesday,
| absent members sending messages to he
1
when there will be an installa- read
The report of the clerk, Dr. A. O.
t;i ••■rs at 10 a. m., after which a
Stoddard, followed. The membership of
dinner will be served. The afterthe church remains the same as last year,
.hi will be devoted to speeches
seven having been added, and the same j
a
first
followed
remarks,
by
number lost. Dr. Stoddard, who is also the I
the
State
from
i?i-.
Members
treasurer, reported that the financial con- i
t;
expected to be present.
dition of the church was good, a small ba'K
grange, Camden, held their ance remaining in most of the various
..1 officers last Monday evening,
funds.
Among other items he reported
i>ier Obadiah Gardner acting as that the church had contributed $312 to
Both reports
i he new officers are as missions during the year.
..fiicer.
Master, Willis P. Young; over- were accepted and placed on file. Superin>
lr i.'h ; lecturer, Fred Cassens; tendent H. M. Prentiss reported for the
G itrude
Conley; treasurer, 1 Sunday school committee that the school
\
Hanson; chaplain, Mrs. John j was growing slowly, and he spoke especialward, Clifton Blake; assist- ly of the primary and intermediate departHarold N; sh; gate keeper, ments, which have between fiOand 70 pupils
i; Ceres, Mrs. G. E. Nash; enrolled. For the welcome committee, Mr.
Fannie O. Hanson; Flora, Mrs. Prentiss reported that a welcome had been
ady assistant steward, Lizzie accorded strangers whenever it was posA number of out of town
sible, and that seats had been found for
I
present and a fine supper was them. Miss
Margaret N. Hazeltine reportthe installation.
ed for the floral committee that the church
j
at
Harvest
Malhition of officers
1 had been decorated at Easter and ChristI
ange, Thorndike, last Saturday
mas, and that an effort had been made to
j
pleasant occasion. State Lee- have flowers for the regular weekly service.
the
was
installing
Thompson
at tiie close of the installation Mrs. Charles M. Craig, superintendent of
ive a short talk on
sheep hus- the Junior C. E. Society, gave a -ery interpotato culture. He is an easy esting report of the Junior work. She said
1 liis remarks were listened to
in
A goodly number were pres- that there were at present 32 members
r*st.
ie dinner was served at noon to
the society and gave in outline of its work
Good
:n in
and invited guests.
for the year. Miss Margaret N. Hazeltine,
furnished by the choir, Sister
the president of the Senior C. E. Society,
the
oiat
of
presiding
Troy
nng
ii.rs were present from Hillside
reported a membership of 45, 18 active, 12
Hast Thorndike, and from Troy- associate and 15 honorary members. Many
of ihese are absent members during most
lay evening, Jan. 3d, members of the
year, leaving a working force of 22
Grange went to Searsmont and to carry on the work of the six committees.
the drama “Three Glasses a
Miss H azeltine gave a summary of the work
Dingo Hail before a crowded
play was very successfully done during the year, calling especial atjuity Grange hall a few weeks tention to the bulletin board which had re\,in received in Searsmont "with
in the hall by the misThe cast cently been placed
nd merited applause.
• Hows:
sionary committee. The president of the
rv.Ralph Hay ford. Ladies’ Ciiele reported that they had ar..Mrs. Mabel Miller. ranged for 11 suppers (7 for the Congregaiord.Clarence Wight. tional Club and 4 for the church) during the
im y.Carrie Brackett.
year; held 20 meetings; given two fairs and
.lei green.Harry Toothaker.
The treasurer, Mrs. Alfred
raised $300.
-i eg rove.Letita Woods.
mi the acts Mr. Kimball gave some
Small, reported that of the money earned,
a
dance
ver character sketches, and
$218 had been paid out for different needs,
iMc by Keyes Orchestra concluded
and $100 had been put in the bank to stall
: -tivities.
The election of officers was
an organ fund.
an
held
•-rick Ritchie Grange, Waldo,
next in order, and resulted as follows:
a
.session Saturday, Jan. 6th: H. O.
Treasurer, Dr. A. O. Stoddard; Standing
tssisted by Gracie Bowen, installed
The Committee, the Deacons, Dr. A. O. Stoddienrs in a very pleasing way.
!
<
Master dard, Mrs. L. A. Kuowltou; Sunday Schoo
for 1906 are as follows:
1 Evans; Overseer, G. C. Levansel.
Committee, H. M. Prentiss, Miss Margarel
I
StewAssistant
Esther
Ellis;
turer,
A. Dunton, Miss Maude K. Russell; WelA. Ku\
Neal; Chaplain, Rosa Sprague;
Ai-irer, C. VV. Shorey; Secretary, C. A. come Committee, H. M. Prentiss, E. S
^v -1 -1
leu; Gate Keeper, Sidney Evans;
Bowker, Miss Nellie C. Hopkins, Miss
h:
Mrs. Edward Evans; Pomona, Mrs.
Elizabeth M. Pond, Miss Mabel R. Mat
C.
W.
Mrs.
Shorey:
Levanseller; Flora,
\ steward, Millie Clary.
thews; City Missions Committee, Mrs
A baked bean
Visitors
was served at high noon.
Charles A. Pilsbury, Miss Lucy A. Me
H1«* present from
Silver
Harvest,
Seaside,
Dowell, Mrs. Frank E. Wiley, Mrs. E. S
Union Harvest, Harvest Homs
“iiesty,
1
Hillside Granges. The spare time was Bowker; Floral Committee, Miss Carolim
>' ii
W. Field, Miss Margaret N. Hazeltine, Mis:
up with instrumental and vocal mu
G imitations and remarks for the good oi
A. Dunton, Miss Marguerite D
Margaret
,J
ou
oider. There was a goodly number
Miss L. Grace Chadwick. It wa:
1,1 fill said that
|
Pilsbury,
nici
ve
had
a
had
ry
they
Hit;.
voted that the pastor, clerk, and deacons bi
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dence, 211 Vaughan street, Portland. There

Powers, Houltou, Preaidlug.

completed

Josephine E., wife of Thomas Frank
Parker, died at the home of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Patterson, Cedar street,
at 6 o’clock a. m., Jan. 9th, after a few weeks
severe illness, although she had not been
well for some time. She was an unusually
bright and attractive young lady and her
early death is regretted by many friends
and acquaintances. She attended the city

Odd Fellows and his fellow members attended the funeral in a body. He was a
veteran of the war and his record is a
brilliant one, since he served his country
nobly and with courage. Mr. Estes leaves
a widow and one daughter, Mrs. J. Herman
Carver of NewburypOrt, Mass., and two
sisters, Mrs. Helen Moulton of Brooks and
Mrs. Amy Shepardson of Saratoga Springs,
N. Y.
The burial was at Evergreen.—
Portland Press.

schools and graduated from the Belfast
High school in the class of 1897. She soon
entered the dry goods store of A. D. Chase
& Son, where she remained about 5 years,
and was for three years with Field &
Quimby, Insurance Agents which position
she left last May on account of failing
health.
Dec. 14,1904, she was married in
Brooklyn, N. Y. to T. Frank Parker of this
city, who has employment in the Boston
office of the Eastern S. S. Co., but has been
at home several weeks on account of his
wife’s illness. Mrs. Parker had been a
member of the Baptist Church since 1892
and was an active and interested member
of the Sunday School and Christian Endeavor Society for many years. Ucr husband, father and mother and little sister
Helen have the sympathy of many in their
loss. The funeral will take place, this,
Thursday, afternoon at 2 o’clock, Rev. E. S.
Phiibrook officiating.
Miss Pauline K., daughter of the late
Rev. Marion and Kate S. Rhoades, died at
her home in this city Jan. 7tli aged 31 years,
4 months and 5 days.
She was born in
Northport and the family came to Belfast
about 20 years ago from Islesboro, where
her father died. She has been an invalid
for years and the last part of her life was a
great sufferer. She was a member of the

the buildings, all of which was paid to
Mr. Knowlton. The defendant contended
that it was given in full settlement while
on the other hand the plaintiff says it was
on account.
Judge Powers in his charge to
the jury stated that the only point for them
to determine was whether there was or was
not a settlement.
Verdict for defendant.
Joseph Williamson for plaintiff; R. F. Dunon

Baptist church, a conscientious and devout
Christian, and had a lovable disposition.
She is survived by a sister, Mrs. George
Robertson, and two brothers, Charles M.
and Uosea W. Rhoades, who have done
everything possible for her comfort and
pleasure and have the sympathy of all in
their bereavement. The funeral took place
ton for defendant.
at her late home Tuesday afternoon at 2
S. L. Ritchie vs C. L. Wing, Plaintiff
o’clock, her pastor, Rev. E. S. Phiibrook,
Brought suit to recover rent on a farm in
The bearers were Messrs. R. G.
Monroe and also to recover for wood, hay officiating.
Frauk L. Robertson, Laforest L.
ind other products sold by the defendant. Ilerrick,
Robbins and Walter J. Clifford.
It appeared by this testimony that the defendant was on the place by a verbal agreeGeorge L. Elwell, a well known and rement to buy and abandoned the same and
spected citizen of Waldo, passed quietly
for
Brought suit in Rockland to recover pay
away Tuesday morning, Dec. 19tb,at the age
lis labor on said place; and it appears that of 45
years, 6 months after a long illness of

ihe case at bar was brought as a counter
iction and brought in this county to save
irouble of going to Rockland, as the determination of the jury would undoubtedly
settle all matters between the parties. The
jury returned a verdict for the defendant,
with a special verdict that he abandoned
the farm without cause and of his own free
will. Arthur Ritchie for plaintiff; Fred WT.

|

W. A. Nelson; Steward,
Assistant Steward, N tta
Mrs. W.S. Jones; Flora,
t,
ithing; Ceres, Mrs. Alice
i«ly Assistant Steward, JenIustallation Jan. 4th, when
i,

j,

ing Through Georgia.”
Prayer, H. R. Dawson.

Brainard

OBITUARY.

COURT.

fendant.
Herbert E. Knowlton vs. Martin G. Black
It was an action to
was on trial Friday.
recover $436.38, alleged to be due on a series
of notes which amounted in all to $1,700 and
were secured by a mortgage on the defendant’s land and buildings. The buildings
burned and shortly afterward the mortgage
was foreclosed.
There was $700 insurance

A. E. Nickerson, a past president, was call,
ed to the chair by the secretary. The program was as follows:
Singing by choir and audience, “March"

superintendent

.11.»,n11

Grange, China, at its regU1 tec. 28th elected officers for
ear as follows:
Master, W S.
»
!, Edson Worthing; Lectur.am: Secretary, M. L. Croin-

M

VETERANS.

also in behalf of the citizens of White’s Corner.
We are pioud to welcome you who fought so
nobly to save our country when it seemed desin twain by the cursed curse of
worship Sunday at 10.45 a. in.; Sunday tined to be rent
we lounger ones can scarcely realschool at 12 ill.; C. E. pray er meeting at 6.30 slavery,which
ize and which those who coine after us will be
spared the terror of knowing. No effort of ours
p. m.: evening worship at 7.30 p. m.
can he too great to show you bow truly welcome
"The Verdict” will be the subject of the you are in our midst to-day. So may we always
welcome and reverence Ihe patriot soldier as
sermon at the Methodist church at 10.45
long as there may be one to meet willi us, and
school
at
Bible
noon; when they have all passed to tile other tide may
Sunday morning.
we have so perpetuated their memory in song,
3.30
brotherhood
at
p. m.;
junior league
story and statuary that it may last forever.
in
the
au\\ lien 1 was but a small child I attended a war
meeting at 3 p. ill.; gospel service
drama in which were two tableaux arranged by
ditorium at 7.15 p. m. Seats free and the
In the first able
an ex-prisoner of Libby prison.
men, some suffering from wounds and others
public invited.
sound, were thrown into that already filthy prisThe North Congregational Sunday school on prisoners, yet were full of hope and courage,
in the next the men were grown seemingly old.
recently elected the following officers: haggard, tattered and filthy as their surroundtheir reason and were
Superintendent, Harry M. Prentiss; as- ings. Those who retained
childishly or prattling happily of
sistant superintendent, Alexander Lind- not playing
home, sweet home, were begging of the taunting
of Home Department, rebel who was passing through their prison
gren ;
with a basket of whole loaves ot bread, cakes
Miss E. M. Pond ; secretary and treasurer,
and pies ftmt no"’ pnd then tossing them a
Miss Maude K. Russell.
mouldy crust to struggle over.
if tlte mere witnessing of tills scene for a few
Theweekot prayer is Being ooserveu ny
moments should have produced so lasting an imon my mind what must it have been to
|
pression
the Baptist church,High street. Gospel meet- those who lived
through suclt suffering, to end
1
as well as the more merciings are lieid each evening, excepting Sat- perhaps only in death
field and hospital; and if they esdeath
ful
by
urday, at 7.30 o’clock. The public is invit- caped deatlt in all these forms to come back to
ed to attend. The Sunday services will be us broken in constitution and many of them
for life. It is men of this stamp whom
as usual:
Preaching by the pastor, Rev. E. I crippled
we welcome neie to-'.ay as well as their wives
whose duty, scarcely less severe,
m.
and
7.30
children
10:43
a.
and
at
in.;
S. Philbrook,
p.
! it was to stay at home and wail and weep.
Sunday school at noon; men’s meeting at
Let US all honor our President for demanding
that no person who is not eligible to full citizen3:30 p. m., and Christian Endeavor service
ship shall lie admitted to even our most remote
at 6:30 p. m.
shores. It is tar better to check a tendency than
stamp out all establish'd laet. And again,
Mission
the
There will be meetings in
worthy comrades, 1 hid you a hearty welcome,
y in
may dwell long and pleasant real
hall,58 High street, every Saturday, Sun- hope g tins dayand
the new year bring many
jour memory
day and Wednesday evening at 7.30 and h.fan«iin»rs.

bountiful supper. An intergram was carried out and every! m ned to their homes feeling glad
were

the

COUNTY

JUDICIAL

its labors Wednesday afternoon, Jan. 3d, and reported 1
indictments, two each against Edward Hanson of Frankfort and Robert Evans of
Frankfort for violations of the prohibitory
law. Evans is alleged to be the barkeeper
for W. S. Edminster at the Hillside House,
Frankfort, and Hanson is proprietor of the
Mansion House in the same town.
Thursday the cases against W. S. Edminster of Belfast and Frankfort, John Black,
an Italian at Frankfort, and Robert Logan
of this eit^y came up on appeals from the
municipal court and were sent to the Law
Court on report.
In the case J. L. Peabody vs. Nelson M.
Hunt, the jury returned a verdict of $23.20
for the plaintiff. It was an action of assumsit on account annexed for $10.00 and
on an agreement to pay the plaintiff $12 a
year for two years. J. It. Dunton, Esq for
plaintiff. Hon. George E. Johnson for defendant.
In the case Fred W. Brown, Jr. vs. Henry
S. Webber,which was a real estate action to
recover laud in Monroe, the evidence was
taken out and the case reported to the' law
court. F. W. Brown, Jr., Esq. for the plaintiff.
Hon. William P. Thompson for deThe grand jury

was
Penobscot County
represented by
comrades from Dixmont, Newburg and
Hampden. The meeting was called to
order after dinner had been served and Hon-

Services al the North church: Junior C.
E. meeting Thursday,at 3.30 p. m.; prayer
meeting Thursday, at 7.30 p. m.; morning

ilia

-j

at

Hon. Frederick A.

The Waldo County Veteran Association,
met with the comrades of White’s Corner
Winterport, at the Grange Hall Friday, Jan)
3th. The meeting was postponed from the
4th on account of bad weather. The day
was fine, sleighing Very good and at noon
there was a large gathering. The towns
represented were Belfast, Searsport, Swanville, Monroe, Frankfort and Winterport.

Religious services will be held in the
Chapel at East Northport on Sunday, Jan.
14th, at 10.30 a. in., by the pastor, Rev. G. G.
Winslow.
Sunday school at 11.30 a. m.

good patrons of Morrill were
,oe all-day session of Frederick
ige, \\ aldo. last Saturday. The
■he grange were installed in the
1). O. Bowen and wife.
;lie

in

WALDO

The Rockland Congregational church has
voted to extend a call to Rev. John Hastings Quint of Falmouth, Mass. Mr. Quint
is a graduate of Hangor Semi nary and Bowdoin college and lias been pastor at Falmouth live years.

tli Waldo I’omona Grange met
I,, uige. North Searsport, Jan.
weather was ail that could be
d it large number of Grangers

THE SUPREME

ested in missionary work.

chorus choir.

to

were

welcome.

Morning worship at the Methodist church
next Sunday at 10.45 with sermon by Rev.
J. W. Hatch; Bible school at noon; brotherhood meeting at 3 p. m., Junior League at
3 p. m.; sermon at 7.15 p. m., w ith music by

Grange,

ic

are

will be the guest next Wednesday evening
the Congregational Club’s regular meeting. He will speak of the theme, “India
from the View Point of a Native.”

eers

evening

All

at

THE GRANGES.

OF

Nl-WS

o’clock.

The Unitarian Sunday school had their
anuual sociable in Memorial Hall last Friday evening. Games were played, refreshments served, and the festivities closed with
a dance.
Mr. Anaud S. Ilirvale, a native Hindu,

Along

Francis Fessenden
lion
\ oyage (poem)... Waldo

made a committee to revise the church
manual. ME John A. Parker, Miss Nellie
H. Hopkins and Mrs. E. S. Bowker were
made a committee to confer with a similar
committee from the C. E. Society about the
matter of selecting new hymn books for the
eveuitig meetings. It wag voted to adopt
the “station plan” in regard to the foreign
mission contribution. The amount regularly sent by the church to the American Board
would support two native workers In India,
from whom quarterly reports would be received regarding their work. Thus, as one
of the speakers put it, “the ehurch would
be working day and night.” After some
favorable discussion it was voted to adopt
this plan, which is rapidly growing in favor
with churches and other institutions inter-

THE CHURCHES.

11,1906._NUMBER

Brown for defendant.
This concluded the civil trials,and County
Attorney Foster then took up the
CRIMINAL

DOCKET.

were many relatives and friends iu attendance and the services were most impressive.
Mr. Estes was a member of Unity lodge of

“PERSONAL.
H. R. Dawson of Monroe

was

in the city

Monday.
Miss Alice Curtis of Camden is visiting
relatives in this city.

2

Capt. J. W. Nichols took command Jan.
1st of the steamship Oregonian, now loading
a general cargo at New York for San Francisco and Hawaiian islands and will sail, in
two weeks. Capt. Nichols’ wife, formerly
Miss Maud Nichols, will remain with him
until the ship sails, when she will return
and reside with her mother, Mrs. E. P.
Nichols, in liucksport.
George P. Field, president of the Boston
board of fire underwriters, who was operated upou last week for appendicitis, is now
reported as being practically out of danger.
The operation, which was conducted by
Drs. Warren and Harrington at his apartments in the hotel Somerset, was a severe
one, and told considerably upon the strength
of the patient, but his natural vitality aided
by his cheerful optimism pulled him through
the crisis.—Boston Sunday Globe.

The Bangor News, in speaking of the
present make up of the University of Maine
basket ball team, says of Win. M. Black:
“Black, who has center cinched, comes from
and, for a large man, is making
George A. Knowlton of Boston is visit- Belfast, He
good.
played last year on the fast
ing Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Merithew.
team from Belfast, and at present is better

Miss Elizabeth Kelley returned Tuesday
from a few day’s visit in Bangor.

Hon. Albert Peirce of Frankfort made
business trip to Rockland Monday.

a

Mr. N. C. Matthews has returned from
visits in Boston and Winchendon, Mass.
is

Dr. R. R. Tibbetts, formerly of this city,
now engaged in practice in Bethel, Me.

Albert L. Edwards, clerk of the Bay
View Hotel, Camden, spent Sunday in Belfast.
Mrs. Levi Clay has returned to Portland
after a few weeks visit with her mother,
Mrs. E. Newell.
Miss Harriet Kimball arrived home Sat-

urday night after spending her vacation iu
Hartford, Conn.
The engagement is announced of Dr. R.
J. Wasgett of Rockland and Miss Maud J.
Nickerson of Orrington.
Mrs. George Mixer of Camden spent Sunday with her mother, Mrs. Mary A.

Coombs, Union street.
Miss Gertrude Sawtelle has returned to
her home in Garland after a visit with Mr.
and Mrs. G. D. McCrillis.
Miss Nettie

Shuman

arrived by train
the holidays
with her sister in Taunton, Mass.

Saturday night after spending

Misses Alice P. Poor, '08, and Cora S.
Morison, ’09, left yesterday for Wellesley,
Mass., to resume their college work.
Miss Anne M. Kittredge is to read at the
annual reception of the October Club of

Bucksport, Friday evening, January 26th.
Elmer Mason, who spent the holidays
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
was
a
He
rheumatic troubles.
great F.
Mason, returned to Boston by boat Monsufferer and bore his sufferings uncomplainuay.
ingly to the end. He was the son of EmerProf. Hal K. Eaton, principal of the Belson
and Sarah Elwell and was twice
fast High school, with Mrs. Eaton, were
married. His first wife was Lucy E. Bates guests Saturday of Lewiston friends.—
of Belfast, and his second wife Cora Whit- Lewiston Sun.
comb of Belfast, who survives to mourn his
Mrs. W. C. Tuttle was the guest recently
He also leaves a mother, Mrs. of Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Dunbar in Thomasdeath.
Sarah C. Elwell, a brother and two sisters, tou. She left Saturday for visits iu PortAdelbert U. of Waldo, Mrs. George W. land and Boston.
Miller of Waldo and Mrs. Walter 1). Staples
Jefferson L. Alexander of Eastport, who
of Belfast. The interment was in Grove
spent his Christmas vacation in town, has
Cemetery, Belfast.
returned to Orono to resume his studies at

and faster than he was a year ago.
He
covers his position well and is in tile game
minute.”
The
every
manager of the team,
Harvey 11. Hoxie of Waterville, of whose
success in his position the article speaks in
the highest terms, also has a number of
friends here.

Capt. Ralph Pattershall recently loaded
his schooner, the Willis and Guy,with stone
at Frankfort for Vinalhaven.
On his way
down the bay he let go anchor long enough
to attend the dance given by the ladies of
East Belfast. After the dance he was joined by his friend Alfred E. Shute and they
took an early start Sunday morning for
Vinalhaven.
Capt. Pattershall and Mr.
Shute are both industrious young men and
their many friends in East Belfast wish
them a quick trip and a speedy return. Mr.
Shute will later become Capt. Pattershall's
steward.
Mr. Henry 0. Archibald, who has been
employed at the News office for the past

four years, concluded his services here last
week and has gone to Ora.ige, Mass., w here
he has employment with Mr. F. I Wilson,
former manager of the Belfast Age. Mr.
Archibald is a faithful and efficient workman, a straight-forward, conscientious man
and a good citizen.
l)ur ng his stay in
Bethel he has made many friends who reto
him
have
gret
leave, all of whom extend their best wishes to him as he gues to
his new position.— Bethel News.
Mr. Archibald was for some time foreman
of the Belfast Age job office and was the
compiler of the Belfast Directory published
in 1899.
Mrs. James L. McLane, a well-known
resident of Bar Harbor, passed
away at her home on Cathedral street,
All the members
Baltimore, December 20.
of the family were present at the time, as
her death was expected. For a few seasons
Mrs. McLane had not been at Bar Harbor
and it was last summer at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Matthew Atchinsou, in the Green
Spring Valley, that she was stricken with
paralysis. Mrs. McLane before her marriage, was Miss Fanny King, the daughter
of James Gore King, a prominent banker of
New York, and she was the mother of the
Her husband, Mr.
late mayor McLane.
James L. McLane, and three children surMr.
Mrs. John A.
and
vive,
McLane,
Thompkins, Jr., Allan McLane, Miss
Fanny King McLane.—Bar Harbor Record.
Mrs. McLane spent the season of 1904 in
Belfast the guest of Mrs. Allen McLane at
summer

her beautiful
avenue.

summer
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Two eases against \\'. $. Edminster,
Mrs. Spencer Treworgy, whose death on the University of Maine.
searches and seizures, appealed from the
DAIRYING ON THE BELFAST BRANCH.
announced last
Messrs. Leslie Little of Bueksport and
Belfast police court were tried before a jury December 19th was briefly
Itlueliill.
was the oldest woman in
week,
of
We have more than once alluded to the
guilty Had she lived she would have been ninety- James and Alec Nichols of Searsport were
Saturday afternoon and a verdict
Response by H. R. Dawson.
and her in town Monday to attend the dinner and prominence that the dairy and creamery
in each case.
1909.
She
old
returned
live
5,
April
years
Clements
business was attaining in Waldo county of
hong by Mr. and Mrs. Walter
The entire day Monday was taken up I husband were born in tlie same house on dance in Memorial Hall.
late, and the more the matter is looked into
“l’se Gwine from the Cottonfields.”
[ Newbury Neck, South Surry; her husband
of
cases State vs. W. S. Edis shown. Just now the
with
the
trials
Miss Frances Howes returned to Brad- the more growth
in 1800, Mrs. Treworgy in 1811. Forty-one
Remarks by Herbert Ritchie, which were I
11. I*. Hood & sons Company^ with headminster. There were 17 cases for trial and 1 years ago Capt. Spencer Treworgy, who
ford Academy, Bradford, Mass., Tuesday,
much appreciated by bis hearers.
in
Boston, is doing a very large
quarters
one case returned from the Law Court for ! sailed between New York and Liverpool,
the general direction of Mr.
Recitation, Josie Addleton.
!
died. He was a brave, intelligent, able after spending the vacation with her business under
used
and
were
Drawn
sentence.
juries
K. F. Jaynes, the general manager in this
who by his integrity and per-1 parents, Sir. and Mrs. James 11. Howes.
Select reading, Mrs. Dora Foss, “Asleep
|
shipmaster,
the
at
6.30
State,
Jajnes Creamery Company havp. m., severance easily gained tlie esteem and
I when the court adjourned
at His l’ost.”
\V. K. Jackson lias returned to Toronto, ing been merged with mat of the above
has been convicted in 12cases; confidence of business men. By reason of j
Edminster
the Canada, where he is attending the Ontario named firm, and Mr. .la;, nos having been
Song by choir and audience, “We are the
three were nol pressed, and there were two j iil health, after many years spent upon was
control of the entue business. '1 he
Bluehil], where lie
sea, lie came to
Veterinary College, after spending the given
Roys of’61.”
last few months lie has been kept particume juries were out mu a rew
who
acquittals,
honored
all
by
highly respected and
with
his
in
wife
and
children
Song by Marcellns Tenney, “Shouldered
larly busy in re-arranging the business,
Mrs. Treworgy bad been a holidays
minutes in each case, and they were sub- knew him.
the Musket.” lie responded to an encore I
establishing new stations, and getting the
i member of the Baptist church seventy- Belfast.
mitted without argument.
whole plant into systematic operation.
with “They Drafted him Dito the Army.”
| eiglit years. She was indeed a “mother of
Miss Jean Pond, who spent the vacation
In speaking of the business of this comTuesday morning counsel for Leonard L. Israel,” bolding the highest respect and
Select reading by Mrs. Marion Ritchie
her
here
with
Miss
Elizabeth
M.
sister,
E.
pany and wliat they are doing and how
Fred M. Staples and Jesse
of kindred, neighbors and friends. She
Gentner,
love
and Mrs. Charles Ritchie.
Pond, has returned to Bradford Academy they are doing it, il is necessary to comStaples did not demand trial on the liquor had a superior mind,andwas fond ofin good
her to resume her duties as a teacher in that mence at Belfast, where a new creamery
Remarks by comrades were then in or; books, was devout
spiritual
cases of their clients and they pleaded
has just been opened. It is located right in
nature, and enjoyed heart and soul com- institution.
der.
George II, Fisher told of the 16th
the railroad yard, and the Boston car which
guilty to the indictments and retracted munion with God. The guiding star of her
Maine at Gettysburg and of bis life while in
runs three times a week, direct from this
Mrs. John II. Poor and son Percy are in
heir plea of not guilty in the appealed life was her genuine Christian faith; while
to the headquaiters of the linn on
prison in Georgia. George Ritchie told of cases. There were live indictments against 1 lier useful life will linger in memory as the Providence, R. I., where they will spend creamery
Rutherford Avenue, Charlestown, starts
bis experience at Irish Bend. Alfred ..tin.
fragrance of crushed flowers years after the winter. Miss Edith Poor came to Bel- right from this door. Cream and milk are
Gentner for search and seizure, common
!
j they have lived and bloomed. With inson gave a short history of the association
and 15 farmers already are
nuisance and common seller; six against creasing years there came a growing con- fast last week for some of the housekeep- gathered here,
contributing their product, it is safe to
and said that during the 13 years of its exwith
divine
of
the
joy
sciousness
presence
and returned Monday.
F'red Staples for search and seizure and
ing
goods
double
this number will be taken
that
say
istence lie fiad only missed three meetings,
and peace; and in this deeper experience of
common seller, and three, against Jesse
The current issue of the Maine Central on early in the new' year. The new buildi divine grace forms and ceremonies seemed
Pretty good for him, as the association
been
lias
arranged very conveniently,
ing
for search and seizure, common sel- to her of little significance. She felt as did
Magazine is almost entirely devoted,to arti- and a wide commodious platform 35 feet
For the Staples
meets every month in the year.
the great apostle, that she would glory only
ler and common nuisance.
I in the cross; that Christ in the soul was tlie cles, with illustrations, by Mr. II. L. Wood- long, affords good facilities for handling
benefit of comrades in other counties in the
The County Attorney nol pressed an approducts and putting them into the car.
i “one tiling needful,” and of infinite im- cook, who has proved himself an artist the
State we will give, in part, Comrade St ill
This car leaves on the first freight Tuesday,
case against L. L. Gentner for search
portance. She was a very generous woman ; with the pen as well as with the brush.
sou’s remarks on the purposes of the Asso- pealed
Thursday and Saturday of each week, and
and seizure and a case against Jesse E. kind to tlie needy, a friend of the unfortuWilliam Johnson, who has been foreman the first stop is made at Waldo, w here the
ciation. He said: Thirteen years ago last
a liberal supporter of the church, givI
nate,
for common seller.
lasting room at the Diugley-Foss cream of 20 good farmers is received. The
October a few of the veterans of Waldo Staples
| ing money freely for Christian institutions. in thehas
next stop is at Brooks where a well equipThe eases wdiich have come back from Kev.
gone to Belfast where he will be
Mr. Bean, of the Congregational shop,
J1
county met at Swan Lake in the town of.
ped creamery, 30x40 feet, containing all the
in bis helpful and sympathetic way, engaged in a similar position at the Leonfor
the
Law
Court
with
State,
the
church,
judgment
is to be foui d.
Some
Swanville and formed the Waldo county
funeral services in the home ard & Barrows shoe shop.—Lewiston Sun, modern conveniences
and which are ready for sentence, are 4 conducted the
idea of the business they are doing will be
Veteran Association and elected Hon. A. E.
j in which she had lived fifty-eight years.
Reuel Robinson of Camden is en- gained when we tell our readers that 10,000
Judge
E.
Frank
2
L.
L.
against
Gentner,
Nickerson its first president and Martin against
I The quartette from the Congregational
fat are taken here every
and one each against W. S. Edmins- church rendered very effectively three of gaged in writing a history of Camden and pounds of butter
10 farmers put on milk and cream
Dilworth of Belfast, secretary. It was Nash,
The first chapter appeared in month.
her favorite byinns. She had been cared Rock port.
and
A.
John
Warren
John Avery,
Thorndike.
at
voted that the association should meet, ter,
for by her only daughter in her last days, last week's issue of the Camden Herald.
The next stop is at the Unity creamery,
James J. Mellen.
monthly in some town in the county, and
j Aged as she was, she will be greatly missknown as Crystal Spring Creameix. •■wing
At the afternoon session three liquor cases ed by her daughter and Her husband, Kev. The history will be published later iu book
but
in
town
has
met
|
very
the asssoeiation
to
the splendid spring of pure watei that is
be
with
form.
Robert Logan were tried, each be- j Mr. Harwood, who gave up work to
found there.
three. It has no ceremonies of any kind, against
her in these last years. She died as she bad
fore
a separate drawn jury, and resulted in ;
A
Ellis
was
thirty horse power boiler, nicelx brickRaymond
recently presented
no grip or pass words. Any one may bej lived in the happy faith of the Christian’s with
ed up, has been put in, and a 3,000 gallon
In two of the eases God.
a failure to convict.
a valuable ring by 40 of his friends
j
come a member if he has an honorable distank erected for holding the water pumped
Logan took the stand in his own behalf. In I “Blessed are the dead who die in the and shopmates. Harvey L, Alley made the from this spring by a windmill erected
charge from the war of the Rebellion. The
Lord.”
verdict
a
two of the cases the jury returned
presentation speech, and the recipient, al- nearby. A very great saving in tiie expense
Heaven is made richer by the addition of
meetings have been very successful. As
taken by surprise, made a fitting re- of operating the creamery is made by the
of not guilty and in one the jury at 9.30 p. I so
pure and noble a spirit, while to her though
many as three hundred have beeu present
A new ice house capuse of the windmill.
to the church, and all who knew sponse.
I
m. reported a disag. eement.
family,
able of storing a thousand tons of ice has
at a meeting. The association has never
she leaves the precious legacy of a we.lher,
A
case against Logau and Nash was nol
here
the car is iced each
and
been
erected,
Miss Elizabeth A. Quimby, Wellesley, '09,
had to go begging for.a place to meet, as it
| speut Christain life.—Ellsworth American.
New separators, and all nexv and
returned to Massachusetts Monday, a day trip.
These prossed by the County Attorney.
always has invitations ahead.
modern machinery have taken the place of
Yesterday morning liquor cases against
400
will soon be the only meetings the old vetthe old and worn out mechanisms.
The death of David P. Craig, formerly a Ser- earlier than was anticipated, because of t111
John
J.
were
Mellen and John Ward
tried, i geantof Co. A, 2d (Berdan's) U. S. Sliarpslioot- illness of her sister, Miss Katherine C loyal patrons contribute to this creamery,
erans can look forward to, as the G. A. R.
on Dec. 11, 1906.
in
this
citv
occurred
which
a
fine
busiare
ers,
with a verdict of guilty in each case.
and to say that they
doing
Posts in the county are dwindling and it is
removed a prominent and highly-esteemed orlicer Quimby, in Boston, who is suffering fron
The creamness is putting it very mildly.
of Lincoln > ost. 3. and one who was always forc- an attack of tonsilitis.
hard to get comrades enough at the Post
run by this company at 1 hornformei
order
and
ly
tlie
ery
of
the
for
in
most
good
laboring
|
the headthis
is
dike having been closed,
A Maine Boy at Oxford.
the well-being of his comrades. David Pierce
meetings to fill the offices and hold a meetIu the published list of Seniors taking
quarters and the churning station for a
Craig was born Dec. 23, 1836, in Bellast, Me., and
being.
lie
where
Minn
in 185J.
long, wide region thereabouts, lhe railthe civil engineering course at the Univer
David R. Porter, the fiangor boy who I! removed to Ano.,a,
came prominent in clmrch and musical circles,
Comrade Stinson also said that during has
road has built a .-iding so that cars run
to
and
who
are
of
many friends and acquaintances in i Being intensely patriotic, be enlisted early In
Maine,
required
presity
right tn the door of 11.<• creameiy, thus savthe 13 years there had never been a cross this section, now a second-year Rhodes the war, and being terribly injured in tlie chest
is
John
sent
a thesis on
original
work,
ing a large amount ot hard work.
England, has while in line ol duty with the Army of tlie Potoword, m' trouble of any kind in the associa- student at Oxford university,honor
The company has also erected a nexv rew
for
hit
of
ho
has
Belfast,
been accorded a marked
by the mac on the Peninsula, he was discharged, very Percy Simmons
tion. All are united at our meetings.
ceiving sfa’hn, 18x24 leet, at Burnham,
American club, by being elected its presi- much to his regret, upon a surgeon's certificate ol subject, “The design of a bridge.”
results
a
tlie
liis
1862.
injuries,
right on tlm side of the track, and a long
It was voted that the association give
dent, The American ciub is an organiza- disability, Sept 20,
of which lasted through life and linn ly caused
Henry R. Dawson, formerly a resident ol platform furni.-hes ampi- accommodations
rising vote of thanks to the people of Win- tion of the American Rhodes students at his death, prevented his continuance in business.
This slat ion has just been
the patrons.
Oxford, now numbering about 100, every ; and early in the Til's lie came to Washington and Pittsfield, new one of the prominent citizens for
terport for their hospitality.
of Waldo county,
appointed, but 15 good tunnels «ue conti i.■State, territory and Canadian province be- obtained a position in die Pension Bureau, and leading politicians
to it.
their
tin
products
announced
buiing
through
The committee on time and place of the ing represented. The organization is for which lie tilled with ability and unusual value to has
recently
hours lie columns of The Republican Journal, lilt
By the nexv arrangement Waterville is
next meeting, reported as follows: Feb. mutual benefit and keeps in touch with the 1 the Government During liis aleisure
I
and
had
volume,
a
receiving
ti
unique
of
state
Senator
station, as there are large
typewritten
compiled
only
candidacy for the office
on this side of the water, taking
1st at the Grange hall in North Searsport; doings
he entitled "Hook of Synonyms, giving the succeed lion. L. C. Morse —Pittsfield Ad
plants for handling the cream on each side
and newspapers and discussing wnichname
magazines
or oilier organizaof
local
every
company
of
the
week
of it, the one at Unity on the Ninth and a
and if stormy the next fair day
Mr. Porter was treasurer tion tliatAvas enrolled m Ihe Union army, and all vertiser.
current events.
still larger one at Wintl.ri.p, where a $2,200
ending February 3(1. That is, if it storms of the club last year. He is spending the the changes and consolidations of the thousands
from
was
over
L.
E.
Macomber
Ryders building has been erected, and 40,000 pounds
in iionn, Germany.
of regiments that were in ihe United states serThursday, Feb. 1st,it will be Friday,if fair. long holiday vacation
for
hit
of butter fat are taken here every month.
it is a
Cove last week getting out material
vice dining tlie war ol the rebellion,
500 fanners contribute to the Winthrop
Should Friday be stormy, it will he Saturmost valuable work, and lias been used as an boat work this winter for Mr. G. W. C,
Bureau
for
It
Pension
years.
authority by die
creamery, and splendid business is being
The Sturgiss Commission.
day ; should Saturday be stormy, it "will be
He has built a camp which he conducted.
involved an enormous amount of labor and cor- Drexel.
respondence extending over 10 years, but to him will occupy this winter, and which w ill acpostponed until the 1st Thursday in March.
Mr. Jaynes is constantly being urged to
n. n. n.
Augusta, Jan. 5. The first report sub- it was a labor of love and patriotism. The matlocate other station, but as will be seen by
commisenforcement
ter ol its publication by the Government is now comodate his family during the summei
the
bv
mitted
liquor
Comof
the
committee
above, he confines himself to locations
Congress.
sioners of Maine shows the total expenses before die proper
months.
What is Doing at Bowdoin.
was early prominent in organizing
on the line of the railroad, where he can
for the first year to be $10,924. The amount rade Craig
and
Sailors
in
for
soldiers
Home
the
take the product every other day direct to
Frank L. Gardner was in Skowhegan
received in fines and fees of officers was this Temporary
The fact is,
city and was its President for four years
the headquarters in Boston.
The Bowdoin College catalogue, issued
the cost to the State for the He took
in this work all through
made
old
4th
making
interest
Jan.
a
$1,938,
friendships
renewing
deep
a
total
of
368
registration
the prices that they are paxing for butter
Jan. 4th, showed
nine months the commission has been in liis life. He was a man of fine mechanical genius, wheu he was conductor on the
and
morning
are
students against 363 a year ago. The numfat
they all w ant to
very enticing,
The appropriation was and of late years gate much attention to aerlel
existence $8,986.
train between that tuwn and get into the list. Here are the prices that
ber is divide*! as follows: 62 seniors, 60
navigation, the problem of which he was confiannum. The salary of each of
$7,600
per
32
ids
Mr.
Gardnei
85
freshmen,
’ortland several years ago.
His literary tastes were
have been paid by them on the Belfast
dent of solving.
juniors, 50 sophomores,
the three commissioners was $1,070.
has for some years past been the proprietoi
chief relaxation, and he left a collection of artibranch for the past year :
specials, and 82 medical students. Three
cles from current magazines and other publica- of a hotel and camps at Deer Isle, Mooseof ttie seniors are enrolled in the medical
January 28 cents, February 32, March 30,
Woman.
Dead.
Maine’s Heavist
tions covering a wide variety of subjects, care- head Lake.
school. There are 54 instructors and proApril 31, May 27, June 24, July 24, August
fully indexed and handsomely bound ill 32 volfessors, an increase of 11 in the medical de26,
September 27, October 27, November 28.
The Rockland law firm of Littlefield <S
Miss Cassie Carter, aged 28, reputed to be umes. Comrade Craig was noted for his ambi
Mr. Jaynes lias been able to find, without
partment. Among the new prizes listed is the heaviest woman
iri Maine, died at her tion and resolute devotion to duty, and although
Littleof
which
last
few
Littlefield,
Congressmen
the “l’hilo 81.eiman Bennett prize” for the
the
much seeking either, a splendid market for
had greatly failed within
night. She his health
best essay discussing the principles of free home at South Rluehill, Monday
his deep interest in his work in the Pen- field was a member, has dissolved partnera very large amount of butter among the
was five feet four years,
and
436
conlie
was
pounds
and
weighed
never
J.
Bureau
sion
faltered,
Bryan.
residents of Bar Ilarbor. He is satisfied
government, given by William
The cause of death was stant in attendance, having been at his desk ship, according to the announcement ol
is selling three quarters of
The report of the college librarian gives an inches in height.
Miss Carter has ex- until within four days of liis death.—The Na- some weeks ago. Congressman Littletielc today that he
increase from 79,000 to 82,000 volumes. The fatty degeneration.
butter used by the best trade in that
the
has
been
office
which
retains
the
occupied
fairs in eastern tional Tribune, Washington, D. C.
small
at
herself
hibited
that
announces
school
of
the
medical
report
kby the firm, and his nephew, City Solicitei fastidous market, which is certainly a great
offers from show
after 1907 the. requirements for entrance Maine, but declined many
Estes was held James E. Rhodes 2d, will be associated witt compliment for the product.—Turf, Farm
T.
of
James
The
funeral
of
the
various
in
to
parts
men
appear
will be practically the same as for the
and Home.
January 4th, at 2 o’clock from his late resi- him.
country.
academic department.
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WAS NERVOUS WRECK.
I>r. Williams’ Pink Pills Effect a Striking
Cure.
Indigestion, Bead Noises, Smothering Sensations all Yield to Grent lliood

Remedy.
All women

need a blood purifier and
regulator at one time or another but particularly is this need felt by working women, especially those who stand during the
greater part of the day. The one blood
remedy that is valued by rich and poor

alike is Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills. Ill health
robs life of its pleasures for the rich and
makes existence doubly hard for the poor.
Dr. Williams’ Pink l’iils give new blood
with every dose; they tone the nerves, impart strength, appetite, a healthy color and
a gooit digestion.
Mrs. Mart P.eagan, who lives at 8fi Kiiburn street, Fall River, Mass., was badly
run down from overwork in a cotton mill.
She says:
“One day noises began in my head and almost made me crazy.
My head felt as if a
tight hand had been put around it, and the
pressure and the sounds made me so un-'
easy that i often had to walk the floor all
night when 1 ought to have been sleeping.
J was under the care of a good physician
for some time, hut 1 finally gave him up be- i
cause liis treatment did me no good.
“My stomach was in bud shape, and I had
smothering sensations. At such times my
body seemed bloodless; my hands were like
chalk and my face turned yellow. The doctor said 1 had dyspepsia in the worst, form.
Then mj nerves gave way and I was completely prostrated. At night 1 could not
sleep, and in the daytime if 1 bent over to
pick up a rug the smothering sensation
would come on at once.
“After 1 gave up the doctor, I took all 1
sorts of advertised medicines, with little or I
no benefit.
After I had used many other!
kinds I rea l in the paper about Dr. Wil-1

Hams’ Pink Pills. Before I had quite made
up my mind whether it was worth while to
try anything more, my husband brought
home a box and insisted that I should take
them.
“They soon quieted my nerves so that I
could get a good night’s sleep, which was a
Before 1 began to
flew experience for me.
use them 1 was a nervous wreck ; I trembled
at the slightest sound. I was so weak that
I had to sit (town and rest every few steps
when I went up stairs. Now 1 can run up
The smothering
a whole flight at once.
sensations have gone and the noises in my
head have stopped entirely.
My appearance has greatly improved, for friends who
were alarmed on my account before now
arc
‘How
looking.!’
well
you
say,
My husband spent over a hundred dollars
on treatment for me that was worthless
but a few boxes of I)r. Williams’ Pink Pills
brought me sound health and I do not have
to take anv medicine now.”
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills cure nervous
disorders of every kind, check wasting diseases and build up strength.
Complicated
troubles disappear as the result of the new
blood which they make, and every part of
the body is toned up. They are sold by all
druggists or will be sent by mail, postpaid,
on receipt of price, 50 cents per box; six
boxes for $2.50, by the Dr. Williams Medicine Company', Schenectady, N. Y.
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Boston Alumni of U.

Wreck of

Bark Shetland.

Absolutely Pure-Natural Oolor-Full Straugth

At a meeting of the board of manageA cable despatch by way of London
ment of the Boston Alumni Association announces that the bark Shetland has
was
decided been
of the University of Maine, it
totally wrecked at Cape Corrito hold this year’s meeting and dinner on entes.
Crew saved. There is only one
Saturday evening, Feb. 3d, at the State of American bark by this name, owned by
and
Maine club house, 2 Ashburton place, Bos- John S. Emery & Co. of Iloston,
built at the old [Iall shipyard in Ells
ton. Through the courtesy of the manageworth in 1878. She was of 550 tons net.
ment of the club, the entire house will be
Her dimensions were length. 143 feet;
Several important
open for the alumni.
17.6 feet. Tinmatters will be taken up at the business breadth, 33.3 feet; depth,
meeting. An excellent banquet has been brief item of her loss brings a strange
promised. At the after dinner speaking, juxtaposition of words, recalling to the
The old-timers among the sea-faring men of
Will H. Howard, ’82, will preside.
sp akers will in abide President Fellows, Ellsworth the fact that Corrientes, (he
oieh McCoy of th^championship football name of the
cape where the Shetland
*
am
and others, whose definite replies
was wreck, was also filename of anhave not as yet been received. Edward E.
some
Calmer of Boston is president of the asso- other bark built in Ellsworth
ciation and Samuel I). Thompson of Wollas- forty years ago and lost years ago in
the Pacific. Cape Corrientes is on the
ton, secretary and treasurer.
west
of
Mexico.—Ellsworth
coast

BAKER’S BREAKFAST COCOA
-,i

Has had the endorsement of the best
housekeepers throughout the. country
for over a century and a quarter.

Highest Awards in

“Q Europe and America

American.

LIFE’S COAST

The

Staphs

Patent Halters.

Place

order for it with your grocer.

an

Mr. Leander Staples of Monroe was in
this city Tuesday on business, and call' d
lie
on many old friends and neighbors.
And Dreaded Catarah Is the reef on
continues in the harness business at Monwhich they strand.
roe, but for several years lias given much
attention to the manufacture and sale of a
Watch for the light in the Health Harbor;
Does your head ache—have you pains over your
which he invented in d
halter-head-piece
eyes—is there an everlasting dropping in the which is conceded to he the be-t tiling on
::
Established 1780
::
DORCHESTER, MASS.
throat—is your breath offensive—every one of the market. He has
recently invented and
these are catarrh signs
Don’t be misled by
horses
false “beacons”—Dr. Aenew’s Catarrhal Powder patented a special lialter for pulling
is the bright light of health, and no matter how that is absolutely certain to cure animals of
that vice and guard against it in those that
near the shoals you’ve come it will land you well
and strong
Hives relief in to minutes.
lie vi it' ll the li mess stores
3
I have it not.
Sold by the city Drug Store ami A. A. Howes 1
here, where the staples lin'ter has a good {
Salk ok Maine Telegraph Co. At a meeting held January 5th, the stock of the Maine Telegraph Co. was transferred to
& Co.
s le, Olid the pubi c stables, and Hie new
Weste n U ion Telegraph (>., 2221 shares being transferred at $57.50 a share, the par value of the same being $50. The Ma
Dr. Agnew's Heart Cure—relieves quickly one leceived
general approval.—Rockland
Te eg' iph < <>.. ha been under lease to the Western Union for 50 years, the lease expiring today.
and cures permanently.
Opinion.

Strewn with Wrecks

WALTER BAKER & CO. LSS

Why Not Stockport?
To the Eihtor of The Journal; In
a name for the terminal of the
Northern Maine Seaport R. R., how about
Stockport? This word is made from the

regard to

“Stockton” and“Searsport,”is short,
easily spoken, and could not offend the
local pride of either town.
names
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BARGAINS
Most Pronounced
is the story
ON

ALL

following [trices
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I

object‘in

ill

and decisive:
daring
b
is

Every line

subjected

to

such l,no<* >'eductmns that those who come to see
renMlin to ,m.v- Therefore w invite you to pay us
a

>

*

are

of WIXTKU MERCHANDISE

quoting them
Winter Stock as much as possible.
It
basin* >s for us to do so. and good business
i
take :elvantage of such splendid values.
am:, ! -Ai in
person please remember that
tin i.ur !->est to
properly handle your mail
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w

Our

in this store
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are

•*

is-

■a<‘

tell the story with no un,
nothing short or “Ser■

-I-..

Economy.-'

>•■

i.c

\

visit at

invitation

oarliest
more

>1-portunity and to make the
pressing we submit the following
•

y

rder.

Bn WITH A FLOURISH OF BARGAINS!
is sometimes a
disagreeable medicine to the merchant, but it is a healthy business one. It shows a house just where it stands. It shows the mistakes in buying, in management ior the year just
ended.
It is necessary for it pictures the condition with
photographic fidelity. We have just finished stock-taking and find that we have too many goods of certain kinds on hand. In some cases
the iots are too small to advertise, in other cases
In all cases the stocks that must be sold are
are so
that
make us nervous.

Stock-taking

they

Subjected
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Wool Goods [|yloffered.
*^SS&BfSGUi
yd.
$
f
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?»«•!:
3

1'•

Mi IK Crash per
4>Crash- MoO yds. Sn-vens mirl:,sh warranted all pure linen

i:

■

Cent Cretons —Our

:■•*•_: 111:ii-

pic

fur

I

*—■—«————partly as suggestions to forehanded
purchasers and partly as examples of values in this section of the store:
.’oi1 11.ul.n 1 \ .i«
$ 1.25 per' yd. now
125 value Oxford Gray mixed suitings, 58 in. wide, per yard

j $1.25

present Vtoek
ilii.- .ait as.-1

v:
Ki it

\
,-nr quality HedTal.!.- Damask
(’111’• !\ no: eolio iPr tliis sulc
89e
A
-ilkoP in-s
s.:
tb i".
and
Hu..
Item..
l,,sr out per y,l
5c
IJi'Si (.iiiglianis
9c
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PRICE
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92c.
1.00
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Imported lieviot, in navy lilue only, 52 in.
so|i] regularly at $1.00 and 1.25 per yd, sale
,*
val1 »dia I will in Mack only. 48 in. wide
v: ue black Leutena, 45 in. wide,
per yd,
va

(

ue

wide,
price,

IS.
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4.8c
@9c

DRUBBING

Laces

Astounding Bargains

2.000 yds Torchon.-, Valen<-iene cdu«*>
and insertions. Silk Appliquesand All
overs, all on one counter and prieci
from 8c per yd. upwards.
55<
A Hovers
87c
69<
1.00
87»
1.25
85c value silk appliques in black oi
19c
white
Ecru Chiny Lace, two big values—Hand
5 in. wide, priced regularly al 25 and
50c per yd. to c lose out at per yd, 15c

Notions and

Qmf ltnra
C5

List

50c

See whether there is anything hen
that you want, then come to this store

50c

Read

t<»-day. just
early
you possibly
7 5e unbleached Table Damask extra heavy weight and a big value
t
•> cents
per yd. to close out during this sale for per yd.
75c ''leached Damask in several desirable patterns, priced for
this sale at per yd.
1.50 S tin Finished Damask, one pc. only of a very fine qualit v. 72 in. wide,
regular price $1.50 per vd. this sale
A few dozen napkins to close out at
per doz.
as

;

over this

A

big

as

can.

napkins is our special, warranted all pure linen and
large size other stores would ask you from 1.50 to 1.87
per doz. our price
Napkins that sell for $1.87 regularly, this sale
9

2.00

75c

Op
I

KQp I
Qfip
J70L
69c
95c

table in

extra

h

A

1

1A9
_

$1.00

Fringed Napkins

45c
89c

QOp
1 Ar\

Q0q

Oanutsk Towel extra size satin faced damask to close out

59c

Ribbons
High-Glass Ribbons

at

1-2 Prices.

Tresforte Silks
250 yds, of Tresforte Silks for this big
sale at per yd.
39c
Arnold Silks for this sale
39c
All Taffeta Silks marked at clearance
for
this
sale.
prices

4e
5c

for 7 and 8c values
10c
15c
7jVc

SOc
25c
35c

X

15c Black Percaline
25c Linen Criuoline
25c Black Linen Canvas
25c Natural Linen Coat
Grass Cloth
Lining Cambric

Wiggin

25c Tams to close out at
1 Lot Tams to close out at
1
1
1

Wales

j

I

JOHNSON,

Our Up-Stairs Department!

increase of business in this new department necessitates more room and
we have decided to use our entire second lloor, Indore wr ran rommence alteiations, however the present stork must be reduced to the lowest possible
notch in order to make room for the carpenters.
With this in mind we shall
othu bigger values than any store in Belfast.
It will pay every woman in this
i5o Dozen plain hem stitched lie
vicinity to visit us during this big sacrifice sale.
kerchiefs worth from 5 to lOets. cad.
1 Blue Wolf Pillerine with large pillow muff to match was s:'.8.00 for >ct
used for holiday decorations a ml m.
can be
bought now for
$i().25 $17.50 Russian Squirrel Throw>carf 8.75
of them are slightly soiled and muss."
15.00 Black Marlin Boa
15.00 (Irey Fo\ Boa
$.75<>
7.5o
12.50 Squirrel Collar, ermine tips 6.25
j i-2c ouch
your choice
10.50 Persian Lamb Collar
5.2j
One 85.00 value Fur Lined Coat t<» close out for
a tin
55.00 Linen Initial, 15 dozen only.
Misses Jackets at $4.08 only three of them 27 in. long. Norfolk hack.
shear linen, narrow hem, worth 20
d o u b 1 e-b least:e< 1 front
now 2 for 25c*
4-981
Crey Mixture Suits, three-quarter length, fitted coat, finely tailored.
Initial, 'hi
dap.m.llkfs
Japonet
half satin lined, 7-gored skirt,
12.50
with silk initial, i;value for each “<
Rain Coals at $6.50, fitted style, 3-welt pockets, tailor collar and cuffs,
6.50 Purity' grass bleach. soft linish Ifdkfs
Rain Coats at 7.50. stylish model, patch pockets, plaited back.
7*5°
St
regular 15c, sale price
12.50 value Rain Coat made of a hard finished rain-proof cloth, four
storm
new
collar,
sleeve, plaited hack.
patch pockets,
8.75

Cl/ I II I

To Keep the Ladies Talking

w

Just

^

Hundred and Fifty

an even

j

Notion Section we will enumerate a few of our many bargains :
In this lot and everyone of the hundred and
lifty is made of the best materials,
2c
Hump Hooks and Eyes per card
4c shaped to perfection and priced lower than at any other store in Belfast.
Ball and Sockets per dozen
it
At $1.98 a good quality imitation Broadcloth seven
*
gore, panel 1 QQ 25c Veilings, 250 yds. Veilings
8c
Angora Braid
A.vO
side, button trimmed,
Chiffon, lace spot, braige, etc., pc.
3c
Aunt Lydia’s Thread
ite
yard
At 2.37 Heavy-weight Suiting in 7-gore style, welted seams, but6c
Bejding’s Spool Silk
Q
ton and strap trimmed,
3c
(C, O f
Face^Clotlis
BELTS
4c
At 2.98 new style skirt of brown mixture,
Coats' Spool Cotton
2.98
5-gore, panel sides,
Belts of patent leather, large size
3c
At 3.25 made of Thibet Cloth, Il-gore, double stitched welts and
Mending Cotton, 2 balls for
Q Ot 250
iot
33c
only, to close out at each
Silkoleen per dozen
pinhead tucks, plaited flounce,
Soretache Braid per pc.
12|c At 3.75 9-gore Cheviot Skirt, close
welted seams stticlied Q
fitting
hips,
i
sell
25c
that
for
Bonnets
19c
39c Silver Thimbles
to flounce depth, trimmed bias bands, buttons and
O. I U Baby's
straps,
close out at
2c
njt
Salters’ Embroidery Silk
At 3.95 All Wool Serge, 11-gore, plaited skirt, trimmed to flounce
6c
Q Q t Bonnets that were 50c now
10c Toilet Paper
depths with bias bands,
O.f/O
1.00 now
lc
b<)(
Colored Spool Twist, per spool
4c Others 1T|> to 8.00.
t.25 now
Sj
Crochet hooks
2c
Tambo Cotton
3c
Welting Cord, per ball
about

our

Sweaters

Toilet Articles
Complexion
Bottles
4*

Powder

Quadruple

Extracts

Medicated Tooth Powder
Face Creams
44

39c
59c
79c
95c

10c
19c
10c
19c
19c
10c
19c

$1.25
1.50
1.98
2.25
3.00

Sweaters to close out for

89c
l.lf
1.4E
1.5C
2,2"

Yarns
Domestic Yarns
Shetland Floss

kk

Saxony

Pc

Germantown_

Sc

at

Embroideries

k‘

one

price

XV/L/

4 4

prices.
$3.50 (.ray VVTrai>per Blanket $2.75; 5.00 gray wrapper blanket. 4.oo : ram g
1 ease 10-4 Wrapper Blankets, new ass-..lament >f oho
wrapper blanket, 5.00.
per

pair

_

A Uf I Q
QU
ft KiW
W ■ B

$2.08 for
$5.9$ for

regular $4.25 value
regular $7.00 value,

$4.25 for

_$ / ,o» 9
regular $‘

Queen Petticoats

20c
30c At most modest prices,Stirring Stock
He Taking Specials that will make
39c shopping in our store both a pleasure
Shirt Waists made of Mercerized Cheviot,
19c and a source of profit to you.
white ground with small colored figures,
39c At 69c Black Mercerized Petticoat with
sold regularly for 98 cents,
19c deep plaited flouuee and a narrow rufQQto close out, for each, Ut/L Laundry Mags
69c
19c fle on flouuee,
25c Pocket Books
value
Scotch Flannel Waists made with 50c
$1.60
19c At 87 l-2c good quality black mercerized
skirt
with
hem
stitched
and
tucked front trimmed with buttons
flounce
12Jc
QQ- 25c Patent Leather Books
and straps,
to close at t/Ov 17c Bone Hair Pius
11c dust ruffle, a good value at $1.37,
Sale price, 87 l-2c
Black mercerized waists, front tucked to 1 Fancy China Fruit Dish was 2,25
now $1.25 $1.50 value Black Mercerized Petticoat,
form yoke, box plait down center
QQ1.75 good-quality material with extra good
OC7\s 1 Fancy Vase was $2.85 now
bishop sleeve
19c luster, flounce of pin head tucks at top
$3.00 Veiling Waist, front with shirring in V Fancy Work Baskets at
and plaiting at bottom, dust ruffle, 98c
box
down
tucks
in
shape
plait
center.pinhead
Others up to $5.00
with
Pillows
sleeve
Down
back, large
Silk
deep pin-*| QQ
head tucks
22 in.
24 in.
18 in.
20 in.
At $2.25 Veiling Waist, front with shirring,
with
43c
53c
tucks,
separated
pinhead
O OK
23c
33c
priced for immediate selling—some
large sleeves with deep tucked cuft'4W • fvU
$1.50 Spreads for
slightly soiled.
$4.00 Veiling Waist, faggoted yoke, lace
$x.ig. $2.00 Spreads for $x.4g,
trimmed collar, deep cuff with lace inserThese Prices for One Week Only.
15c 35c quality India Linen, 19c. 75c qualtion, button in back, a $4.00 valueO QQ All 26c Neckwear
to close out
now at <V»C/0
<
29c
All 50c
ity Handkerchief Linen, 59c.

The Advertiser of Facts,”

—

•*

4

Pc skein
(Sc

1 I.ot of IT. 19 ami26c values all

48c Value Center l’cs.
65c
25c
75c
Ildkf. or Glove Cases
Linen Picture Frames

BLANKETS!

ITS CONSIDERED PRUDENT to be rid of what we have on hand and inve>
the proceeds in new goods. This law of business creates these savings for 'you
you’re entitled to them and now is the time to gather them in.
#>
$4.25 White Wool Blankets Reduced to
3.75
1! 7.5
44
5.00
4.27*
41
46.00
5.27*
44
4
7.50
C>.5 O
Large size all wool Gray Blankets suitable for bath robe. wrappers. etc at ledm e
••

Back Combs and Side Combs

If you come early you will find all
colors in these five lots of Tams.

“

Shown Below :!

as

ii-—

ii

9c
16c
15c
124c
7c 25c
44c 50c
25c
50c
50c
25c
15c 50c

Tam O’Shanter’s

ttzJSinail

m

rapid

NECKWEAR

•*

FRED A.

|

69c

n

1 In*

Bed Spreads

Trimming Braids
15c
19c

value Colored Velvets

Shirt Waists
Reduced

One of the specially strong features
of this sale will be the Ribbon Bargain
All Ribbons now in stock will be offered
at just one-half price for one week only.
lc per yd
Baby Ribbons

12£c

All Remnants and Short lengths
have been measured and tagged at
prices a quarter, half,and two-thirds
actual value.

OK

table mats, square or round, pure linen regular price Q Jp_ ik
O OC OC
5 and 8c sale
price
I-inen Doilies good size bleached doilies, pure linen, 10c value
n
-ale price
OC

per doz
Fringed Titble Cloths size 8x10 each
Duck I otvels, 15 doz all linen huckaback towels
heavy
weight and large size worth 1 7c each during this sale per pr
A
14c 15 doz e tra weight and size, warranted all linen, good
\ able at 20c sale
price each
75c I hinuisk Towel, large size, good quality of linen to close out

per yd, 33c
value French Flannels
(a few colors only) 35c

ffil 59

«

ringed

Colored

ft-2 in. wide, per yd, 05c
value Venetian Suitings
30 in wide, per vd, 37^''
altte Mercerized Plaids

I
1.00

I

Masonic

Temple,

Note the bargains Here
Umbrella in stock is
Steel rods, strong ribs and

Every

eirings
j

$1.95
2,95
2.45
3.25
4.00
4.50

for
for
for
for
for
for

$2.50
3.50
3.00
3.75
6.00
7.50

bargain
good cov

a

j
I

value
value
value
value
value
value

25 of our Special Umbrellas water
slied coverings, good assortment
of handles, to close out
$1.19
Mexican Hand Drawn Linen at
a discount of 1() per cent.
For one week you can have your clioic«
of any of our hand drawn linens hi
a discount of 10 per cent, less than
regular price. This is for our present
stock onlv.

BELFAST, MAINE.

J

I

better class in Argentina are above
suspicion. As wives they are faithfulness personified, and as mothers they
err on the side of indulgence.
They
are extremely zealous in the performance of all religious duties according to

THE ARGENTINE GIRL.
Lovely From Sweet Sixteen Till
and domesabout Twenty-Six. Social
,s

slie

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.

BRIGHT’S DISEASE—GRAVEL.

We have received, with the compliments
of the Royal Hotel, East St. Louis, III.
neat little
Charles O. Clark .manager,a very
for somepocketbook. We are now looking
thing to put in it.
Towle & Fitzgerald, stock brokers, Boshave sent us a copy of their tenth is-

I have long resolved that ]
would apprise you of the
of obligation which I feel.
There is nothing which I new
enjoy that I do not owe to the
use of Dr. David Kennedy’s
Favorite Remedy at a time when
I was suffering all that a human
being could endure. My troubles
began in my kidneys and

deep

sense

their lights, and are devoted to works
of charity and the claims of kinship.
Indeed, the religion of ithe country is
The
was never as prosperous as
ton,
practically kept alive by the weaker
which
stocks,
men
consider
it
a
mark
for
the
of
of dividend
paying
sue
sex,
the
so well emp
I Never
progressive advancement to affect inshould be very useful to those who have
tidelism and as a rule do not go to
for
and
board
to Recover.
Ours goes
Man so
but
so
money to invest.
church at all for devotional purposes.
I was
compelled to use a cane clothes.
But it must be confessed that the lives
when I walked, and I finally got
to
the
it
so weak that I could not stand alone.
away
My phyof these model matrons are narrow.
Fred S. Jackson, local agent for the
sician said I had Bright’s Disease, which was, inlias given us some
With matrimony and motherhood they
deed, alarming information. To add to my afflic- Standard Fertilizers,
deor renewed energy
This is a season
seem to consider ttieir mission in life
for 1906. One has
tion, after I had been ill about two years, I had a
very handsome calendars
bad attack of gravel. I saw Dr. David Kennedy’s
oil painting by Wilentirely accomplished and settle down Favorite
an
of
the
advertised
reproduction
in
out paper.
After
contentedly to become mere nonenties using one Remedy
bottle I threw away my ct-ne and went to
Norton, a Boston artist, and
and shapeless lumps of fat. They are New York on a visit, and three bott.es cured me. I liam Edward
have
never had a return of gravel, nor of the
it is a very charming picture.
pains
completely satisfied with themselves, or weakness
in the back, and though I am over !
however and look upon anything ap- sixty years of
We acknowledge the receipt of a handage
Ansted and
proaching the life of the new woman
somely printed card from the
deAfter
with unspeakable horror.
I Am Now
and
Burk Co. of Springfield, Ohio, makers of
dinand
after
awhile
jeunier they sleep
as I was in my prime.
I do all
own work and
the William Tell Flour. John W. Burk,
follows:
is as
-Umagine a ner thev sit in the sala and gossip with rarely know what it is to be tired. myWhat physicians General Manager of the Company, is also
custom
of
is
the
and
all
It
of
of
fat.
the
other
remedies
I
had
taken
could
many
not
lumps
el fitteen of sixteen developdo Dr. Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy did; it staved
President of the Ohio Miller’s State Assoiiecocious maturity. An erect those who tiave not grown too lazy to
the disease and made me a strong, vigorous woman.”
Frank E. Barker, formerly of
in
the
evenFlorida
ciation.
to
the
Calle
ride
but
medium height,
splendidly
Mrs. Emeline P. Mizner, Burg Hill, Ohio.
and down
to
toddle
would
is connected with this company.
that
:
up
bust
solemnly
a
with
Montville,
ing,
ned,
flat chested that fashionable promenade for an
Lord
Total
Lytton’s
over
the
With
compliments of George I’. Field
and hour, and then ride home again; but
& Cowles Bulletin
green with envy, a proud
we have received Field
retriage, a face of perfect oval, the majority of wealthy dowagers
Prepared at Rondout, N. Y.
for 1900. It is “most cordially dedicated”
to riding
inplexion with a slight tinge ; strict their out-door exercise
Sold by all druggists. $1 a bottle ; 6 for $6.
to Mr. Edward B. Cowles, the “respected
blood that imparts to the in their carriages up and down the
Offers every
for the
Investments of your earnThe manners of
Junior Manager.” The booklet—a model
hue of a damask rose. The: Corso at Palermo.
of
the
the
are
of
them
IN
from
press
most
aggressivegenerally
and
lustrous,
of typography—is
large, dark
the
of your
the least, and what
but to be up-to-date it should
long silken lashes and over-1 ly haughty, to say
demand as The Dredge Key West. Something about Koyalcrofters,
to
the
conAs
v brows which with the ‘night ; to them is a courtesy they
have been Royalgrafters.
our
is
and
be makes the white forehead a r,ght. For example, it is common in
Miami.
tents they are mainly- Greek to the unitiated,
a crowded street car for richly dressed
alabaster. Small and delicate
Field
&
but the advertisement of the
[Correspondence of The Journal.]
i nostrils that dilate nervous-1 women to ask men to vacate their
Agency should be of
seats for them and then to plump themv inspiration, teeth so white
Miami, Fla., Dec. 24, 1!>05. Tomorrow Cowles’ Matrimonial
to say, to all who
,ir that to catch a glimpse of selves down without even a look of ac- will be Christmas, but the thermometer has general interest; that is
It offers
At any hour of the
life partners.
our structure is
t
built on the
no
been in the vicinity of the 80’s all day, and are looking for
ugh the arch of a smile is to knowledgment.
at
Nature’s perfection: the day you may see ponderous dowagers, aside from the holiday features in the some rare bargains in tlie matrimonial line.
attire
in
and
with
laden
showy
face
jewels
beautiful
us
the
being
;t of
|
Financial
can
or
The Pope Manufacturing Co. have sent
list of
stores there is anything but a Christmas
ms
line that surrounds the bearing down street like a ship under
to
There is always a profusion of their 1900 desk calendar. It is addressed
off the narrow aspect.
elbowing
everybody
a
sail,
of
be
at
may
not
bps. symbols
any
to fireworks in the .South at Christmas time, the Sporting Editor who is out—of a jobImagine this face in its frame sidewalk on which it is impossible
Editor
the
and
Religious
never
at
themselves
present,
with horn blowing and music. Last even- just
aek hair, surmounted by a walk two abreast,
but of tfe
ot
is
in every instance.
budging an inch. One longs to throw ing the streets were filled with people, handed it over to the Dramatic Editor. It
.t the mostcoquetish fashion,
the
if
to
see
at
ear has the first
them, merely
real dowers repose and living something
white and colored, doing their Christmas is noted that the motor
on their counPER NCET
with the chain, chainless
gleam; and that lithsorne self satisfied expression
shopping, bands were playing, ladies were place this year,
d in a dress of some soft tenances may not change a bit.
There are two
second.
motor
and
bicycles
without
INTEREST
summer
in
fabrics,
Generally speaking, the male Argen- out dressed
id delicate tint of a fashion
lives in Rome and the other in
tinian is a handsome creature, or more head coverings, men without coats and boys Popes—one
v to the Worths of Paris and
Ct. The latter is President of
IN
SAVINGS
with the sparkle of a diamoi d correctly speaking, a pretty creature, barefooted. It was a decided contrast.to Hartford,
the Pope Manufacturing Company and the
effeminate and the before Christmas scenes in Maine.
there, and the glimmer of dull though under sized and
a
former
the
usethan
ornamental
Before I left Jacksonville 1 saw on the Pope Motor Car Company,
l imagine the whole being in-1 decidedly more
FROM THE FIRST' OF EACH MONTH
In manners and dress he affects
a
sub-company, both
ii the grace and vivacity of ful.
marine railway a familiar craft, the dredge parent, the latter
deto
the
extremest
fashions
French
of one and the same great family.
■nth. and yon have the comCOMPOUNDED SEMI-ANNUALLY
Key West, built at Belfast in 1904 by George members
gree; his coming is heralded by a hunitrait of aii Argentine girl.”
The editor acknowledges ^receipt of a
A. Gilchrest. The Key West was under-andhis
mousdred
symmetrical
dazzle
perfumer,
a itii all these charms that
invisible ^points, going a thorough overhauling and being copy of the new 1900 Kodol Almanac and
uid captivate admiration there tache is twisted toj
ON
OF DEPOSIT
Its most important
leather shoes tapered to generally brightened up.
A bronze pro- 200 Year Calendar.
A, he something lacking in closer Ins patent
his dowered waistcoat,
the
doubt
simply
without
very
is
old
toes,
the
the
feature
to
on
tooth-pick
is
because
was
it
replace
being put
ntance. Perhaps
peller
fob <fnd imFROM DATE OF ISSUE.
constructed 200 Year Calendar, whereby
nous stvle does not appeal to the gorgeous cravat, jeweled
one of cast iron, which was found to be
all the very apex of
ke the' more spirituelle beauty maculate linen
from the action of the salt water. with absolute accuracy you can tell the day
corroding
not
is
He
only eminently showy,
'axon maiden—that where the style.
HIGH GRADE BONDS
will also have steam steering of tlie week on which any event occurred
but wittv and clever, a good linguist The Key West
y are fed they become satiated
during one hundred years of the past, or on
a steam windlass, and an electric
and
is
of
gear
gab"
inherent),
me like one on a steady diet of {because'the “gift
or we
on hand for
The w hich any date will occur during the next
in originality is lighting system has been installed.
you in the purnfortunately these charming and what lie lacks
the day of the
thus
of
Mcin
command
u
hundred
giving
is
IllrtUC
West
years,
Capt.
the
to
kJJ
Key
are universally addicted
chase ot any
we
not own.
From tlie constitution of Cormick and has been at work at Key week on w-hich any birth, death, marriage
t and powder puff to such an imitation.
to tlie fashion of his neckhave
happened.
event
at
the
northmay
the
bar
or
across
important
at the real woman appears to his country
any
West, cutting
^WE
about him is a faithful I
When she E. C. DeWitt & Co. of Chicago, III., the
to the harbor.
eclipse under drifts of white tie, every thing
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have today. There could be no more
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of Maine’s

convincing proof

prosperity.

The supreme court of New Brunswick lias decided that a woman is not a
person,” in declaring Miss Mabel P.
French of St. John not eligible to be

admitted as an attorney to practice in
the Province.
The

January

Supreme

term of the

brief and uneventful. The leanness of the dockets, both
criminal and civil, speaks well for Waldo county in attesting the absence of
crime and the decrease of litigation.
As to the latter there has been for

Judicial Court

was

growing tendency

to settle

some

time a

cases

out ot court, and which bids fair

to continue.
Wien a Bath shipyard has to suswork because it has had to wait
even months tor material it makes us
sigh for those good old times when the
shipbuilders of Maine cut their own
material in their own forests.— Bath

pend

Enterprise.
There is no reason

why

Maine

ship-

builders should not receive their material from Aroostook over the N. M.
s. Pi. K.

Much stress will be laid by those opposed to prohibition on the expense of
the Sturgiss Commissions—some $10,-00

is

in rlie past nine months.
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lust
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tlie number committed for intoxication
last year was :;04

against

002 the

previ-

difference of 238 in favor
year,
of enforcement.
Charge Cumberland
a

ous

MAINE POUTIGS.

FREEDOM.
The Sophomore class of Freedom Academy
gave a necktie social Wednesday evening,
FRANKFORT.
This year the State of Maine at large
January 3d, which was very enjoyable as
The granite cutters have resumed work at
various counties elect
State. The road has not been built to
well as remunerative—The Ladies’ Circle elects a governor, the
several representative
hold its annual meeting with Mrs. Inez their officers and the
take business away from existing lines, the wharf and business looks good for the
of the lower
members
151
elect
districts
the Bar
ellows to-day, Thursday. ••••L. H. March I
but can and will create new business. winter_The basket ball game by
Charles house of the legislature. These 151 memis in Belfast serving on the jury
last
and
teams
Frankfort
Iiarbor
Friday
will
choose
a nmuThe border towns in Aroostook and
Stevens of Unity was in town Saturday on bers and the 31 senators
resulted in a victory for Bar Harbor. The business.The afternoon of New \ ear’s ! ber of important officers, among whom are
have
them
of
back
poured
those just
a State treasurer, a
score was 35 to 1....Freeman Batchelder
day George Worth entertained the primary a secretary of State,
their wealth of timber into the St. has begun work on an addition to his black- school at his home, hoping to get the little State assessor, 6 executive councilors, an
a commissioner of
and
: attorney general
school
John river, to be floated to Canadian smith shop.S. T. Sprague has lumber folks more interested in Sunday
| agriculture. The legislature will also elect
hauled for his new store_Roland Hughes, work.
was
It
of Hon. William
the
term
manufactured.
there
and
S.
a’U.
senator,
points
who has been very sick for a few days, is
P. Frye expiring.
the only way to reach Old Ocean, na- now on the road to recovery.... Local talent KNOX.
So far as the head of the State ticket goes
from Belfast will present a drama at the K
Ralph Sanborn has gone to Taunton, there is nothing which suggests that the
ture’s highway. The new road oilers a of P Hall next Friday
night, entitled “My Mass., to work in the insane hospital
candidates will be other than they
leading
of
of
and
talent
Uncle from Japan”.Local
cheaper way
shorter, quicker
Mrs. Olive Hatch and granddaughter, little were in 1904, William T. Cobb of Rockland
a minstrel show some
Frankfort will
and Cyrus W. Davis of
for
the
reaching tide water, with exceptional time in the neargive
Republicans
future....Members of the Miss Olive, have gone into the woods in
facilities for shipping coastwise or First Congregational Church much enjoyed Monroe to cook in the camp with her son, Waterville for the Democrats
As
for
the
senate, there are likely to be
the sermon last Sunday by Rev. Harry Hill Fred Hatch....C. W. Shorey of Waldo was
foreign. For inward freights there are of \V
in town Sunday w ith the mare he recently many hot county fights, first in the conveninterport.
The last senate
coal and fertilizer, for which there is a
l
bought in Belfast....llarvey Douglass of tions and then at the polls. one each from
members,
Freedom, formerly of this town, has moved ! had four minority
and LinCumberland
steadily increasing demand in Aroos BURNHAM.Mrs. Mont. Lassell will give a to
Knox,
Androscoggin,
to
intends
he
North Vassal boro, where
Mr. and
in these counties
The growing scarcity and adtook.
run a
house—Mrs. L. D. Shorey coin, and the Democrats
at Hood Templars hall and boarding
than
ever.
In
vim
work
with
will
wedding
reception
greater
Emma of Waldo are the
vancing price of lumber of all kinds Saturday evening, Jan. 13th. A general in- guestsdaughter
of Mrs. Shorey’s daughter, Mrs. J. the lower house at the last session the
in
a
house
must direct attention to the virgin vitation is extended to all.George and D. McGray... The farm of the late Hiram Democrats had 26 members, but
of 151 they cut no considerable figure.
forests north of us, into which the B.& Leon Reynolds are employed by Dell Mc- Stephenson has been sold to Massachusetts
It is over the election of members to the
red oak lumber-Mont. Bas- parties....Charles Irvin, who has employcutting
Gray
an
outhouse and senate that the great fight of the
road
A.—to which the new
gives
ford lias a crew cutting cord wood on his ment in Lisbon Falls, is visiting his family
coming
year will center. It is agreed that
let—is extending its branch lines. It lumber lot at the head of the pond.Mr.
the question of the resubmissiun of the
Waterville has just closed THORNDIKE.
is doubtful if any such tract of timber Chamberlain of
prohibitory amendment is going to be the
his lumbering operations on the Richard
Eight men arrived in town Saturday to issue of the year, in caucus, convention and
is left in the country so near to the At- Reynolds tract. It required six years to
begin work in the Peavey woodlot. The at the polls.
remove the lumber from this lot......The
lantic.
Not only will the legislature be elected
Braley Bros, are doing quite extensive lum- engine was also expected Saturday night. largely on this issue, but also the delegates
But it is not in timber alone that bering on the Frank Lane farm, which they The
mill will be erected at once and it is to the several conventions. The RepubliI
Trask, is said
great possibilities lie. The agricultural recently purchased.Laforest
that Mr. Peavey will employ men and can State convention will be polled on redoing a rushing business with his crew and
before the gavel of the
development of Aroostook is of even teams on the Isaac Dunton lot.Charles their teams in this and surrounding towns submission long falls.
Our local traders ^presiding officer
The hardwood Cookson w ith his crew of men and teams If they wish to work
greater importance.
of
resubmission into the
The
ire paying 50 cents per bushel for potatoes,
injection
lumber from the Arlo
are clearing the
iS cents per dozen for eggs, and 20 cents per legislative fight is somewhat disconcerting
1
ridges, which are legion, are capable of Twitchell
lot.
State offices filled by
for
to
the
candidates
M.
Higgins
pound for butter.Henry
producing the best of hay, grain and
Ordinarily they
passed Saturday night and Sunday in Jack- vote of the legislature.
SOUTH LIBERTY.
well
as
son the guest of his
sister, Mrs. J. T. can size up the members quite accurately,
potatoes. The latter, for seed
A little child was recently born in Wash- Hatch—Mr. and Mrs. Ross C. Higgins en- but with resubmission the paramount issue
as for the table, are second to none,
ington which makes S. T. Overlook of this tertained Mr. and Mrs. Charles White and there is great uncertainity.
and there is an increasing demand for,
Arthur I. Brown of Belfast and William
last Saturday
place, as he believes, the youngest great- Mr. and Mrs. Benj. Ames
Falls would both like
them in the South for seed. Already J grandfather in the vicinity, if not in the ivening.. .George Cilly and son Clyde passed S. Cotton of Lisbon
Mr. Brown is
Ian. 6th anu 7th with relatives in Burnham. to be Secretary of State.
is 53 years of age
Mr.
Overlook
the
State.
made
over
been
have
of
and Mr. Cotton
State
in
Measles have made their appearance
| shipments
Deputy Secretary
j and his wife 57. Mrs. Charles Overlook of
of represenof
the
house
is
a
former
clerk
own.
and
Clarence
Burton
i
Irving
from
steamer
Gross,
Warren, the child’s grandmother, is 33 Parsons are among the victoms
| new road for Texas, by
James tatives, where he presided for a long term
Stockton to New York and there re- years old_Isaac Robinson, an aged citi- Element recently bought two nice cows of of years. Mr. Brown will be a candidate
zen of this place, passed away Friday mornBerry... Richard C. Higgins has for the first time, but Mr. Cotton was ip the
shipped. And it is not only the hard- ing, Dec. 28th. Mr. Robinson had been Arthur
joid 8 nice
cows, and 3 heifers to field at the last legislature, being defeated
that
are
richwood ridges in Aroostook
confined to the house for a long time and parties in dairy He intends
buying some by Byron Boyd, the present incumbent, by
Troy.
failing until the end. His wife
a vote of 96 to 55.
near future.
in
the
cows
Ayersliire
ly productive, but the valleys of all the gradually
died some years ago. He leaves four chilOramandal Smith of Litchfield, as State
rivers and streams, and as the timber dren to mourn .their loss: John Robinson
treasurer, will be relieved of his labors this
of
West
Bartlett
Mrs.
Oren
and
Appleton,
3ENTRE LINCOLNVILLE.
is cut off these are opened to agriculyear, as the constitution says no man shall
of Belfast and
i Sirs. Aleck McCambridge
Mrs. II. L. True is now taking charge of i hold office over six years. Pascal I’. Gil| tural development. This development James Lane of this place, who has cared
and Kendall M. Dunbar
like
it
will
be
I may he slow, but
rolling for him in his declining years. Mr. Robin- ler crochet work for Boston firms. Her more of Buck sportare
the candidates. Mr.
Damariscotta
1 a snow ball in
damp snow, and in a com- son wras nearly 90 years of age.... Miss Lena lister, Mrs. Sidney Moody, has been in | of
Gilmore has been state liquor agent and
! paratively short time the aggregat»will1 Cunningham, who has been attending jliarge of the business for the past year. Mr. Dunbar is secretary of the senate.
school at Buckspnrt, is visiting her grand! be surprising.
I'll is crochet and knitting work lias brought Both have a wode acquaintance.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Cunningham. thousands of dollars
Atty Gen. Hamlin, State Assessor Simpinto this section,
LETTER TO THE REPUBLICAN JOURN- _Miss Ethel Hannan, who has been in leveral ladies
of Agriculture Gilearning $25 to $50 per year son and Commissioner
Camden the past year, is at home for a
within their party
AL READERS.
luring their spare time—li. I*. Farrar, man have no toopponents
short visit.
be
re-elected
in accordance
and
are
due
surveyor, is in town with his assistants,
Phas. Knight and Dwight Greenlaw, set- with party custom.
I It. II. Moody Guarantees Hyomei to Cure
executive
For
the
seven
TItOV.
couneilorships
ling the Tower estate. The heirs are Mrs.
Catarrh or It Costs Nothing.
Oxford
Mrs. K. P. Gould anil daughters of Unity Hannah Films, Mrs. A. 1. II. Pitcher and there will be six new names.
now represented by George I). Bisi Editor of The Republican Journal! visited her
county,
Elisha
There
is
Tower.
a
amount
of
large
Mrs. Sibyl Bennett,
mother,
of
catarrhal
bee
of
Rumford
to
of
In view
the prevalence
Falls, gives way
York,
woodland on this farm and tlie speculators
troubles at this season of the >ear, 1 want Sunday_The Troy Corner Reading Club ire eager to purchase it
Frank Handley which has the naming of the councillor for
j to tell your readers that I have never sold j will meet with Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Hawes
if Camden has been in town buying timber 1907-10; Franklin, now represented by C.
N. Blanchard, gives way to Androscoggin
anything that gave more satisfaction than Friday evening, Jan. tilth....The Willing •f Avan Knight and Mr. Perry
Mrs. H.
1
Hyomei, when used in catarrhal troubles, j Workers are to have an antiquarian supper I). Ames of the Trap, superintendent of for 1907-8; Lincoln, now represented by
You get immediate relief from the treat- at Beech Ridge church Saturday evening, ichools, was in this place
is Walter B. Clarke of Wiscasset and PortI ment, and consistent use will prove to every Jan. 13th_Mr. and Mrs. Frank Piper re- reported quite sickly in Friday_It
town. Mr. land, gives way to Sagadahoc for 1907-8;
i .sufferer, as it has to many of our customers, turned last week from Rockland, where •\ustiii Marriner is confined to the house
by Waldo, now represented by Albert Pierce
1
the virtue of this preparation.
a few days on their wedding
11 ness. He is attended by Dr. Millett of of Frankfort, to Knox for 1907-8; Penobscot,
1 thev passed
Personally 1 am interested in Hyomei, for trip.Mr. Mell Fernald and Miss Kllie Searsmont... Mrs. S. J. Moody is visiting her now represented by Nathaniel M. Jones of
i it is made and sold on honor, and 1 do not I Fernald were united in marriage last week lister, Mrs. II. I. Holt in Wiscasset_Mr. Bangor, will give way to Piscataquis for
want your money unless you are benefited at tlie home of the hi ide’s parents, Mr and
uni Mrs. Charles Ross of Topsfield, Mass., 1907 s. and Washington, now represented by
and satisfied.
j Mrs. Henry Fernald.... Miss Yergie Getcli- who have been guests at X. I). Ross’ for a George A. Murehie of Calais, will give way
There is no stomach dosing in connection ell is spending the week with her sister,
to Aroostook for 1907 12.
ew (lays, returned last week_Miss Edna
j with
There will be but one member of the
Hyomei. it. is a thoroughly local treat- ! Mrs. E. P. Hopkins_L. K. Prentiss and Miller leaves this week to attend the Roekcouncil in the next body, Thurston
: ment for a local disease, and its soothing,
winter
the
of
Boston
are
and
Commercial
present
spending
in
family
College.Schools
the
S. Burns of Westbrook, who is now servspot at their home in Troy
M.V. B. Mitchell is
own will close this week lor the winter
| healing medication goes direct to
it
is
needed.
his
first term as councillor from the
where
and
Charles
|
ing
vacation... Frank C. Coggins and wife of
[! The
serving on tlie grand jury
complete Hyomei outfit consists of a Moore on the traverse jury at the January Stonington were guests at John Dean’s 2d district, Cumberland forming the 2d
and
a
a
medicine
dropper,
; pocket inhaler,
term of court in Belfast—Miss Flora E.
L'uesday—The Tranquility Dramatic Co. district and always being represented. Six
bottle of Hyomei, and the price is only $1, Carleton has finished her school and gone will present the drama “The Doctor” at executive councillor contests in aue year is
while additional bottles can be obtained for to Augusta, where she has employment.
unusual.— Boston Globe.
Irange Hall iu the near future.

County Correspondence.

Sill

—

j

nusj1)ess

Tkkms: In advance, 82.00 a year;
$1.00 for >ix montlis; 50 cents for three months.
Advkktisim; Tkkms: For one square, one inch
length m column, 50 cents for one week and
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

Si

only profitable to its promoters but a
to the
very important factor in adding
wealth and general prosperity of our

county with her proportion of tins
$H),000, and then credit her with what
has been saved by the decreased num-

—

—

—

—

j

j

Every
Two Minutes
Physicians

tell

us

the blood in
human

that all

healthy
body passes through
a

the heart once in every two
minutes. If this action bethe whole
Poor
health
body
follows poor blood ; Scott’s
Emulsion makes the blood
pure. One reason why
comes

irregular

suffers.

Piano and Organ

SCOTT’S

^Tuningc-

EMULSION

And repairing in the city or country
done promptly and in a thorough
manner.
1 have engaged MR. H.
A. DRINKWATER to assist in this

a
great aid is because
passes so quicldy into
It is partly dithe blood.
it enters the
before
gested
stomach ; a double advantage in this. Less work
for the stomach; quicker
and more direct benefits.
To get the greatest amount
of good with the least possible effort is the desire of
in poor health.
evervone
Scott’s Emulsion does just
that.
A change for the
better takes place even before you expect it.

is^uch
it

will send you

We

!

E. S. Pitcher
Music Store

UNDERTAKERS.

R.H. Coombs & Son,
CASKETS,
ROBES and

a

sample free.
Be

BURIAL GOODS,

that this
the form of

sure

picture

in

a label is on the wrapper of every bottle of
Emulsion you buy.

ber of prisoners, and how would the
: f)0 cents.
The
account stand? Xor is that all
J positively
guarantee a cure when
'immunity is better off, financially and Hyomei is used in accordance with direcor
J
will
refund
your money. This
otherwise, by die decreased number of tions,
certainly shows our faith and belief in the
arrests.
virtues of Hyomei.
Yours very truly,
R. 41. Moody.
The advocacy of the plan, advanced
of
ss
llall
Annie S.
bv M
Cincinnati,
THE NEWS OF BROOKS
Mi.-s Maud. Ballington Booth and Miss
(.. (C.tluim Crozier, of administering i
chloroform to the insane, the victims 1
Miss Nina Tasker went to Rixmont Sunof paint cl accidents which must prove day to visit friends.
fata, '.not! >se afflicted by an incurable
Mrs. Shadrach Hall is very ill, with the
Iiv Professor Charles Eliot Xor
chances against her recover}.
of
ton. 1 as aroused a storm
protest
T. 1>. Elliott and wife are in W ilton, Me
from people in every walk of life.—
which is Mrs. Elliott's old home.
Boston Journal.
.M.'J. Dow, chairman of the selectmen
It would simply
And no wonder.
| was called to Unity Monday on official busilegalize murderf Everyone can recall ! ness.

Prepared at alt Honrs to do EMBALM.

!

IN<; and FUNERAL
Connected

Scott & Bowne
409
50

St.,

N.

Y»

WORK.
Iy7.
by telephone both day and night.

72 Main

Chemists
Pearl

Street,

Belfast.

j

cents and $1. 00
All druggists

•

|

Found
A strayed heifer came to my place about Dec.
1st. The owner can have the" same by proving
property and paying charges.
E. CtMEKllIAM.
Head of the Tide.
lw

!

-i- »-•- •

...

HAVE YOU TRIED THAT

| Hogshead Cheese j
j! Central

i1

—at—

1

l

&

|

—

Belfast, Maine
tfl

—

—

department.
8®"Call or write for estimates.

Harket

*
*

Card of Thanks
We desire to express our appreciation ami
thanks to friends and neighbors for turn- expressions of sympathy and many acts of kindness
through the long illness and recent death of our
beloved husband and son, George L. Elwell.
Mrs. Cora Elwell,
Mrs. Sarah C. Elwell.

NOTICE.
I shall pay
this dato.

no

bills of

George J'. Cottrell

;

ai

Belfast, Me., .January
3w2*
HERV.EY B. COl I REEI
9. 1906

mpkmi.l.

The re-organization of Morrill Sunday
school took place last Sunday. The report
for the year by the Supt., Dr. T. N. Fearson, represents the school as having passed
The Primary class
a prosperous year.
under Miss Nellie Greer received the

school banner 'or largest attendance. Six
members of the school viz: D. O. Bowen,
E. 1C. Bowen, llenj. Wentworth, Carrie anil
Milton Blake and Nellie Greer, received
each a fine book from the superintendent
as a reward of merit for not being tardy nr
The supermissing a Sunday for the year.
intendent especially called tile attention of
the school to D. O. Bowen, Esq., teacher of
the Bible class, who has not missed being
with his class at rlie opening of the school
j for five years. The officers elected are as folit their experience where victims
cases
Miss Bertha Hatch,
j ('. F. Porter, who recent!} moved ot lows: F! A. Grey, Supt.;
of accidents whose death seemed cer- ! Brooks v ith his family, is confined to the Asstant Supt.; .Miss Nellie Greer, Sec’y.;
house b} illness.
llenj. Wentworth, Collector and Treasurer;
tain have, recovered, and where those
Lizzie Blake, Librarian ; Miss Nellie Greer,
Mrs. Flora E. Thompson of Boston came organist_L. H. Jackson, who was born
with
an
to
he
afflicted
incursupposed
home Monday to attend the wedding of her and for many years lived in Morrill,has sold
able disoasi nave regained their health niece, Miss Myrtle Forbes.
IPs farm situated in Waldo to Mr. Everett
and !," i) spared for many years of useMrs. J. \Y. Bennett has returned to Port- Banks, who will move on to it shortly. Mr.
Jackson lias bought, lived oil, and sold
fuli es-. There are cases, too, where | land, where she and the captain are keepagain, many small farms, and has always
ing house when he is ashore.
one frail life stands between the enjoy- j
improved them while they were under his
1
Joseph Ellis is to put up a saw mill near control. The set of buildings and place
t a f. ttune by others, who might
ment
G. .Johnson place to manufacture he lias just sold are models of neatness.
I the N
a* tei .p'od to do away with its possesthe lumber he has bought in Knox.
Mr. Jackson is now 78 years of age, has
never drank liquor or used tobacco, and
I Te is as dear to the invalid in
sor
Mr. Turner and wife of Ashland, Me.,
lias been a stalwart Republican since the
have been visiting their daughters, Mrs.
use:
to
the
and
as
veil
strong,
advent of the G. 0. P. Such men as he
many
Wilcox and Mrs. IIewes, of this place.
make good citizens, and he has sold to a
and common humanity demands that
Mr. Rufus Tasker, who lives on one of young man who wiU also be a credit to the
Miss Tillie Harding,
they should be tenderly cared for, and our R. F. D. routes, is at the hospital in : town of Waldo
not munlered in cold blood.
Bangor, where lie underwent an operation | from Waterville, spent a few days with her
for appendicitis. The chances are favorable parents, Mr. anil Mrs. Janies Harding, last
week_Mrs. Herman Merriam is reported
Ati interesting and useful publication for a recovery.
as gaining.
laid
out
a
selectmen
have
new
The
street,
comes to us from the Massachusetts
north from the Charles E. Peavey place 76
Bureau of statistics of Labor. It is rods to the north side of the A. J. Boulter SWANVILLE CEXTKE.
Mrs. Mary Robertson, who has been with
lot. Three sets of buildings will be built
not
entitled "Industrial Opportunities
there this spring.
Miss Louise Cunningham the past six
It
ye: Utilized in Massachusetts.”
Golden Crown Lodge, No. 10k, Knights of ! months, has returned to her home in Searsrakes up the towns alphabetically, gives
Pythias, are to have an installation and a ! port_Mr. and Mrs. John McKeen of
their location, population, etc., and fine time Tuesday evening, January 16th. i Frankfort have been the guests of his
The lodge in Prospect has been invitedaud I mother, Mrs. Beals... Rodney Jackson and
then follows an outline of the oppor1
if travelling and weather favor it will be an
A. Twombly of Waldo have taken the job
tunities they offer. As an illustration enjoyable occasion.
of hauling cord wood to Waldo Station for
and Alma Maxim
we quote what is said of Abington:
The icy streets afford nice sliding for our Mr. Bessey. Nettie
have gone to Massachusetts to work in the
In tins town there are several acres young people and they have enjoyed it
straw shops_Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Robertof land, suitable for manufacturing or hugely. Several minor accidents have oc- son entertained a family party New Years
and Mrs. J. W. Bennett was quite
business purposes, situated near the curred,
Susie Maddocks lias come home to
day...
a
severely injured by being struck by sled
health
E. A. Robrailroad. There is no water power to and
thrown violently down, striking the stay on account of ill
a small mink which netted
a
ertson
there
is
caught
but
of
good supply
speak of,
back of her head severely.
him $4. Watson Robertson caught a larger
water for household and manufacturing
The farce “Yankee Assurance” was given 1; one for which he got a good price-Wm.
purposes. There are two railroad stathe Good Templar Lodge with Clements spent a day in Monroe last week.
by
recently
tions in the town, giving good facilities
the following cast:
_Mrs. Laura Curtis is gaining-Mrs.
for freight. Plenty of help can be obJohnwood Seaney has returned from MasYankee, Ernest Stimpsou.
tained to work the entire year, (.'lay
1 )eacon, M. J. Dow,
sachusetts and is with her sister, Mrs.
and sand are produced, but there are
Laura Curtis.Joshua Littlefield and
Widow, Mrs. Belle Estes,
Cousins, etc., Lila Estes, Gertrude Hall, I wife made the New Year in the Mailraw materials raised suitable for
canning. Most of the inhabitants are Maud Webb, Clara Sprague, Hattie Works, I family_Asher Moody of Searsport is at
work for Mr. Coombs_Harold Small, son
shoe workers, therefore the shoe busi- Marie York.
of Wm. Small of Monroe, is studying for a
,ies- :s best suited to the town.
AbingBy invitation of Golden Crown Lodge, K. doctor_Mrs. Alton Hatch of Isleboro, is
to
lias lighting plants of its own and of l\, of this place some of the Belfast
visiting her sister, Christine Benson, at
electric railways connect it with ad- members of the order will present the Mr. Coombs_Scott Curtis, a three year
from
at Union
drama
Uncle
“My
Japan”
old boy, was burned badly by tipping a
jacent towns and cities.
hall Wednesday evening, Jan. 17th, with a
A doctor
his dress.
Tin.- information is furnished con- dance to loilow the play. A special train lighted lamp over onto
was called and he is getting along wellwill be run from Belfast and a gala time is
2:
1
on
returns
rebased
a
who
took
and
towns,
Will Small
wife,
girl from
cerning
expected. Supper will be served in the
ceived by the bureau, and is followed banquet rooms to all who wish it. This the Girl’s Home in Belfast, have returned
the Home_E. A. Robertson and
has been highly her to
by tabulations under various heads. particular presentation Brooks
wife were guests of Richard Brown and
and‘the
.people are wife in Belfast Sunday
There is a social
For example Table IT', contains a list complimented
anxious to see it. We do those tilings here
meeting at the Young sclioolhouse every
of idle workshops and factories, their sometimes ourselves.

i

~-SECOND WEEK!—^Great White Under Muslin Sale^

—

Commences this

Morning, January 11th.
New Lots of Fine Under Muslins' GO ON SALE TODAY
REMEMBER THREE THINGS—You NEVER had choice from assortments so wide.
You NEVER had choice from lingerie so beautiful.
You NEVER met with
prices so low.

—

The ladies of Belfast and vicinity are cordially invited to visit our store and
go
through our immense stock of White Under Muslins. We assure them in advance
that this will be an opportunity to purchase the very best
goods produced in this country all new and fresh. Complete in lines of sizes and
low in

remarkably

_____

All Mail orders promptly filled.

—

number in each'town and the business

Charles E. Peavey met with

Thursday evening.

a

great loss

death of his stallion Alcazar, No.
publication strikes in thewhich
occurred from an impacted
3226,
admirable one and worthy of bowel, the result of indigestion. He was a

last carried on. The
us

as an

grandly

imitation in other States.
N.

M.

S.

R.

R.

Even after the land had been secured
for a terminal and

ally begun

operations had

actu-

there were some who refus-

proportioned horse, standing

16

hands high and weighing close to 1,200
pounds. He was without doubt the handsomest horse in this vicinity. Alcazar's sire,
Alcantara, 223, is by Geo. Wilkes, 222, out
of Alma Mater, the greatest dam of sires
which has ever lived. At the close of 1899
Alcantara was credited with 131 in 2.30, the
largest number ever sired by a stallion of
his age. Those who have colts by Alcazar
may consider themselves very fortunate.

really intended to build a railroad from LaGrange
The following clipping is taken from the
for January:
to Stockton and Searsport. When the Temperance Record
In a business letter Bro. Geo. F. Cotterill,
was
in
and
the
track laying
N. G. T., writes: “It was good to have the
progress
State of Maine represented at Chicago,
great piers loomed up on tne water old
so able a brother as Bro. M. J. Dow.
and
ed to believe that it was

front there still were doubters as to the

by

Jas. H. Howes,

The Burdens will be Made Lighter if the
Advice of This Belfast Citizen is Followed.
A woman’s back has many aches and pains.
Most times ’tis the kidney’s fault.
Hackache is really kidney ache.
That’s why Doan’s Kidney Pills cure it.
Many Belfast women know this.
Bead what one has to say about it:
Mrs. F. M. Wood of 8 Grove Bt., Belfast, Me.'
says: “Doan’s Kidney Pills were procured for
me at the City Drug Store, and I used them,
brought me such beneficial results that 1

The National Grand Lodge did well to
so substantial a representative of the i
feasibility of the enterprise; and today select
order as one of the Board of Trustees. I 1 They
from kidney comthere are some who fail to realize its
hope there will be a great rally of the New feel sure that anyone suffering
a
full significance. Unless they are hope- England Good Templars from now on and plaint or backache should give this remedy
that hundreds of them will plan to attend trial.”
less pessimists a glance at the map and the National session in Boston next July.
Foster80
cents.
For sale by all dealers. Price
at the oft-printed statistics of Aroos- We want a great inspirational gatherhg, Mllburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the
a
national and patruly
took’s vast area and vast resources so as to cultivate
States.
triotic spirit devoted to the advancement of United
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no
must prove convincing. In the near Good Templary to its old activity and presother.
I
future the new railroad must prove not tige in the land which gave it birth.”

BELFAST, MAINE,
ODD
i

FELLOWS’ BLOCK.

prices.

!

’■
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NEWS

£ BELFAST.”

PUBLISHERS’ NOTICE.
Single Copies of The Journal

following places:At
si-UispouT.

the

si-'.Vktox Springs.
\v s rKKroKT. At

post
At
the

are on

sale at the

office.

the post o...ce.
store of

1.

H.

W.

Y .i'pi.N
V

Store of I). .1. Dickens.
il
Sullivan, Searsport. Miss E. M. Hall,
M. ,1, Dow. Brooks, are authormid
iiort
l" receive subscriptions and adver-

u

j

Co.
publican Journal Publishing
an iceboat built from
The Rudder for use ou Pitcher’s

pre,l Timm has bad
v|gn in

011(1.
for 1901)
flip Journal still has calendars
at the office
give its subscribers. Call
ml get one.
of East NorthI he Ladies’ Aid Society
the home of Mr.
[ w ill hold a supper at
Jan.
! Mrs. Isaac Hills Friday evening,

..

pith.

The annual meeting of the stockholders
of the City National Bank of Belfast was
held at the bauking rooms Jan. 9th and the
old board of officers was re-elected.
The Journal and the Tribune
In renewing his subscription
Farmer.
the other day (which included the Tribune
Farmer) one of our country subscribers
said he would not be without the latter
paper; that he had had many agricultural
publications and considered that the best
of them all. And that is our judgment.
There are many excellent monthly and
semi-week!y publications devoted to the
farming interest, but the Weekly Tribune
Farmer with its 20 pages covers the whole
field and provides instruction and entertainment as well for the farmer and his
The subscription price is $1
in adyear, but for another dollar, paid
vance, you get The Republican Journal
with the Weekly Tribune Farmer, each foi
Hundreds of Journal subscriba full year.
ers have availed themselves of this clubbing offer, and the list is growing each

family.

a

The Improvement Society will meet with
v vs Inez Crawford Monday, Jan. 15th, at
in.

p.

The stereopticon lecture “In the Mikado’s
will be
K ngdom,” the first in the course,
in the Methodist church to-morrow,
u
May, evening at 7.30.

Beginning Jan. 4tli the City National
uk of Belfast is open for business conusly from 9 a. m. till 4 p. m., and on
ii days from 9 a. m. to 1 p. m.
W.
Angier, Traveling Passenger
lit of the Union Pacific Railway, has
the
ns a neat little calendar issued by
R. R., “The Overland Route.”
'(claimed letters remaining ill the RelJan.
post office for the week ending
Alice Knowlton, Mrs. Frank ReyMr. 1. W. Nicholl, Mikkel Sonstreys,
Jones.

l. C.

Cliatining League will meet this,
sday, afternoon at 2.30 o’clock at the
f Mrs. Ada Swan on Primrose Hill.
:pleasant the meeting will he postI until Friday.

.sending her 35th annual subscription
ml Island,Nebraska,subscriber writeS:
Journal reaches me every Sunday
sing and is a part of my regular SundAJ'
It would not he Sunday without
ng.
K.'s were very pleasantly enterHoward Whitten and
Mrs.
i,\
Marion Wells, at 25 Miller street,last
sday evening. The next meeting will
I Court street, Friday evening, JauuJ.

,i

12th.
! ppp

ist
r

-hi

has been great sport iee boating
few days. The new boat built last
W M. Randall is now the cham1 itcher's Pond, while the Rankin
oil
mail boat lias that distinction

schools began the w inter term
itli the same corps of teachers as
a.nn, with the exception of the school
:
liny ford district, where Miss
:_.iret Jackson took the place of Mrs.
I:

fust

i.iv

\\

re

Wood, resigned.

Belfast K. of P. dramatic Club will
Frankfort Tuesday, Jan. 16tb, and
U ednesday, Jan. 17th, and present
i mini “My Uncle from Japan.” They
ii" accompanied by Keyes full orchese

dance will follow' the drama.

.L.n a

is rushing at Hoy Coomb’s boat
!!■
t finishing up a 25-foot launch
.i tiie Pendletons of Islesboro, has
f iike dimensions in frame for E.
:; .iirli of Dark Harbor, and has
•el for a 30-foot iauiieh for

,.es-

this city.
.-on

is to make extensive

ady-to-wear department,
occupied Is not large
f n ihe rapidly increasing business
*. •.i
ne.
Arrangements are, being made
i.iaige the fioor space and display all
inieii'- 111 an up-to-date manner.
jare

now

marine railway for repairs—Bath ship
builders say the outlook is better now tbar
it was at this time last year—Sch. Gooc
Intent, took hay, coal and wood to Isle at
Haut last week—Sch. Sallie B., which
put in here leaking was launched frou
Gilchrest’s marine railway last week and it
reloading her cargo of lumber. She was
The three
bound front liangorto Boston
masted sch. Brigadier was taken on Gil
chrest’s marine railway last week and will

undergo quite extensive repairs.Sch
Metfiebesec has loaded bridge stone al
Crotch Island, Stonington, for New York,
_.Sch. Fred B. Balano has chartered tc
load cut granite at Moose Island, Stonington, for New York, at §1.35 per ton.Nol
a single harbor on the Maine coastline has
been closed in the slightest degree by ice
this winter, and most of the coastwise
schooners are still in commission.Sch,
Susan N. Pickering has been hauled up at
Now York for the remainder of the winter
and Capt. Charles Haskell is at his home in
North Deer Isle-Schs. Helena, South
Amboy for Frankfort with coal, and the
Pentaquid, Portland for Winterport, arrived
in the river Saturday.Schs. Eastern

Eight, George Prescott, Decora, Game
Cock, Addie Fuller and Neptune, are laid
up at Machiasport.Sch. Walter M.
Young arrived at this port Monday with a
cargo of fertilizer for F. S. Jackson.

TERRIBLE ECZEMA
OK UTILE BOY
Mouth and Eyes Covered With
Crusts—Face Itched Most Fearfully—Hands Pinned Down to
Prevent

Scratching

i MIRACULOUS CURE
BY CUTICURA REMEDIES
|
When my little boy
had
over

eczema.

the

The

whole body

!.

urs
a.

are

11

a.

in., to 1

in., to 4 p. in.,

p.

and

him. and in

Time of next meeting May
1906; place, Morrill, Me. All carriers
d their families are invited.

:i

Hamlin.

Miss Gladys Pitcher, the Belfast High
hool contestant, who is keeping well up
her division in the Boston Globe scholar.p contest, has been the pleased recipient
from out of town
a number of votes
pie who, through some former assoeiaii
with the town or school, wish to see
representative in a winning position. It
gratifying to note this interest, and it is
ied by the many people who are watchthe contest closely that it will be conned and result in finding Miss Pitcher

H

r near

the top when it closes.

Last Friday a runner for a canned goods
1 preserves house was a little late in
iking It is preparations for departure by
1.30 p. m. train; but W. F. Thomas,
ver of a ten cent team, said he would do
best to get him to the station in time,
drove down Main street on the run.
station was reached just ms Hie train
pulling out and Thomas told his pasger not to mind the fare, and with his
■

■

At
ease in liis hand the runner ran.
farther end of the station platform lie
mibled and fell, the sample case llew
'in his grasp and its contents were reed to a mass of broken glass and mixed
When the runner picked him■serves.
f up the train had disappeared up the
id. What he said is not recorded, but he

uple

■

>

■

is
i-w

out of business until he could get
line of samples.

put

a

Waldo County Bar Association. The
annual meeting of the Waldo County Bar
Association was held Wednesday evening,
Jan. 3d, and officers elected for the ensuing
year as follows: President, Hon. Wm. II.
McLellan; Treasurer, John R. Dunton,

Ksq.; Clerk, James H. Harriman, Esq.;
Purchasing Committee, Hon. Geo. E. Johnson, Frank A. Greer, Esq., Fred W. Brown,
Esq. It was voted that the secretary be

instructed to procure a copy of the fee bill
which has been adopted and present the
same to each member for his signature and
cause a printed copy to be furnished to the
members and published in The Republican
Journal. A meeting of the Trustees of the
Waldo County Law Library was also held
and the following officers elected: President, Hon. Wm. H. McLellan; Treasurer,
John R. Dunton, Esq.; Clerk, James S.
Harriman, Esq.; Librarian, Tileston Wad-

lin, Esq.

went

mouth

I'm: i;. F. 1). Bovs. The Waldo County
mil Letter Carriers’Association held their
i:ia 1 meeting in Monroe on January 1st,
1 elected the following officers: PresiTwombly; vice president*
iit, fiuy M.
leu Harriman ; secretary, Frank Hatch;
.‘usurer, Albert Durham; executive comiltee, K. F. Haskell, A. B. Payson, ller-

60

old, he

quickly

our

despair

third one.
Matters became so bad
that he had regular
holes in his cheeks,
large enough to put a
finger into. The food
had to be given with a
spoon, for his mouth
was covered with crusts
as thick as a finger, and
whenever he opened the
we

on

in.

six months

extended

that we at once called in
the doctor. We then
went to another doctor,
but he could not help

little booklet issued by the Waldo
-t Company, “Thought out and printed
,,i people who work hard for their dollars
id want them to go as far as possible” anunees on the last cover page that “By ren-st ol many of our patrons this hank will
il close during tile noon hour.” The
iturdar

was

sores

to a

they began

to

bleed and suppurate, as
did also his eyes.
Hands, arms, chest, and
back, in short the whole
body, was covered over
and over. We had no
rest by day or night.
Whenever he was laid
in his bed, we had to
pin his hands down:
otherwise he would
Alfonso Hohrath.
gcratch his face, and
make an open sore. 1 think his face must
have itched most fearfully.
“We finally thought nothing could help,
and I had maae up my mind to send my wife
with the child to Europe, hoping that the sea
air might cure him, otherwise ne was to be
put under good medical care there. But,
Lord be blessed, matters came differently,
and we soon saw a miracle. A friend of oum
spoke about Cuticura. We made a trial with
Cuticura Soap, Ointment, and Resolvent, and
within ten days or two weeks we noticed a
decided improvement. Just as quickly as the
sickness had appeared it also began to disappear, and within ten weeks the child was
absolutely well, and his skin was smooth and
white as never before.” F. Hohrath, President
of the C. L. Hohrath Company, Manufact4 to 20 Rink Alley,
urers of Silk Ribbons,
South Bethlehem, Pa.
June 5,1905.
Cuticura Soap, Ointment, and Pills are sold throughout
the world. Potter Drug & Chem. Corp., Sole Prop*.,Boston.
the Skin.
_

Tf Mailed

Free,

Low

to

Care for

Dinner and Dance. A very pleasant
social affair, arranged by some of the Belfast young ladies, was the dinner and
dance given in Memorial Hall last Monday
evening. Two tables were set and covers
Mrs. Thomas li. Dinswere laid for ;si
more presided at one table, and Mrs. Robert 1’. chase at tlm other. The tables were
daintily decorated with cut flowers, and
the comhjn uioii menu and dance programs
were
especially unique and attractive.
They were the work of Miss Helen Doak,
and bore juvenile pen and ink sketches,
done very cleverly. Dinner was served at
7 o'clock and partners were chosen by
matching cynic proverbs which had been
previously prepared. This unique method
was the cause of much amusement, and a
hour was spent at the table while the

jolly

following

menu was

enjoyed:

Clam Bouillion. English Dinner Biscuit.
Roast Chicken, Mashed Potatoes.
Superba Peas.
Shrimp salad on lettuce leaves.
Olives.
Hot rolls.
Ice Cream, Cake.
Coffee.
After dinner a guessing contest took up
the attention of everyone. The first pictures the guests had ever had taken were
numbered and displayed, and, with a good
deal of merriment, everyone registered his
The winners ol
guesses on tally cards.
the contest were Mrs. Edward -Esterbrooke for the ladies and William Hall foi
the gentlemen, both of whom received a
nine
dainty souvenir for their skill. At
o’clock dancing began, with music bj
until s
Keyes’ orchestra, and was kept up
late hour. The affair, which was thorough
ami
ly unique, was exceedingly informal ons
and was much enjoyed by every

jolly

present.

ot our

each and every article

$9.00
7.00
8.00

now
“
“

13, 10, 9.50

A few old coats that were

5.00, now 1.00 each.
A few old suits 3.49 each.

I

Skirts,

“
“
“

7.98
6-49
3.79
3.49

A few old skirts that sold for 4.50 to

7.00,

now

Pink,

2

Green,

1

Blue,

was

CHILDREN’S UNDERWEAR
"

75c.

3 Whites.

58c

light and dark grey,

were

79c

75c.

58c

Owing to the very low prices quoted in this

58c

announcement all merchandise sold must

••••

..

Ladies’ Norfolk and Blouse Sweaters
In

The Dress Skirts as advertised for $1.00 each
exlast week have been closed with but one

l

3 00 Sweaters..

.now

2 25

75c.,
1 lot of
1 lot

now

SCOTCH FUNNELS

were

49c.

Laundered Shirts

Night Shirts

were

were

75c.,

now

49c*

now

49c*

"

FLANNELETTES—Short

were
1 broken lot Gents’ Underwear
now 49c
•l OO..
1 lot Wright Underwear were 81.00,
now 49c.

1 lot Pants

were

St.50.,,ow Bn

pair.
50c Cashmere Hose.

they last 10c

SHIRT WAIST SUITS

15 00
14 00

8

The

00

Tadies
Wool and

jlj’?

SHIRT WAISTS.

all.25c

1?)c
Royal Flannels.
All remnants, short ends and remainders
of all classes of goods to be closed cheap

38c

We offer the trade at this sale a miscellaneous
lot of corsets, originally selling for S1.00, *1.25
and *1.50. The price we now place on these
goods should move them quickly.
50c per pair

boy!

launched from the marine raillast. .Saturday, and left Tueson
day for Bucksport, resuming her place
the route, which had been supplied by the
The Penobscot arrived here
State.
was

There will be a musicale and hop under
the auspices of the Improvement Society in
the Opera House Tuesday, Jan. 23d. The
event, is under the direction of a special
committee with Mrs. Charles Bradbury
The proceeds will be used to
chairman.

way at Boston

le-

improve the public park.
The members of Seaside Chautauqua
Circle will meet Monday afternoon, January
15th, with Mrs. G. li. Carter, No. 9 Commercial street. The lesson will be from Italian
Cities, chapter eleven, and from “Poetry of
Italy,” chapter six Topic from the magazine, the “Teaching of Confucius;” roll-

The Belfast
New Advertisements.
has seDepartment store announces that it
cured the services of B. L. Davis to take
charge of the clothing department, where
he will be pleased to see all of his friends as
well as the old customers. This is one of
the largest stores in Belfast and carries a
lines. See
large stock in many different
inducement offered to buyers of one pound
of the best tea for the three remaining days
of this week_Emerald Black is the new
which is being produced by Heal &

call, quotations

granite

Wood. It is a very fine stone for monuthe
mental work. Samples may be seen at
W’ood’s
City Drug Store now, or at Heal*
street after
place of business on Bridge
Jan. 21st....If you are in want of kitchen
supplies call on Mitchell & Trussed. They
have full lines of niekle plated ware, agate
tin ware, with many other
ware and
Prices and goods
articles for kitchen use.
They also carry paints of
are both right.
all kinds and painter’s supplies, stoves,

furnaces and ranges. Plumbing a speciality
_j}. F. Stephenson, successor to Stephenof all
son & Sargent, carries confectionary
kinds, fruits and soft drinks. Markdown
sale of pipes for this month only....The
second week of James 11. Howes’ great
white under muslin sale begins today, Jan.
when new lots of tine goods will be

11th,

Mail orders
famous CenPickled pigs feet
tral Market sausages.
and hogshead cheese at theCenteal Market.
....A. 1). Chase & Son call special attention
to the prices quoted on carpets, short
in
mattings, oil c'oths, lino-

placed on the counters.
promptly filled....Try those

carpet,
See prices
carpet-size rags.
quoted on gents’shirts and night shirts
Mrs. Cora and Mrs.SarahC.Elwell of Waldo
publish a card of thanks....Have your
corner
photographed by C. A.
cozy’
Townsend. Leave orders at City Drug
on the
your pies
Store. Bake
C. L. Wright, agent.
Atlantic Range.
.See description of fur coat chang"
ed at stable of George W. Madden, Dec. 4th;
$20 reward for information that will lead to
lengths

leums and

—

recovery of the coat.Hervev B. Cottrell
publishes a caution notice—Fred A. Johnthe larger
son, Masonic Temple, occupies
of our second page with the an-

portion

nouncement of his annual stock taking sale,
which, judging from the bargains offered,
should be a record breaker. It will pay
through—
you to read his advertisement
E. C. Merriam, Head of the Tide, has a1
strayed heifer which the owner can have by
proving property and paying charges.
reHattie M. Black, Journal building, has
lines
ceived the newest styles and prettiest
suits.
of goods for shirt waist patterns and
■

on

Art.

discovered last Saturday that
three of the cottages at The Battery had
been broken into and from one of them
several articles had been taken. The cottage built by I. W. Parker and occupied
during the summer by Mr. and Mrs. Willis
B.Fletcher had been entered from a secondIt

was

story window and

a

banjo,

Moquette remnants,

60c yd

"°"

‘,ilu“e

•4,500

price.j |

harvest days

sacrifice In

our

are over.

5Dth Annual

Now

comes

the

Clearance Sale.

May Manton Patterns 10c.
By Mail

a canvas

coat,

a chest of tools and some small articles
taken. The doors of the cottages of John
R. Dunton and Dr. George W. Stoddard
had been forced upen, but nothing was
missed. It is hoped the offenders may he

detected and properly punished.
The directors of the Association of the
Home for Aged Women have recently extended votes of thanks to the following, besides the three gifts of money recently reported: A comfortable from tlie North

special attention to the prices quoted
on Carpets, .Short Lengths in Carpet, Mattings, Oil Cloths, Linoleums and Carpet
Size Rugs
To the trade we would say:
anticipate your wants now, as the prices
will be higher.

SECRET

10 50
8 00
1.25
11.00
3 00
1.25
9.00
4.00

...

& J. Anderson finr, im-

Scotch

Ginghams,

32

inches

It is a special gratification to offer such a
lesirable lot of wash fabrics, just at the opening of the season. All over Waldo county and
outside of this county wherever this advertise-

We have on hand one dozen extra
good quality Boston Bags usually sold at $2,110, $2.25 and
$2.75, all now at one

price, $ 1.98 each.

13.00

wide.

BOSTON BAGS.

one

yards V.

ported

The

12.00

GINGHAMS.

pr,ee.19c each

morning an Uumbrella
—Bargains that must appeal to economical

UMBRELLAS THAT SOLD FOR $2.50
“
3.00
3.50
“
4.50
“
“
5.50

16.50

handkerchiefs used for decorating

our

during the holidays, all soiled and mussed
handkerchiefs, ladies' and gents’ all linen initial handkerchiefs that sold from 2oe
upward

TO THE TRADE

Mart lion Doak, the 15-year-old son of
George R. Doak of this city, who was
awarded the first prize in the local advertising contest on the Widow Jones
clothing, has been awarded the second prize
(SAGI in the national contest by a committee
of trade journalists. Good for the Belfast

The Rockland is doing a good
yet.
freight and passenger business.The Pe-

8(;c yd
5' c yd

I

.1

ment reaches you can have the benefit from it,
by writing for samples. Kindly say the colors
preferred. These line goods are 32 inches
wide, only four inches less than a full yard
ind 10 yards is a fair sized dress pattern, sold
for the same price of domestic goods.

We call

Hospital

as

the

All

POSTOffICE.

All

The annual meeting of the Woman’s
Aid will be held with Mrs.
Clarence 0. Poor, Church street, Friday
afternoon, January 12, at 2 o’clock. It is
desired that all members be present.

The Hay State arSteamer Notes.
rived from Boston at i p. m. last Saturday.
She had few passengers but a large freight.
J'lie Bay State was built at Bath in 1S95—
The steamer Rockland is now as regular in
her arrivals from up-river as the train, and
often her whistle is heard as the morning
train whistles in. .She has been equipped
with an ice plow, made by the Duplex Roller Bushing Co., but has had no use for it

on

.now

CORSETS.

Flannels.10c

Bay
yesterday and will leave today
turn trip.

pair.

~~

25c White Woolen.now 19c

3 00

nobscot

golf gloves.

MISSES GOLF GLOVES.

1 50
3 35 White Pique.now
150
3 35 Blue Mecerized.
125
2 OO White Embroidered...
1 25
White Mecerized.

Eden

a

l

shoppers:

Quality

Mercerized, White, Grey, Black

Sold for 50c

Eider down, all shades,

50

and Brown.

80

44

t

We offer tile trade this

price..#3

;; BB?

tom

Black and

our

15c

emnants,
5-8 Brussells border,

rugs, 9x12,
Empire tap rugs, 9x12,
W'ellington rug, 4-0x7 0,
Bigelow W'ilton, 4-0x7-0,
Bigelow Brussels, 4 0x7-0,
Bigelow Axminster, 18x30,
Keva rugs, 9x12,
fihirvan rugs, 30x03,
Velvet rugs, 27x56,
Kashmir rugs, 9x12,
Smyrna rugs, 4x7,

Colored Dress Goods,
short lengths, have been measured and
tagged. The prices we have placed on
them should move them immediately.
These sacrifice goods are ready for your
inspection. The prices are so numerous
we are unable to quote in the space allowed us.

UMBRELLAS.

Cyco Bearing Kind.

Extra Prime

l

All of

ilton

Roxbury tap

Lengths in Dress Goods

HANDKERCHIEFS.

Carpet Sweepers.

Bissell’s

;

The

Fur.now
"

l

JSFhase's
jgENTRAL
mORNER

To be sold for less than the material cost.
98c each

a

LADIES FURS.

5c

17c Flannelettes.now 10c

c

.25c

Lengths.

10c Flannelettes.now

CHILDREN’S HOSIERY.
13 do/, all wool hose, while

.Now 19c

Were 38c.

84c.,

i

1

38 to 45c

Crex grass mats, 30x60,
95c
5.25 to 8 40
Agra art squares,

of Soiled Cottou Remnants.

Short

GENTS’ SHIRTS
Cnlnnndered Shirts, broken sixes,

W

1 lot of 9-4 Remnants,
1 lot

19, 24 and 30c
15c yd

Agra carpet samples I -2 yd

1 lot of Pillow Tubing Remnants,

4 50 Sweaters..now 3 50

_

Oil cloth carpets,
Oil cloth remnants,
Linoleum remnants,

1 lot of Remnants, 42 in., in Bleach,

Most Prominent Location

Red, Blue, White and Black.

Cottage carpets,

Wamsutta, )
Langdou B, > Short length.8.8C
l
Crowu,

i--

yd
yd
25c yd
30c yd
19c yd

Crex grass carpets,
3l’c straw mattings,

Scorcher Bleached.6c

be jor cash.
Positively no charges will
be made to anyone during thi-< sale.

_

CARPET DEPARTMENT.

Harwell...8c

1 Brown

■■■*"*•■

All wool extra supers, 50 and 60c
C. C. extra supers,
45c

B.7 l-4c

“speciaTnotice:

)|q (J0Q(js

Mrs. R. P. CHASE.

and

Beech wood...6c

|

2 Blacks.

to say

as we assure you

Lockwood A.8c

58c

1 25.

much

Wilton 40 in., Brown.7 l-4c

.29c.

58c

75c.
were

advertisement,

too

Brown and Bleached Cottons.

I

Underwear to be closed at a sacrifice
Garments that were GOc. now...

3 Reds.

98c.

ception.

were

our

Mr.

Wright’s

75c.now 49c

were

and it is not

success,

quoted is underpriced.

U/E advise the trade to call early for merchandise as advertised in this paper. Goods
in all departments are selling freely, and all sold
58c ; out will be our answer shortly.
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. CHASE.
58c

5

now

“

6

3 Automobiles,

and

11.00
9.50
7.00
6.00

as

TAW O’SHANTERS.

LADIES’ COATS AND SKIRTS.
$l8.50Ilight coats,
12.50 light coats,
17.50 light coats,

—

I lie

■ink;

50th Annual Clearance Sale was a most pronounced
that people bought fiercely. Do yourself the justice to read every item in
The first week

Shipping Items. Schooner Scotia, Capt,
Ferd. Patterson, arrived at Gulfport, Miss.,
Jan. 1st, from Arroyo, P. R....Sch. Florence Leland was towed from Stonington tt
Rockland last, week and is on the South

]

!:.

Annual Clearance

i 50th

week.

Lake.

.ii

1 ;

All members of Belfast Lodge, No. 30,
Good Templars, are earnestly requested t*
be present at the regular meeting Tuesday
evening, Jan. 16th.

12- Cts. P?r Yd

All mail orders and

correspondence will
prompt attention during this sale. We
solicit a trial order on any of the mdse, advertised to day.
MR. and MRS. R. P. CHASE.
receive

flgp“Call or send early for these goods, as
hey cannot possibly last at the lowest price
*ver quoted.

SOCIETIES.

Waldo Trust Company

McKinley Lodge, K. of P., Prospect, has
elected the following officers: E. C., Charles
Lindsay; V. C., Rufus Popp; Prelate,
Chester Wood; K. R. S., Emery Calder.
wood; M. F., Fred Alley; M. E., G. CWard; M. W., Cassius Cummings; M. A.,
George llaley; 1. G., March Clark; 0. G.,
Lester Harrimau.

FORMERLY THE PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK OF BELFAST.

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS SUBJECT TO CHECK.

At the annual convocation of Timothy
Chase Lodge,held at Masonic Ilall Thurs- I If you are
contemplating any change in your banking arrangements for the New Year
day evening, Jan. 3d, the following officers !
you will find it to your advantage to do business with the WALDO TRUST COM
were elected for the ensuing year:
Harry
PANY of Belfast.
Lutz, W. id.; S. Augustus Parker, S. W.;
Elisha M. Haney, J. W.; George A. Quimby, We will gladly furnish free our new Booklet on Banking upon application by mail or in
treasurer; C. E. Johnson, secretary; Allen
person at our banking rooms.
L. Curtis, S. I).; Ralph Rayford, .1. 1).;
That the Favorable Terms and Excellent Facilities offered by the Waldo Trust Company
Robert P. Chase, trustee.
have been appreciated is shown by the growth of its deposits to ONE-HALF
evenAt the annual
last

meeting
Tuesday
ing Phoenix Lodge, F. & A. M., elected officers for the ensuing year as follows: A.
A. Smith, W. M.; W. J. Dorman, S. W.; C.
R. Coombs, J. W.; C. J. Pattee, Sec’y; N.
E. Keene, Treas ; A. C. Tuttle, S. D.: Herman Merriam, J. 1).; A. B. Hatch, S. S.;
Arthur Ritchie, J. S.; Robert Burgess, Tyler. Work in the 3d degree was followed
by a banquet.

MILLION DOLLARS.
DERECrORS-Gdvrin C. Burleigh, J. Manchester H ayiies, C. O. Pour, F. S. Pendleton
Joseph Williamson, Byron Boyd, Kdward Johnson, A. I. Brown, J. C. Durham, Albert

Peirce, Geo.
Charles H.

K.

Macomber, Clias. K. Knowlton, Win. A. Mason, H. P, Chase, Tileston Wadlin

Hooper.

CHAS. E. KNOWLTON, President.
FRANK R.

The Rockland Masonic bodies have elected officers as follows: Rockland lodge, F.
and A. M., L. 11. C. Wiggin WM, W. N.
Clark SW, S. M. Duncan JVV, T. E. Simonton treas., A. I. Mather sec., George C. Ladd
SD, I. II. Henderson JD; Aurora lodge, F.
and A. M., Rodney 1. Thompson WM. L. E.
Moulton SW. A. S. Littlefield JVV, C. E.
Meservey treas., L. S. Robinson sec., E. H.
Maxcy SD, George L. StCIair JD; King
Solomon Temple chapter R. A. M., Frank C.
Flint IIP. R. I. Thompson K., James E.
Rhodes 2d S. L. S. Robinson treas., L. U.
Snow sec., J. Frank Gregory C of H. D. A.
McDonald PS, James A. Riehan RAC, L. E.
Moulton M 3d V, Henry C. Chatto M 2d V,
S. M. Duncan M 1st V.

CLARENCE 0. POOR, Vice President.

WIGGIN, Secretary

and Treasurer.

Belfast Savings Bank,
BELFAST,
EDWARD JOHNSON,

WILMER J. DORMAN.

HERBERT T. FIELD.
Asst. Treasurer.

Treasurer,

President,

FOUR SIMPLE RULES.

MAINE.

and

Health, Happiness
Prosperity Will be Yours.
be
If one would
healthy, happy and prosperons, follow these four simpie rules. (1)
Chew j
Belfast Cong’l church circle; cake dish,' Keep the bowels open every day. (2)
food slowdy and thoroughly. (3) Avoid
water bottle and tumblers from Mrs. Benj. your
indigestible foods. (4) If there are any j
ladle from Miss symptoms of stomach troubles, take Mi-o- I
Dunbar; silver soup
Frances J. Dyer; table cloth, napkins and n'a before each meal until cured.
No matter how many years you may have
from
rugs from Mrs. J. II. Quirnby; picture
suffered with stomach troubles or how wor- ;
the es.
The last statement of the State Bank Examiner
Rev. L. M. Burlington; rug from Mrs. ried by "sleeplessness, nervousness, loss of
Sarah M. Boynton; sofa pillow from Mrs. appetite, furred tongue, specks before the
as
assets
weakness
and
of
its
| imated market value
headaches, backaches,
E. P. Brown; turkey from W. II. Quirnby; eyes,
debility, indigestion or other ills that are
fruits and jellies from Mrs. Noah Mathews caused by a weak stomach, you can be
the
of
fund as
a
cured by the faithful use of Mi-o-na.
and eatables from Mrs. A. O. Stoddard.
Take one of the little tablets before each
over and above all its liabilities.
meal with the fixed determination to get
the most benefit out of it.
Mi-o-na is not a fanciful experiment, if is
not a patent medicine, it. is not a cure all. It
Moore-Potter. The home of Mr. and is a scientific remedy recommended but for
All moneys received on deposit will go on interest the
Mrs Enoch N. Moore was the scene of a one trouble,—weakness of the digestive oron
Christmas
Day,
is
sold
wedding
and
a
very pretty
permanent cure,
gans. It is
when their son Halsey Newman Moore, by R. H. Moody under a guarantee that it
FIRST DAYS OF EACH AND EVERY MONTH
and Miss Alice Dora Hotter of Bucksport costs nothing unless it does all that is claimillwere united in marriage. Owing to the
it.
ed for
on the first days of June and December of each calendar year there will be
ness of the groom’s father the ceremony,
When Mi-o-na has been used for a few ■ md
which was solemnized at his bedside, was a days, the digestive system will be so greatly
dividend of interest made up, which in the past has not been less than 3 per
immediate relavery quiet one, only the
improved that all the food eaten is convert- ent per annum, payable the first Mondays after the same. All dividend interest
tives being present. The room was prettily ed into nutrition, so that nourishment and
flowers.
and
cut
with
evergreens
vill be immediately credited to the accounts of the depositors, and if uncalled
decorated
health are given to the whole system and
The bride was very becomingly gowned there is a rapid increase in weight, strength ( or at the
time, will bear interest, the same as the principal sum.
a
and
carried
de
soir,
in white mousseline
and spirits.
maidenand
carnations
white
of
bouquet
The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight of its
The ceremony, which was a
hair fern.
who respectfully ask a continuation of the patronage of its present deKev.
was
rustees,
performed
by
double ring service,
OF COAT
After
and will be pleased to open new accounts with any prospective deposiDavid Angell of West Tremont.
bitors,
driven
were
the ceremony the happy pair
That was changed at my stable on December 4:
iors within or without the State.
to the borne of the groom’s brother, Dark brown Galloway, size 40 inches; extra
where a delight- length, double breasted, collar about same color
Mr. Philip Moore,
fur
lining,
uilferent
them.
but
;
quilted
tendered
of
as
coat,
body
ful reception was
Mrs. very long sleeves and slightly worn at wrists;
Among those present were, Mr. and
leather stayed inside of coat under armpits;
Edwin Joyce, and Miss Joyce of Atlantic; buttons had
been set over, one button being sewMr and Mrs. Samuel Grindle and Miss ed through pocket on left side; had (4) small
ROBERT F. DUNTON,
EDWARD JOHNSON, JAMES H. HOWES,
Mildred Harding of Bluehill; Mr. Herman brown checked buttons sewed on lining inside ot
Trustees.
G.
WHITE,
W. Bowden of Bucksport, and Miss Delia coat on left side when last worn by its owner. I
FRED
I.
BROWN,
ARTHUR
person who will give
E. Kelley of Bangor. Mr. and Mrs. Moore will pay $20 reward to 1the
and me information so that can recover the coat.
Belfast, December 1,1905.
were the recipients of many beautiful
GEORGE W. MADDEN, Uelfast, Me.
1W2*
Harbor
Hecord.
useful presents.—Bar
Follow Them and

This bank commenced its

thirty=eighth

fiscal year December 1, 1905.
gives

showing

safety

regards

$1,532,932.31,
$203,-

depositors

709.42

WEDDING BELLS.

■

■

DESCRIPTION

Deposits in this Bank

are

exeupt from taxation.

Along the Seaport Railroad |

HAVE YOU TRIED

Quick Desserts that grocers are
selling? They, are justly termed
are in
“Easy to Make” as all ingredients
the package. Three complete products-*
the new

A Trip Over the New Line from South LaThe Extensive Degrange to Searsport.
velopments at Kidder's Point and Mack’s

now

Point.

D-Zerta

The editor of The Journal recently
a trip over the Seaport division

made

D-Zerta Perfect Jelly
Dessert at 10c. per package, and D-Zerta
Ice Cream Powder, 2 packages for 25
cents. Five choice flavors of each. A
trial will convince you how easy it is to
have the finest desserts with no labor
and little expense. Order to-day.

Quick Pudding and

of the Bangor & Aroostook railroad. It
was a clear December day, the weather
conditions were delightful and the ex-

Leaving
Bangor at 7 a. m. on the regular north
bound train of the Bangor & Aroostook,

cursion thoroughly enjoyable.

South' Lagrange was reached at 8.10 and
five minutes later we were speeding
southward over the new line of the
Northern Maine Seaport division of
the Bangor & Aroostook railroad. Stops
were made at Bradford, Hudson, Glenburn and North Bangor, the latter being the point of junction with the electric cars of the Bangor & Northern
railroad. Continuing onward we passed
high above the track of the Maine Central railroad and shortly came to the
Northern Maine J unction station. Continuing our journey,Hampden, Winterin
port ami Frankfort were reached
succession. The scenery in and about
Frankfort is decidedly picturesque, and

1. OF M. NOTES.
The first hi me game ol basket ball, held
in tlte gym last Saturday evening between
Coburn Classical and the Maine 'varsity,resnlted in the score 18 to 19, in favor of the
The regular monthly meeting of (lie executive committee of the Athletic AssociaAt
tion was held last Monday evening.
that, meeting the committee chosen from
the association and the debating club gave
inits report in regard to awarding some
in inter-collegiate
to
representatives
signia
debate. It is thought that such a movement should be taken, and it has been sug-

in the summer season will he exceedThe line passes near
the extensive granite sheds of the
Mount Waldo Granite Company and
skirts the base of Mosquito Mountain.
Passing onward Prospect is readied,
and next Sandypoint. Here the Penobscot is in plain view. Quite near the
station is the extensive Duck Farm
for many years by the French

gested that. the insignia bean Old English
M with a gavel beneath it.
Friday evening, Jan. 12th,
Clubs will give one of their always
ful concerts in Bar Harbor.
the

Musical
success-

The Juniors have announced their pri menade committee. The members are as lotlows: Floor Director, K. E. Clayton, Bangor;
II. Burleigh, South Berwick; C. E.

operated

Passing onward we pass the
Bros.
branch line of track which extends to
flu extensive terminals at Cape JelUThis
son, and we are soon at Stockton.
unvillage has in the past few months
dergone a great change, and big things
in the line of developments are expected in the future. Continuing onward
the train passes Kidder’s Point dock
and arrives at the Searsport station at
10.25. the distance being about 73 1-2
miles from South Lagrange, and the
schedule time for the run about two
hours and ten minutes. The Searsport
station is situated about 1 1-2 miles

Aids,.).

S. Burns, Fort Fairfield; L. J. Heed, Berlin,
X. 11.; L. II. Coleord, Searsport; \V. D.
llh.ll, Rockland. The date of the “Prom”
has not been announced, but rumor has it
for May 2511:.
The Sophomores have been unusually
successful this year in selling their calendars. Already over 1,200 have been disposed
of. Probably this depends somewhat upon
the superiority of tire calendar. I be idea
and
was in the beginning an original one,
it was very originally carried out. The
in
shape is that of a block M, dark blue
color. The pages, six in number, contain

from Searsport village.
Not far beyond Searsport station is
Mack’s Point, and here extensive de
in
velopments have for some time been
has been built
progress. A great pier
out in ttie water about 500 feet in
illustrations of the various Maine
length, and 40 feet in width. The water good
of some ’08 vichere has a depth of about 22 feet and athletic teams, as well as
William
on the east side of the wharf have been tories. The drawing was done by
secured berths for vessels 270 feet long S. McNamara of Millville, Mass. Tbeothers
It is underand of a depth of 22 feet.
of the calendar committee were John T.
stood that in the spring this pier is to
Kendregan, Rockland, Mass.; James A.
be extended 50 feet further. The conS. Tabor,
struction of this pier lias been under Gannett, Yarmonthville; Ralph
the supervision of the H. 'V. Ellis Com- Haverhill, Mass.; Pierce A. Drew, Oakland,
This Cal.
Mass.
pany, 17 Milk St.. Boston.
great pier is to be used for the dischargProf. Rogers will, next term, offer a
ing of coal from the vessels and is now
nearing completion. Work on the im- cou se in Business Law. This course,which
railroad
mense coal handling plant lor
be a
ad- will come one hour a week, should
and commercial purposes is well
I popular one.
been
has
designed
This
plant
vanced.
constructed by Fairbanks. Morse

and

A Co of Chicago, under t he supervision
and is
of S. V. Herrington of Chicago,
(
of
for the C. II. Sprague A Son
lsosion.

111t*rt*

OARiiiiff engines
loading

ears,

and

ci

uuuuing
and one ol
a

ground

|

During last month the library received
three hundred volumes upon literary,
t echnical, and scientific subjects,

over

4ra

soxoo tor
storage ca-

of u.ooo tons. The power Jionse
the
has two boilers of ion h. p. and
;i
wlr
plant is lighted l»y electricity.
Tin re are two towers and the plant lias
from vesa capacity of discharging coal
sels at the rate of no tons per hour.
There are about 272» feet of track and
22 (lumping c tvs, each with a capacity
ol two tons ot coal, the cars traveling
rate nt two hundred feet per
at tin
minute and all operated by one man.
the track al die highest point being 2S
leel above the ground. There are in all
live coal pic kets and twelve engines
van a
siipi In-d witli coal at the same
time. »ix mi each side, an engine taking
about .cn tons in three minutes. The
coal is reclaimed from the storage by
on
means ot a clamshell bucket worked
a trolley line, there being a steel bridge
with a span of 20(1 feet and this travels
Iciclt and forth on tracks for 417 feet,
the propelling power being an electric
flic
motor, and operated by one mail,
total cost of this plant, exclusive of the
dollars.
pier, is about fifty thousand
Messrs. Fairbanks, Morse A Co. are
building a coal handling plant ol about
the same size at Si. John.
he Kidder’s Point Dock, located on
the main line something more tlan a
miie below Stockton station and about
two miles from the Searsport station,
is to lie the steamship landing for pasand a large amount of work
sengers
has been done there during the summer
and fall. The wharf reaches out sun
feet mto the hay and is 130 feet wide,
there being a depth at the end of the
wharf of do fee! at high water. There
are eight slips, each 4(1x10 ieet and a
di'o’t ot to ieet. In addition to there
having been used many thousand piles
there have been several hundred thou
sand Ieet 'd hard pine and likewise
feet of 1 inch spruce Hooting
Iso ii ii
have been used in the construction ot
this great-wharf. The wharf lias been
built by Messrs. J. F. Spellman of Banwith
gor and F. ft. Carleton ol Hath,
Work on this
\V. s. lteed as foreman.
big w harf was begun in June and finishThree
ed the middle of December.
tracks will be laid on the wharf, and a
freight shed 142x45 feet has already
been completed. Messrs. Astle A. Page
have built this freight shed for the Bangor A Aroostook Railroad I ompany
and they are also building at the shore
end of the wharf a building 104x42 feet,
This is to be 20 feet posted, two stories
and with seventeen rooms. The plans
call fur waiting room, smoking room,
baggage rooms, etc., with offices upstairs. Messrs. Astle A Page have also
built on the big terminal wharf at Cape
Jellison a freight shed 142x45 feet, and
midway ol this building is an office ii
which (leorge M. Houghton, assistant
to President, Cram, has his headquar
ters. Messrs. Astle A Page have also
done a huge amount of building along
the line of t lie Seaport I ii vision. They
have constructed 12 stations and round,
houses at Mack’s' Point, Stockton and
South Lagrange.
The mammoth terminals at Cape Jellison are already completed so far as

pacity

the driving ot piling and, although
there is still much work to he done ill
that vicinity, yet steamships and vessels of varying size are arriving with
freight and taking away with them cargoes made up of the products of NorthAn idea of the stupendous
ern Maine.
magnitude of these terminals built by
Messrs. Spellman and Carleton can be
gleaned when it is stated that the main
wharf is 1(100 feet long, 000 feet of this
being 80 feet wide and 1000 feet of a
widtli of 200 feet, while there is a smaller pier or bulkhead 1500 feet long and
40 feet wide, the total wharfage surface
at Cape Jellison being 408,000 square
feet.—The Didustrial Journal.

Nasal Catarrh, an inflammation of the
delicate membrane lining the air-passages,
is not cured by any mixtures taken into the
stomach. Don’t waste time on them Take
Ely’s Cream Halm through the nostrils so
that the fevered, swollen tissues are reachNever mind how long you
ed at once.
have suffered nor how often yon have been
disappointed, we know Ely’s Cream Balm
will cure you as it has cured others by the
thousand. All druggists, 50c. Mailed by
Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York.

|

The date for the limitary baii is fixed fot
! F-b. Kith.
M. I’.

C.

_

The annua!
Augusta, Me., January 5.
i
Fieuinut I.. Tiinherlake of
nt
tiled with
examiner,
bank
state
; I liil.it'*,
! t!lt. m.vernur ami council today, .-hows that
this State
in
!
are now doing business
I j HH'.mas bank* willi asseisol >.*5,590,104
witii
I, trust and banking companies
loan at d
: and 35
>27.984.s.’ >
as.-ei- ui
us*ucialinns, with assets ol $>\-

ilon.

ttiei~

j

building

pt-i 47:; p2.

gain of three in the nun,her ol
i in dilutions. tlnee trust coinpanies haring
1
be.-n added to tiie list during the.\ear._ tiie
tatai assets have increased >8,0tiu,tk;u.71, as
This inagainst >5 382.426 21 last year.
crease is a little min e than seven per cent
forlor
ot
that
excess
any
in
is
and
I
largely
I,:s

is

a

mer t ear.
j la- combined

,,

assets of all banking msini,tains ol tiie state are now $109,272,908.tins is an increase ot $7,720,002.18 in
st.
The present per capita ot banking
1»im4.
as against
'u4pd.nl in the Slate is $243.77,
*2:;2 3-' last year, an increase nt >11.43. 1 lie
at the
tola! assessed valuation of the Slate
nil-sent time is $300,514,014.00, being per
the
that
$527.70. Thus it appears
1 capita
is Ui per cent
tier capita of banking capital
one-halt that of Hie assessed
or nearly
valuation of the State.
i

I

I

gen. FRANCIS FESSENDEN DEAD.

I

j

--

Francis
Fessenden, one of
Maine’s most distinguished soldiers in
the Civil war, and a former mayor ot
Portland, died at 10 a. m. Jan. 2d, at
liis residence in that city. Death was
due to blood poisoning caused by an
abscess on his leg. Gen. Fessenden, the
third son of former Cong. Win. Pitt
Fessenden, was born in Portland March
lie was graduated from Pow|s. is:!ll.
duin college in 1858. Subsequently lie
studied law in the oltice ot li is grandfather, Gen. Samuel Fessenden, and atIn the
tended Harvard law school.
civil war, after serving as captain in
Hie l'.itli U. S. infantry, lie was appointed colonel of the 25th Maine infantry
and when the term of service of tins
regiment had expired was appointed
commander of the 30th Maine veterans,
who were attached to tiie army of the
Gulf.
Col. Fessenden’s conduct in
these trying engagements was such as
to gain for him an appointment as
brigadier general. During 18(55 he was
a
member of the board which tried
('apt. Wirz, the Andersonville jailer,
hi
for cruelty to northern soldiers,
November, 1865, Gen. Fessenden was
of
volunteers
appointed major general
and in September, 1866, at his own request, was mustered out of service,
lien. Fessenden served as mayor of
Gen.

;

!

I
I

!

Portland in 1870, but declined a re-elecHe left no family.
tion.
rWritten for The Journal.]
The Voyage.
embark to-day
(ill ship of the bright New Year;
: Thou will bear us safe on our out-bound
way
| So we do not doubt or fear.
On thy fair, white deck

we

1

There are eddies swift in the Sea of Time
And breakers are thick ahead.
Hut we do lint fear where the danger be
Hut trust in God instead.
The skies .may cloud and the mad waves
dash
O’er it all we’ll hear His call.
wild winds rave and the thunder
the
Tho’
crash
Yet IPs arm will encircle all.
Tiie graves are thick in the Sea of Time
Yet we trust and do not fear,
We are drifting on to a fairer clime
fc. On each ship of the fair New Year.
Myra W. Emerson.

Railroad Development.
In the 12months just closed the railways
of the country have ordered 341,315 freight
and 3,289 passenger
cars, 6,205 locomotives
ca rs.

In 1904 the figures
2,538; passenger cars

T

were;

Locomotives

2,213; freight

cars

136,561.

Tar
Kennedy's Laxative Honey end from
Coughs, sad expels Colds
the system by gehtiy moving tho bowels.

Curas sip

C. E. Dodge ot Unity owns a flock of Oxford Downs that have paid him $5.o0 pei
head the past year from the sale of lambs
Henry Litchfield West, reviewing and wool. He also keeps about 40 hens that
in
the
January“American Politics”
have paid him a good profit.
March Forum, says the outlook in the
that
is
of
G. A. Crosby of Unity owns a fine pair of
session
Congress
present
that girth 5
the Holstein steers two
years old,
there will be no legislation upon
8 inches. They are thoroughly broken
tariff, despite the appeals ot the re- feet
addition to
In
and
in
all
team.
a
tine
formers, and that rail road-rate legis- the steers ways
Mr. Crosby keeps two cows that
lation will be the absorbing issue.
have proved a good investment the past
What to eat is a daily problem with year, paying him $5 per month profit.
the
monthly magazine
many, but
E. K. Murch of Unity recently visited
What to Eat will solve that problem, Togus and bought a bull calf three weeks
It
eat.
to
not
what
well
old that is a beauty. He is a fine type of
and tell you as
is the
will be understood by that, that it
Holsteins, and has been given the name
and of Admiral Togus.
He will head Mr.
not merely a monthly cook book,
it may be added that it is one of the Murch’s herd.
foremost champions of pure food. The
C. E. Libby of. Burnham has a flock of 50 j
Pierce Publishing Co., Chicago.
thoroughbred Shropsliires that he will winter.
This is Mr. Libby’s favorite breed.
OutOssian H. Lang’s “Educational
Mr.
is still enthusiastic over the Anlook,” in the January-Marcli Forum, goraLibby
goats, and declares they pay better
of
results
summarizedthe
compares
than sheep. He uses one to run his cream
Promotes
examination tests in spelling and anth- separator, with good results. He figures
metic iu the schools of Springfield, that all the flock pay him an average of $10
ness and Rest.Contains neither
nor Mineral.
Mass., in tiie years 1S46 and 1905, and per head.
that
practically demolishes the theory their
Narcotic.
Not
six
has
O.
grade
Burnham
of
with
Farrington
the schools of our fathers,
that have paid him $0.50 per head
narrow
curricula,
produced better Jerseys
for the year. He also has a flock of a hunthe
than
present dred hens that are paying him well.
spellers and cipherers
/tey* of Old firSAMUELPITCHER
schools, with their more elaborate pro[\impkin Seed"
herd
a
has
Burnham
Melvin
of
Goodrich
grammes.
dlx. Senna *
of four Durham cows that have paid him
liochelle Salts—
The Atlantic Monthly begins the $50 per cow the past year. Mr. Goodrich
Atuxe Seed. *■
year 1906 with an uncommonly striking has a White Chester brood sow that has
number in both the importance and the given him $40.50 worth ol pigs the past
Mhrm Seedfreshness of interest of its articles. year.
Clarified Sugar
towteryn-en Fiaivr.
Especially notable is a group of three
r. E. Dodge of Unity has 13 Jersey cows
international
papers upon questions of
lie also has two very line
of and heifers.
Lowell
C.
Francis
A perfect Remedy for Const! p,n
politics. Judge
yearling heifers, wonderfully well develthe United states Circuit Court writes oped. Mr. Dodge is well pleased with his
lion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea )
John W
of
source
“American
a
constant
and
are
herd
Diplomacy,”
Worms .Convulsions .Feverish
upon
says they
Foster, ex-Secretary of State, upon profit.
,ness and Loss OF SLEEP.
“The Chinese Boycott,” and Herbert
E. K. Murch of Unity has a head of 14
II. D. Peirce, Third Assistant SecreFacsimile Signature of
and grade Holsteins and Jerseys that have paid
tary of State, upon “The Mujik
him $45 per month for the year. When it is
Among
in
Russia.”
the New Regime
remembered that several ot these are heifers
the variety of other interesting papers, it will be seen that the average is very good.
NEW YORK.
to
=■■-="■--called
be
should
attention
Mr. Murch also r;,.sed the past year 700
special
Anxious
Morality,” by bushels of potatoes and iso bushels of grain.
“Of our
Maurice Maeterlinck, the great Belgian
Melvin Goodrich of Burnham has a fine
mystic and moralist, a curiously vivid
two years old, that stands 15 3 and
record of “Impressions from Chicago bay filly
weighs 950 pounds. She was sired by Bud
Faces,” by Loren H. B. Knox, and a Wilkes, out of a mare by a son of Nelson.
EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.
very incisive and plain-spoken paper She is very attractive hitched, and can
upon “The University Presidency” by show a three minute gait easily.
Andrew S. Draper.
J. B. Vickery & Son of Unity own a fine
pair of black colts two years old, sired by
Clironic Constipation Cured.
Broomal Wilkes, dam by a son of General
One who suffers from chronic constipation Knox. This is a well matched team in
is in danger of many serious ailments. Orino
They stand 14-3, weigh 850
every respect.
Laxative Fruit Syrup cures chronic constipounds, and although green are line actors
A Christmas Event in Frankfort.
and
stimulates
it
aids
as
digestion
pation
and very attractive. They also have a pair
the liver and bowels, restoring the natural of iron
gray work horses that are matched
Commence
these
taking
of
action
organs.
One of the most enjoyable events of
right up to the handle. They were sired by
it to-day and you w ill feel better at once.
the season in Frankfort was at Christ
out of native mares. They stand
Jamaique,
not
nauseOrino Laxative Fruit Syrup does
16 hands, weigh 2600 pounds and are a posimas, when a few invited relatives and
ate or gripe and is very pleasant to take. tive addition to
friends drove to the pleasant home of
any farm.
Refuse substitutes. Richard li. Moody.
Mr. and Mrs. Judson Curtis, where a
When mother puts up preserves, father
J. O. Pillsbury of Unity has a fine straw- most bountiful dinner was awaiting
puts up the sugar.—Boston Home and berry roan gelding five years old, by Lyre them and to which all did ample jusAbroad.
Bird, out of a mare by Nelson’s Onward.
and Mrs.
Here is a great knee actor and one that tice. In the party were Mr.
liow to Avoid Pneumonia.
shows slick, and has a 40 gait right on tap Chalmers Clarke and daughter Sibyl,
Miss Josie Clarke, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
We have never heard of a single instance all the time.
Holmes and granddaughter, Miss Ethel
of a cold resulting in pneumonia or other
Frank Mussey of Unity has a bay filly Sellers, Mr. and Mrs. AV. S. York of
lung trouble when Foley’s Honey and Tar
calls
he
the
old
that
Empress
not
cough, three years
has been taken. It
only stops
Frankfort and son Sidney, Miss Eva L.
but heals and strengthens the lungs. Ask Wilkes. She stands 15 hands, weighs 1000
of Belfast, Mr. and Mrs. Bernfor Foley’s Honey and Tar and refuse any pounds, and was sired by Emperor W ilkes, Holmes
Florence
substitute offered. Dr. ('.-I. Bishop of Ag- out of a mare by Dictator Chief,"second dam ard Holmes and children, Miss
Fannie M., the (lam ot Ned Wilkes 2.09J. j and Master Clement, and Airs. Iza
new, Mich., writes: “1 have used Foley’s
tninks
but
Drew of Monroe, Air. George AIcKenHoney and Tar in three very severe cases Mr. Mussey raised Ned Wilkes,
that Empress W ilkes is the best one he ever
of pneumonia with good results in every
zieoi East Boston, Air. and Airs. Charles
case.” Richard II. Moody.
produced.
Fernald of Swanville. A Christmas tree
the children was
Mistress—Didn’t the ladies who called
has a tine black laden with gifts for
of
E.
(\
Unity
Dodge
leave cards ?
as the young.
three years old by I.J re Bird, enjoyed hy the old as well
mare
I
but
wanted
ma’am,
to,
Bridget—They
and weighs 950 pounds. I Music was furnished, both vocal and
towled tliiin \e had niinty av yer own, and stands 15 hands,
and pop-corn, apples,
Jlereisa filly that lias never been trained instrumental,
better ones, too —Rife,
but has lots of natural speed and is very mixed nuts, assorted candies and cigars
showy.
At a late hour
The Original.
were passed around.
the p irty broke up, having spent a very
Foley & Co., Chicago, originated Honey
& Fon of Unity are
Moulton
W.
II.
J.
enjoyable day.
and Tar as a throat and lung remedy, and
wintering two pair of horses and colts.
on account of the great merit and popularThey have a pair of black mares weighing j
imita'Far
ami
Honey
many
of
Foley’s
Mr. S'cdgttt’s Lucky Find.
ity
21 no’pounds, and while they came from the 1
tions are offered for the genuine. These
are as good a farm team as ever
i worthless imitations have similar sounding west they
Then they have
came out of that country.
Ir an article on the gems of Alaine
I names,
Beware of them. The genuine fo"In ada pair of stone grays, two years old, sired ■the Bangor Daily News says:
ley s Honey and Tar is in a yellow package.
males,
out
of
native
i>\ Jamaique,
'liny j flitiun to the known repositories of rare
Ask for it and refuse any substitute. It is stand
1100 pounds, aim are
15-2
and
weigh
am. beautiful minerals many choice
[he best remedy for coughs and colds, ltich- sure to make a
grand team in the very near I
turn up by accident. Alore than
aid ii. Moody.
samples
future.
00 years ago LuGier Aludgett of PiosT ime dies so rapidly that it sei ms only a
a high
C. E. Libby of Burnham has a fine blac k ! peel while carting gravel from
i leyy months Irom the time a hoy is crying
that stands 15-1, weigh> a bank near Ellis’ stream dug out, a
tor a jumping jack until in- is paying for it.
mare b\ Eolus
thousand pounds, and has a natural 2.20 beryl that was 10 inches long and
A Thousand Hollars’ Worth of Good.
It was a perfect crysspeed. Mr. l.ihby recently bought quite a inches thick.
A. II. Thin lies,a yvell known coal operator
bui eh of speed in Massachusetts, m a ba\
and giving
clear as glass
tal. as
of Hutfalu, ()., wi it-es : “1 have been afflicted gelding tli.it has trialed a
quarter in al
tints from its polished
with kidney and bladdei trouble for years, seconds, lie stands 16 hands and weighs of, iridescent
the
eye. Experts
passing gravel and stones yvilii excruciating1 1,100 pounds. Mr. l.ihby also has a black iacets, that dazzled
W tikes mare, standing 15-2, weighing 1,0C0 declared it to be the most perfect crystal
pain. I got no relief Irom medicine until
the
then
Air.
on
Cure,
seen.
ot
Aludgett, we
tap.
speed
began taking Foley’s Kidney
| pounds, that lias a lot
j they had ever
i result rras surprising. A few doses started
i have learned, sold the stone to a Boston
I
now
and
the brick dust like line stones
Mr. J. B. Vickery of Unity, an all round linn for a good sum, though probably
have no pain across my kidneys and I (mi farmer, is first and foremost a breeder of 1
one-tenth of its real value. Since
like a nerv man. It lias done me 81,000 good cattle, and he has a tine herd of young not
then thousands of loads of gravel have
worth of good.” Richard H. Moody.
cows and heifers at the present time, eleven
In addition | been taken from that hank, though
of the of them being in milk.
Here is a good old fashioned say ing to re- lie had six
yearlings and lour calves. 11 is nothing more valuable than quartz orypeat to the man who worries: Never take stock are all Holsteins and all good ones. stals have been found. There is not a
more on your heart than you ean kick off at
I He lost a two year o'd heifer recently that
town in Alaine where some resident has
1
| y our heels.
girthed 6 feet plump. Mr. Vickey has been not kept a larger or smaller hoard of
1
which
in
home
herd.
in
It yvill be noticed
every
terribly afflicted with abortion in his
near his residence.”
tlieie is a Cosy Corner that the dog, in It affected him first three years ago, and he i gems, discovered
seeking comfortable places to sleep, never had to sell off his entire herd and begin all
enters one of them.
over again, hence his present stock aieall
Conference of Temperance Women.
j
young and well bred.—Turf, Farm and
and
builds
up.
It invigorates, strengthens
Home.
At a
Portland, Me., January 4.
It keeps
you in condition physically,
conference today, at State headquarmentally and morally. That’s yyliat Holi ters of tiie AVomau's Christian lemperlister’s Rocky Mountain Tea will do. 35
OASTOTITA.
cents, Tea or Tablets.—R. 11. Moody.
mice Union, resolutions were adopted
Vou
Have
Ttl8
Kind
Always
Bought
Bears the
//
reaffirming support of the prohibitory
A man will all hut dislocate his neck
law. Plans for the 111 county conventurning to look at a rather indifferent distions to he held during next summer
play of lingerie on the street and give but a
discursory glance at a Venus or Juno on the
were formulated and there was a
shore. This same principle of “too mucltcussion of the various laws in Maine
All.
For
Theatres
Free
| noss” characterizes every other condition,
affecting prize fights, cigarettes, gamand an awakening to the fact, yvill bring
Among
Free theatres are announced for all the bling, impure literature, ete^
pining woman the happiness for which she
readers of the Boston Sunday Globe. This those present were Alrs.L.M.X.Stevens,
longs.
A.
remarkable series of beautiful cut-outs will national president, and Aliss Anna
Three little babies were/nestled in bed,
innext Sunday, when with every copy Gordon, national vice-president,
“I’ll name them William, Willie and Rill,” open
a
Globe
exone
Boston
complete
of the
Sunday
cluded in the resolutions was
mother said;
theatre will be given, and all the famous
satisfaction with the work ot
Wide was her smile, for triplets they be,
characters in the play of “Uncle Tom’s pressing
S he lays her good luck to Rocky Mountain Cabin.” Each Sunday following while the the special enforcement commission
Gov. Cobb
'lea. (Great baby medicine)
series continues the Globe will give its and heartily commending
One
R. 11. Moody.
readers anew theatre on heavy cardboard, for his attitude on enforcement.
of the
Love may be divided into three epochs— with the leading characters in some great resolution pledges the support
l
union to those officials who declare in
play or story.
the trying to get, the got, and the trying to
Nothing could bring more pleasure to the favor of the prohibitory law and those
get away.
children than these colored theatres, which who
oppose resubmissiou.
Yon will not find beauty in rouge pot or they can set tip and arrange to suit their
complexion whitewash. True beauty conies several tastes. Every one should begin
to those only who take Hollister’s Rocky
with “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” next Sunday,
A CAi D
Mountain Tea. It is a wonderful tonic and and thus get the entire series. The surest
beautifier. 35 cents, Tea or Tablets.—R. H. way to do this is to order the Boston Sundo hereby agree to
the
undersigned,
Wc,
Moody.
refund tlie money on a 50-cent bottle of
day Globe from the newsdealer at once.
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of 'far it it fails
Some women cling to a man like grim
We also guarto cure your cough or cold.
dentil when they would roast a neighbor
For Over Sixtjj Years.
antee a ,25-cent bottle to prove satisfactory
for keeping his dog tied.
Ax Old axd Well-Tkied Dkmedy, or money refunded.
A. A. llowes & Co.
The secret of successfully ridding the
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
Poor & Son.
system of a cold is a thorough evacuation used for over sixty years by millions of
of tlie Dowels.
Kennedy’s Laxative Honey mothers for their children while teething,
Maine’s Big Game Revenue.
and Tar does this- Liquid Cold Cute,
It soothes the child,
w ith perfect Mice ess.
drives all cold out of the system. Rest for soft* ns
the gums, allays all pain, cures
Coughs, Cioup, etc. Sold by R. 11. Moody. wind colic, and is the best remedy for DiarDuring tlie last year 3,642 residents
Sold by of Maine and 8,201 visitors to the State
Woman gives and forgives—man gets and rhoea. Is pleasant to the taste.
across
druggists in every part of the world. 1 wen- were guided through tlie woods,
forgets.
ty-live cents a bottle. Its value in incalcu- j the lakes and down tlie rivers of tlie
For coughs and colds no remedy is equal lable.
State, by 1,680 of the registered guides
to Kennedy’s Laxative Honey and Far. It
for an aggregate of 74,651 days, accordis different Irom all others—better, because
of Maine.
Schools
Grammar
the
To
ing to the annual report published by
it expels ail cold from the system hy acting
the Commissioners of Inland Fisheries
Affords imas a cathartic on the bowels.
DevoluAmerican
and Game.
There were bought by
mediate relief in Group, Goughs, Golds, £ The Daughters of the
Maine offer a first prize ol #10 in licensed dealers
Whooping Gough, etc. Children love it. tion of
4,053 deer skins during
gold for the best essay f« unded on any in- tlie year. The report shows that 2,431
K. II. Moody.
Sold
jiy
cident of the American Devolution, occurhunt
Pet dogs are possibly brought to so many ring between 1775 and 1785, and #5 in gold of tlie visitors bought licenses to
in tlie State, and tlie total receipts from
social functions in order that there may he for the second best essay.
some one present with an assured pedigree.
The contest will be governed by the fol- these licenses, together with tlie sale of
fish and game and deer skins, as well as
rules:
Perfection can only be attained in the lowing
1.
Articles should be wi itten on one side the fines accruing from prosecutions,
physical by allowing Nature to appropriate of paper onlf. Type-written if possible.
amounted to $30,327.30.
and not
dissipate her own resources.
2.
Its length will he limited to 1500
Cathartics gripe, weaken—dissipate, while. words.
Kisers
DeWitt’s Little Early
simply expel
articles, special attention
In
3.
all putrid matter and bile, thus allowing will he judging
paid to spelling, punctuation, parathe liver to assume normal activity. Good
and originality of style.
for the complexion. Sold by R. H. Moody. graphing
4.
All articles must be m the hands of
1900.
Most people have rigid rules for the the committee uot later than Feb. 7,
5.
The contest is open to pupils of all
guidance of others, while they are perfectState of Maine.
ly content to follow a set of lax amend- Grammar schools in the
Articles should be sent to Alma S. Boardments.
Catarrh, the 8rch-thief of
committee.
of
chairman
maii, Bangor,
The soothing and comforting effects of
Health, In the tolls
DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve, when appiiet}
clothes.
Better for you to be robbed of all your earthly
to Piles, sores, cuts, boils, etc., subdues
Sarcasm is truth in evening
than have this Insidious thief get you in
pain almost instantly. This Salve draws
by the use »is power. Catarrh, throat affections, chronic
Indigestion is easily overcome
out the inflammation, reduces swelljng and
this
because
coughs and consumption, nine times in ten, have
Kodo) Dyspepsia Cure,
cold in the bead. Dr.
acts as a rubefacient, thus circulating the of
what you eat and gives the their beginning in a simple
blood through tbe diseased parts, permit- remedv digests
and
Agnfw’s Catarrhal owder relieves cold in the
a rest-allows it to recuperate
bead in ten minutes and has mined back the
Indiling or aiding Nature to permanently re- stomach
relieves
Kodol
footsteps of thousands who were going headlong
Sold by R. H. grow strong again.
move the trouble entirely.
Sour Stomach,
to tlie grave with what many a credulous one lias
gestion, Belching of Gas,
the digestive been pleased
Moody.
to call "incurable catarrh.”
Heart-Burn, etc., and enables
Sold b> tlie City Drug Store and A. A. Howes
foods into the kind
organs to transform all
4
When doctors fail try Burdock Blood of
red blood that makes health and & Co.
rich
Bitters. Cures dyspepsia, constipation; inDr. Agnew’s Liver Pills—40 doses 10c.
Sold by R. H. Moody.
strength.
vigorates tbe whole system.

Come-Look

GASTORIA

-AT A FINE LINE OF-

For Infants and Children.

Apollo

Candies

Fancy

Box Candies.

-ALSO A FINE LINE OF-

The Kind You Have

Always Bought

I ALSO HAVE A FINE LINE OF

Confectionery
specialty.
Just

Soft Drinks, Tobacco,

—

Cigars, and

AJUei FRUIT
OF ALL KINDS.

AGreatMark
Down Sale

on

HippC
II
LwaJ?

I

...

lor this month only.
FORGET THE PLACE.

KT-DON’T

Next Door to the Windsor Hotel.

ofL&ffZdfd

■'

received.

New Nuts ot all kinds

|

\

\

kinds.

Penny Candy and Salted Peanuts a

Digestion.Cheerful-

D. F.

Thirty Years

—

Stephenson,

(Successor to Stephenson &, Sargent.;

emu
▼Ml OENTAUN WMMNV. NEW VOAI CITY.

YOUR HEATING I
and Cooking apparatus will last much

|
j

---

those proportions recessary to
enable the stomach and digestive organs
to digest and assimila te all foods that may
be eaten. Kodol is not only a perfect
tisdigestant, but it is a reconstructive,cures
Kodol
sue building tonic as v/ell.
Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Scur Stomach,
Heartburn, Palpitatic n of the Heart and
Constipation. You will like it.

Rests the stomach, rebuilds ths
tissues and gives firm flesh.
_

timca

as

trial,

or

floods

Electric

■

OFFICE WASHINGTON STREET
TELEPONE NUMEER 44^-

MELVIN CLARK.
The well known MAGNETIC HEALER
will be In l-clfast Mini **pen bis ofti e at 0»>
Cedar street, Oetobci -ii. (Mli*-- days MonI: y s. Wednesdays and !•' h I a y -. >li Clark
gives no medicine, nut simply lakes away the
trouble with his lumls. lit- will diagnose any
disease on receipt of i"cl< of ban and age and
will semi Ins magnetic flannels,
sex. and
lie can give
w Inch hardly ever fail to cm
of
you nam* s of hundreds that I.*- !i;:s cured
tumors, cancers, lumbago and lheiunatie
trouble. His prices are very ^lna11 -one hollar for treatment, on** dollar loi a diagno-e
and treatment with flannels. Ca‘l ai.d sec thi*
>i I
v in < I VICK.
wonderful healer.
155 High Street, Belfast.
t,in4!t
<

Ask for the 1906 Kodal Almanac and
200 Year Calendar.

CATARRH

A Positive

Cream Balm I
Ely'squickly
absorbed.
is
Gives Relief at Once.

It cleanses, soothes
heals and protects
the diseased morr
brane. It cures C atarrh and drives
away a Cold in the Lb—
Head quickly. 11
"
• mmwwmm*
stores the Senses of
Taste and Smell. Full size 50cts., at Drug,
gists or by mail; Trial Size 10 cts. by mail.
Ely Brothers, 50 Warren Street, New York,

—j

IjAV FEVER

of All Kinds,

Wiring

Electric, Gas Fixtures Supplies,

at the Labf"Prepared
oratory of E.O.Dewitt
^C^Chicago^^4J

much as the
BO cent size.

8-2._

1

Digests What You Eat

Dollar bottle holds 2^

Bellas!, Maine

Front St.,

TELEPHONE

Cure

—

by

33, 35, 37

the

BELFAST

exactly

«

supply tlie proper tiling at
price you have been paying.

Kodol
contains all the digestive juices that are
found in a healthy stomach, and in

!

Doctor

will
same

assimilated.
Lean, thin, stringy people do not have
enough Pepsin in the stomach, while fat
people have too much Pepsin and not
enough Pancreatine.

|

a

COAL
oil e h] aim p i <(e.-fny if <’i e
to tlie clinkers and slate incident to tlie
We
use of inferior grades of Coal.

If you are too fat it is because your food
turns to fat instead of muscle—strength.,
If you are too lean the fat producing foods
that you eat are not properly digested and

Dyspepsia

with a.

of

Much

j ’Dyspeptics

|

quality

TWO

ftssr//'

|

A Clever Arrest

provide yourself

oiiper if you
proper

j

|

Maine’* Banking Institutions.
j

WALDO COUBTY FARM STOCK.,

Opium,Morphine

Maine boys.

ingly attractive.

Literary News and Notes.

Commissioners’ Notice.
The undersigned, having been appointed by
the Hon. .fudge m I lobnt.- for fie bounty o*
Waldo, on lhe twelfth da> >f December, v. I>
i;»05. commissioners to »«•<•*• «• and • •xamim* f I
-rai«* *»f William.
claims of creditors ag;iiu,'l t!i♦
*imty. i
A. LasscO, late of Burnham, in •••.•!
■

■

«■

giv--notice
ceased, represented
-aid appointt
that six months from tin
*• 11*•
in wlii,-li t<
ment are allowed I" -•■ *i«i
and that they
present and prove then >•'i
will be in session at the fob wing p aces and
r.
-m
In* same, vi/•
v,
of
times for the pm pose
At the office of .fames Libby. .h\. m IJiulv m
tin
Curd
on
of
Waldo,
day of e*• I»
said county
nth day *>f bin**,
ruary, A. D. l'HW, and tin*
at ten o'clock in the lorenoon of *•:» Ii
A. 1>.
of said days ts the places ami i.mos by u> an
point*-*! as aforesaid.
Dated Unity. .January 3, A I> ID')*;.
CHARM'S A HATCH.
!r.,rnl,
CHARLES .J BARTLETT. M
2
in-**

>

'•

1

—

COTTAGE LOTS.
a few hundred f< et to 17,". acres
All have shore fronts. An\where from Uclfast. to
Cove.
Fine view **t bay and islands,
Saturday
also have a large list of <■ t> property and farm
all sizes and prices. Send for book.
V. S. HOLMES.
deal Estate Agent- Belfast, Alt*.

Any size from

I

have taken one-half of the
Colburn Store, Journal

I

Building, Church Street,

and am prepared to take
orders for

(Wrappers,

Shirt Waist

Suits,

Shirt Waists, Gowns and
Night Shirts. Special at-

DIINTON &
Attorneys

a

good

line o(

hours 8 to 1*2 a. in.; to
Evenings by appointin' ia.

Office

ROBKKT F. 1)1

FLANNELETTS,
OUTINGS.

" M.sk,

Notary l'ubite.
e o

n

>1-

li a n

d

goods of evi y de
seription. Furniture, bedding, earpets, stoves, etc.

Antoine furniture
specialty, li you
have any tiling to
seli drop me a
card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER 11. COOMBS,
Corner Cross and Federal Sts.. Beltast.
a

postal
>

Job Compositors. Steady woik, open
men.
shop; good pay tor the light

THE LAKESIDE PRESS CO.,
Portland,

both
a nice rent of 7 ro< ms and
with stable and garden spot if
Inquire
Ko. 23 Ctdar str.et
wanted.
F. S. HOLM KS.
1 have

women, locaW 04 |H | E» U
repre.sentat ives for
Cash
Commissions.
class
hi/h
magazine. Large
prizes. Write J. N. TRAINER. 80 East Washtf8
N.
Y.
New
York,
ngton square.

_Men

or

Me.__

FOR RENT

Mrs F. H. BLACK.
m

Kw.l’ll !

Maine
in.

4

PRINTER’S WANTED

GINGHAMS,

im.

NTuN.

Se

lyg

PRINTS,

Law,

at

Savings Bank Building, Belfast,

tention given to out-sizes.
I also carry

MORSE,

room,

A FRESHMAN AT l). OF M.
j

XXVI.

The “razoo, ”to which you had been
with an urgent invitation, was
of the past, and though that

i.nored
Mug

“getting even” was deneed long and loudly in the Freshindignation meeting everybody

•'

,i
j.

Silks.

when it was referred to; and,
to say, no one seemed to know

Fur

Weight

through

(Correspondence

of- The

The long chain that lias dangled so
over the corsage of the old

past

is

ast

dragged

minor

1

....

dltlon,'

loeket.The bracelet, however, distances
For days beforehand specu- all rivals, due to the extreme popularity
Bangles, botli
up of tlie elbow sleeve.
,in, estimates and hopes took
or jewelled, link
narrow
or
wide,
plain
Whether
one.
attention of every
bracelets of every description, orchains
,.t Maine could take the ehampionand every
of far more vital set with jewels, all are there,
lion.

question

uasa

student than

was

Russo-Japanese war,
matters of national politics and
dble and probable points were care\ computed by the wiseacres, while
Freshman listened attentively to
conversations, and hoped mighty
phase

of the

design is being
filigree work, which

old

revived,

even

had almost

to

passed

out of existence.
THE LEFTOVER CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

hustled out of the way to make
room for the lovely Spring and Summer fabrics, and this transformation
of midsummer into midwinter has
are

accepted fact. The
weather man was not inclined to
of fashion is now flitting from
,curable to that particular event, votary
one fashionable store to another, su'lie morning which brought the
the newest patterns and colorother college teams and their curing
before the stock of choice novrters to the campus, brought also ings
elties lias been exhausted. Sound good
ling mist and sodden atmosphere.
beneath this apparently
lies
sense
of
the
felt
depression
spirit
\body
needless
hurry.
his
best
did
aii. and everybody
now

■

■

,,,

was a

live-

witness

the

it, so that it

rcome

become

resort

to

out."

Many, in this conalcoholic stimulants

and « mvigorants.” the after effects of
which are very injurious.
Dr. R. V. Pierce,
forty years, ago found
that
women
were
Doing mistreated
through ignorance or carelessness and
determined to devote his life and energies
to their relief.
Baring found the cause of their suffering. he next sought for the means of
relief, and found in Nature's laboratory—
the earth, certain roots which had remarkable and valuable medicinal virtues
for the cure of these ailments.
Using chemically pure glycerine, of
proper strength instead of alcohol, he
prepared extracts of these, and the result
was so satisfactory that the combination became his "Favorite Prescription.’
The roots used are: Lady’s Slipper root,
Black Cohosh root, Unicorn root, Blue
Cohosh root and Golden Seal root. The
world knows it as Dr. Pisrcr's Favorite Prescription, which has the wonderful and unparalleled record of a halfmillion of cures in the last forty years.
Write to Dr Pierce. Buffalo, N. Y., for
advice, given without charge.
"I am glad to be able to testify as to the
merits of Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription
for the many ills that women suffer with,”
writes Miss Gertrude Mitchell (President
"S uung Ladies’ Christian Endeavor Society),
J! Colainibta Street. E., Detroit. Mich. "After
many years of suffering and pain, I took
your medicine, and in a short time began to

,1 Alumni field was to be tlie scene

ortance to the

single

pleasure

with tears in their
eyes, when they
mention *he subject at alH"(t is a
hard pull," that
with pain, weak”
ness and weariness
they are "almost

gracefully

an

^TroufrobbeRmi^eKor^^
V

As it is for internal as well as external use its virtue is
apparent—during its 95 years of “practice” Johnson’s
Anodyne Liniment li.is cured thousands of cases of
croup when aid was immediate and imperative. Invaluable also in severe cases of colds, coughs, bronchitis or
tonsilitis—relieves colic, cholera, and diarrluea—cradicates the pain from wounds, cuts, burns, bruises, chaps,
chilblain or frost-bite. A wonderful remedy for rheumatism, lame back, lumbago or sciatica. Should be
“first” in every home medicine chest.
25 cents; 3 times as much 50 cents.
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is situated on the highlands on Sixteenth
and Florida avenue.
Oue of the first things Gov. Burleigh has
undertaken is to secure copies of about 300
public building bills, which have been introduced since the beginning of Congress.
These are all before his committee on public buildings and grounds. It falls on him
to go over those bills carefully, consult with
the Treasury officials and also with Speaker
Caunon to determine where the public
money can be spent to the greatest advantage in erecting new public buildings and
then work to frame an omnibus public building bill which will conform to these requirements. Speaker Cannon has decided
during the last two weeks that there must
As
be an omnibus public building bill.
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art -ave a thump as
the familiar old faded
rei-Ang gown which adorned his shivu.ii.s. and you almost felt as if

ciiail 'mi.

!

..a

i-eogni/.ed

.in

tii,., were to enter the arena.

i..

You

just how Jack was feeling as he
up in line with the other contest's his number flapping drearily in
breeze from between his broad

new
\

At the pistol shot they
"aiders.
off, and Jack, in accordance with

-re

trainers

instructions,

toward the head

was

of

the

well

bunch,

soon

ing

Indian

j

a

ached Jack’s pace slackened and the
ad was taken by his “running mate,”
ho

kept

it until welcomed to a trium-

hant finish
Maine,

by

the

thundering

cheers

Jack finished well back in

liked for wear with

evening gowns
in Empire modes, especially if one’s
hands are pretty and tapering fingers
adorned with handsome rings. There
are

1

considerable demand for colored :
gloves to match the gown or trimmings. \
1 ne some seconds behind the point In the latter case the
stocking worn!
inners, and you hastily left your should match the glove in color, and
Ace on the bleachers to follow him never were there
prettier stockings to j
ver to the gym dressing room, where be had at a moderate
outlay than at
you anxiously awaited his re-appear- the present time. Shoes for evening
inee, “clothed and in his right mind.” wear are high heeled and very elaborr

ue

little group which panted

over

is a

the

■

Couldn’t Eat—
Even Bread Distressed
Groveville, Me., March

20, 1904.

Dear Friends:—

A

years ago I was visiting my
brother, Mr. Wm. D. Soule, of Strong,
While there I had a very seMaine.
vere attack of indigestion, could not
eat even a piece of bread without causing a great deal of distress. My brother was taking
“L. F.” Bitters at the
time and wished me to try them. I
did so, and before I had taken half a
bottle 1 got relief, could eat anything
and began to gain in flesh.
Two

Very truly

ate, being strapped in many dainty
forms and embroidered ip beads and in
ribbon work. Often they are made up
especially to match the gown where
this is of sufficiently substantial material.
Verona Clarke.

yours,

Modern Miracle.

“Truly miraculous seemed the recovery
of Mrs. Mollie liolt of this place,” writes
J. 0. R. Hooper, Woodford, Tenn., “she
was so wasted by coughing up puss from
her lungs.
Doctors declared her end so
near that her family had watched by her
bedside forty-eight hours; when, at my
urgent request Dr. King’s New Discovery
was given her, with the astonishing result
that improvement began, and continued
until she finally completely recovered, and
is a healthy woman today.” Guaranteed
cure for coughs and colds.
50c and $1.00 at
R. H. Moody’s, Druggist. .Trial bottle free.

MRS. LENA C. HILL.
A normal, healthy digestion is priceh -s.
But the True "L. F.” Atwood’s
Bitters has cured hundreds and costs
only 35 cents a bottle at all good stores.
•

Scratch, scratch, scratch; unable to attend to business during the day or sleep
during the night. Itching piles—horrible
Doan’s Ointment cures.
Never
plague.
fails. At any drug store, 50 cents.

Universalists tell

us

to be

good and

we

happy,

ar.d so there you are.
are all wrong.
Why not tell the

will be

rhey
truth, if we know it? I try to be unselfish, except perhaps in little things,
and yet I am not particularly happy;
and on the other hand I get selfish and
wicked and I am not particularly unhappy. There may be a roasting time
in the dim future, but

pation

even

the antici-

of that does not make me miser-

iDie.

I5ut I was

intending to say something

ibout unselfishness, but liave wanderid about till I have forgetten what it
was, got switched off into preaching
ind have left out ill the good tilings.
Nevertheless I will not leave out that
which will tickle you most, and that is
the check.
Please append the following verses

failed

MY

I have

FRIEND.

frieml, and such a friend
had;
lie’.* ever ready to defend
My actions, good or bad.
As

a

no man ever

cash and makes no charge,
Regardless how I spend.
Was ever there a heart so large,
Or ever truer friend?
lie lend

to take
will be

ONE
or

Re shouts the loudest at my jokes,
He condones all my fibs,
At my old yarns he always pokes
My fat-encompassed ribs.
Re loves me and will die with me
When I’m laid on the shelf.
For this dear friend, of course you see,
Is only just myself.
J. E. Clarke.
Winsted, Conn., Jan. 1,1906.

Teething.
Diarrhea.

No.

No.
No.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Indictments at Rockland.
Rockland, Me., Jan. 4. The grand jury
if the Supreme Court today reported 37 inlictments for violation of the liquor, 34 of
which are against holders of the federal
liquor licenses, including the Eastern
Steamship Company iD connection with the
licenses on the steamers City of Bangor and
City of Rockland. William Murphy and
Reuben McDonald were indicted for robbery from John Neol, the Indian sailor,
December 26th, and H. E. Waldron for
burglary at George Phelps’ cottage at
Camden, December 23d. One indictment
was not made public.

3

No.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

No. 19

buy

a

New York.

SUIT of CLOTHES. OVERCOAT

good

ULSTER.

ONE DOLLAR DOWN
J?

ONE DOLLAR DOWN
and ONE DOLLAR each week will buy a WHITE KITCHEN OUTFIT or a SET

£

OF DISHES

T"

50c. WILL BUY ONE POUND

Bangor & Aroostook Net Earnings.

of our very BEST TEA and your choice of ONE of the 200 pieces of crockery in our window on Thursday, Friday and Saturday. THE BEST 50 CENT

Bangor it Aroostook net earnings in November, 1905, ami July to November, inclusive, show a considerable increase over
the corresponding periods of 1904. The

statement is as follows:
November.
1905.
Earnings— $188,628
Expenses... 119,071

Net.$69,557
From J illy l.
Earnings.... $969,208
Expenses.... 577,519
Net.$391,689

TEA IN BELFAST.

TRY IT.
_

Increase

1904.

174,108
111,744

$14,520

$62,364

$7,193

$902,082

$67,126

552,485

25,034

$349,597

$42,092

season.

The little folks love Dr. Wood’s Norway
Fine Syrup. Pleasant to takeperfectly
harmless; positive cure for coughs, colds,
bronchitis, asthma.
__

Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
what you eat.

»

—

__

people of Belfast and Waldo County for their very
liberal patronage the past year, and we shall try to deserve their good
will and trade in the future by making our store nil lit stock, where
they can wait for the boats, wait for the trains and be waited on besides.
We thank the

7,327

The Portland firm of Loving, Short &
Harmon, has sold 0000 copies of Holman
F. Hay’s story, Squire Pain, which is
the largest number of a single work of
fiction ever sold by this concern in one

We have a'nice

NEW GOODS JUST

ARRIVED-™

Now Toilet Set* au«l Dinner Ware, Lamp* and Glass Ware,
sortment of Candy. Goods at prices to sell.

w-

The Belfast Depirtment Store,

always

and

a

fresh

as-

H1MRl£HiRD5’

v

>

fEMERALD
BLACK
is the NEW G1IAXPT. which is being

produced by

....

HEAL <te WOOD.
It is black with fine green

spots,

with a mixture of brown and

dark gray, producing a pleasing, warm, black effect. It is very
fine grain, takes an excellent polish, and for beauty and contrast

ij

j

j
!

equal, showing letters and trace marks to perfection.
analyzed by the U. S. Geologist and pronounced by him to be of superior quality.

\

has no

grade

of

jgp—See samples in City Drug
business

No. 1 Pea Goal

on

Store now or call at their

retailing

The

constantly increasing

KINEO RANGES

--$5.50-=

pleased

>

the

general

with them.

say that

they

are

Try

per tun.

a

sample

B ANGOK,

|

to 6 p. m., and 7 to 9 p. m.
Refers to Drs. C. B. Hoit, Liberty; Adelbert
Miltett. Searsmont; D P. Flanders, Elmer Small
33tf
nd S. W. Johnson, Belfast.

a. m.

Croup.
The Skin.
Rheumatism.

,

Malaria.

MAINE.

Name
Always Remember the Full

of the Eye, Ear

Has taken Room No. 2, Odd Fellows’ block, and
wlil be In Belfast every Monday. Office hours 10

Whites.

j

NOYES & NUTTER MANUFACEUitlNG COMPANY.

Nose and Throat,

Headaches.

bakers.

AGENT. BELFAST.

BANGOR,

Diseases

The

JOHN B. STICKNEY

Dr. E. E. BROWN
in

practical
perfect
tight fitting cast-

the mast

order.

Belfast Fuel & Hay Co.
OF

public is

Users of them

and economical to buy.

working dampers and
ings make them great

Dyspepsia.
Suppressed Periods.

sales of

at

denote that

Specialist

j

place of

Bridge street, after January 21st.

(

Coughs.
Neuralgia.

axative Rromo

Quinine
in Two.

Cures a Cold In One Day, Grip

HOLLISTER'S

Mountain Tea Nuggets
Rocky
Medioine for
A

Catarrh.

No. 20
Whooping Cough.
The Kidneys.
No. 27
The Bladder.
No. 30
Lit Grippe.
No. 77
In small bottles of pellets that fit the vest
or mailed, 25c. each.
pocket. At Druggists mailed
free.
Medical Guide
Cor.
William A John Street*,
Humphreys’ Med. Co.,

DOWN

DOLLAR

This stone has been

cure by acting directly on the
sick parts without disturbing the rest of
the system.
No. 1 for Fevers.
Worms.
No. 2

No. 4
No. 7

:

and ONE DOLLAR each week will buy a LADIES' SKIRT, JACKET or SUIT.

PER TON.

Specifics
^

;

charge of our Clothing Department, where he (Bert
pleased to see all of his friends as well as our old

and ONE DOLLAR each week will

$5.50

Maiue has been very efficient. I am sure it
will be conceded that the appointments
have been good.
Representative men in
their respec tive communities have been
appointed as collectors. Their remuneration has been small in all but two or three
of the Maine customs districts, but their
good standing has given the service dignity
and, under such conditions smuggling has
been much less than it would have beeu had
the government only kept inspectors on
guard. The collectors in Maine have had,
in each case, a deputy or two when needed
The
and these have been capable men.
result is, that while the annual collections
have been small,; except at such ports as
Bangor and Portland, the collections at Boston and other ports have been much larger
than they would lnve been with a less
efficient service at the various points over
Maine.
“I do not anticipate any difficulty in defeating such a plan as Mr. Tawney proposes,
even should it ever pass the House,” added
“The Maine
the senior Maine Senator.
customs officials have no reason to be disturbed.”
Ex-Gov Burleigh observed today that he
thought there was little danger of the plan
being successful. “The idea that tlie plan
would result in economy is a mistaken one,
as the government would lose much more
than the extra amount of salaries, were it
to be put in operation by the Treasury De-

;

customers.

0 AL!

HUMPHREYS’

me

>:hiJ.^

L. DAVIS

B

partment.”

When I am ill lie nuises me,
Attends me days and nights;
Weeps al my pam, laughs at my glee
And all my battles fights.

JB|

Mass.

wishes to announce to all of its customers ami friends, and

CA8TORIA.
11,0 Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the

Digests,

j

file

CO., Boston,

especially those interested in the CLOTIIIXG DEPAIM'MEXT, that we have secured the services of

Belfast.
Annie M. Woods, et al., Unit}’, to Alfred !
E. Dean, do.; land in Unity.
William
A.
Winchester, Brooks, to
William II. Kolfe, do.; land and buildings
in Brooks.

the De-

She
dear old soul, she didn't know.
ladn’t lived long enough in this world ;
tions are taken in, as is tlie case with many
[o know what happiness is, for she died
Maine districts, and substitute inspectors
how
of
See
the
it
uge
ninety-three.
in place of collectors and deputies. The
the
This handsome street costume,
Fat a selfish man is, and contented! “Un- j
plan has been put forward by Representaillustration of which is furnished by selfishness tendeth to leaness,” as the j
tive Tawuey of Minnesota, now chairman
The Delineator, consists of a broad- i Russian philosopher remarks. The old
of the Committee on Appropriations.
cloth coat, seven-eighths, length lined Presbyterian doctorine that the more
“Why, all that is very old,” said Senator
with squirrel fur, collar and cuffs of unhappy you are, the better you are, is
Hale. “They have been trying to do that,
Persian lamb. Costume of cashmere probably true, but I don’t believe it. If at intervals, for many years but we have
below—shirt waist tucked and seven- I am to be unhappy in order to be good never had difficulty in defeating it, for the
is generally satisfactory and
gored skirt.
then I'll remain wicked the rest of my present system
is not expensive. Our customs service in
ACCESSORIES.
natural life. But the Methodists and

strung out

liich

trip

to some of

partments.
Senator Hale commented today about a
movement on foot in the House of Representatives to reorganize the customs service
of tlie country, to abolish many of the old
districts, where comparatively small collec-

mother used to say, “Be unselfish and
Why, bless her
you will he happy.”

to a stragEvery season shows little new
procession. Each touches, or revivals of modes so old as
man, however, was doing bis best to seem novel. Guiinpes and underhis place, while they all sleeves, or long cuffs continue to be
to hold
;sad a hopeless, dogged look, to the liked and offer a great field for the fashspectator. Jack did not expect to do foiling of pretty sets by dainty fingers.
anything on his own account, but he Embroidered buttons are a fad and:
ad been selected for the thankless— give the requisite touch of elegance to
xcept to those who understood—task many otherwise simple gowns. The j
! breaking tbe wind and taking the
material, velvet, silk or lace, is em-!
ad for the crack runner of tbe college, broidered, beaded or enriched in any
it seemed to you, who were so interest- way that
|eems pretty and sewed over
d you forgot to cheer, that the men button moulds or thick shaped card
were merely creeping, but their labored board forms.
Gloves are long for all
Breathing and straining muscles when dressy wear with one button and maney passed the bleachers belied that nish for wear with tailored short suits.
lea.
When the appointed place was
LONG LACE MITS
v

telephone

says, "i'nseliishness is the root, tnmk
and branches of all evil.” My grand-

shivering contestants for
mile came out, and you saw .lack
.lining them, jumping up and down to
keep 11is slowly congealing blood in cirWhen tbe

e

even a

^ ^B
7 ^B
/
I
j|B!

----*,

Searsport.
Orrin Knight, Unity, to Thomas 0.
Knight, do.; land and buildings in Unity.
George F. Knowlton, Liberty, to Clarence
F. Knowlton, Bath ; land in Liberty.
Ralph B. Pillsbury, Unity, to George B.
Pillsbury, do.; land in Unity.
Frank M. Patterson, Belfast, to Ralph I.
Morse, do.; land in Belfast.
Asa I. II. Pitcher, Lincolnville, to Rockland and Rock port Lime Co., Rockland;
land in Xorthport.
Ralph B. Stickney, Boston, to John B.
Stickney, Belfast; land and buildings in

inquiry

or

^B

^

I
j
j
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I. S. JOHNSON a

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

1

H

Mass.^J

Boston

^BB^HBBBBHBMfllBMnflHBBBHi^.;

s

^B
^B
^B
^B
^B
^B
^B
^B

feel and look as if you enjoyed life. |=
25 cents a box; 5 boxes $1.00, postpaid.

JB

yA

■

many

CO.,

rz^s0"amfii*
BM0 Eyou

The following transfers in real estate
were recorded in Waldo County Registry
ir mtrnMU. tr.
of Deeds for the week ending Jan. 8, 11KX5:
Harriet A. Adams, Malden, to Frank M.
One of tlie Governor’s annual tasks also
is starting tlie rural free delivery appropri- Patterson, Belfast; land in Belfast.
Belfast Savings Bank, Belfast, to Emma
ations along with the post office appropria- B.
Pitcher, do.; land and buildings in Beltion committee. While that committee is fast.
James L. Cunningham, Searsport, to C.
generous in granting such appropriations,
W. Jackson, do.; land and buildings in
the governor always puts his shoulder to

As Mark Twain or St. Paul

^B

LIVERS and SALLOW COMPLEXIONS

i■

Failure.

s- JOHNSON A

A jaundice colored skin that goes with a sluggish liver, sick headache, biliousness, indi*
gestion and constipation, can be easily banished if you know the secret. If you wish tc JF^
have a rosy complexion, a clear eye, buoyant spirits and perfect health use Parsons’ Pills
frequently. They tone up the liver, aid M
digestion and assimilation of food, drive ini- ■

mmmw
^B JB

there are only two or three experienced
members on the committee, among them
Gov. Burleigh, the Speaker places much reliance upon the Maine man in drawing up

Dr. Pierce's Pellets cleanse the

sets to

||j

I A JOHNSON9S I
LAnodyne LINIMENT I

clogged
work to make up charming
system front agpnmulnted impurities'
gathered
is
the
before
toilettes
problem
Spring
in the two dashes, two hurdles,
CONCERNING UNSELFISHNESS.
before 10 o’clock, to be solved regarding wools or other
the weights,
fabrics
To Tin-: Editor of The Journal:
loin was represented by a large heavy materials. Light-weight
to the fore, especially soft Other newspapers pay me for what I
nation, who occupied one end of are again
and silk, such write, but your paper will publish my wheel and
grand stand, and who kept the silky mixtures of cotton
helps along an appropriation
are eliciting productions only on condition that 1 pay
which
silks,
the
Banzai
as
bleachers
that will warrant the creation of many new
: mi the
busy drowning
much attention from their beautiful you—what I owe you. Well, here it is, routes and tlie enlargement of the service.
Thi Chi.”
and designs and being botli but I can ill afford it, for 1 have just This week, too, he has taken up anew his
tlie
realized
colorings
ryKiciy apparently
The
bureau.
or
either
figured their possibilities are returned from New York city, and such work before the pension
tin; the contest would be
plain
statistics show that the mortality rate
as they
a trip, combined with Christ mas doesn't
/uii in the morning trials, and almost unlimited; especially
among the old soldiers the last two months
he is
leaders did their utmost to- wash perfectly and retail at 50 cents leave a man very flush, unless
.,-gi
has been unusually high. Appeals from the
is
printed president of an insurance company. By veterans in his district to help their cases
! arousing the necessary enthu- per yard. The name Banzai
of
Tliey were largely new to you on the blue wrappers in Japanese the way, more than half the cause
along before the bureau strike home to the
upponings of the day, and every characters, but that fails to prove that my trip was to try for the presidency governor. He has always made a specialty
of one of the fattest companies, recent- of facilitating their applications before the
.!
was watched with an interest they are not American manufactures
THE FANCY
ly made vacant. But, unfortunately bureau and has been spending more time at
in,;in, of the more experienced
.lid not feel. Nothing very un- for wearing thin fabrics in winter is for me, and 1 think for the company, that work this year than ever before. Mrs.
interest in this
11,l happened during the niorn- illustrated on every side, and of course ! the place had been filled. The other Burleigh takes a lively
*
of Gov. Burleigh’s congressional
feature
is
l'ur
almost
an
or
the
was
half
of
the
reason
for
much
surer
fur-lined
was
a
wrap
pure, ;
trip
trials, and nobody
work and aids in keeping a record in a big
the final result would be when absolute necessity, and for these, and unalloyed unselfishness.
My better j
book of tlie requests that come in and of
of
fur
or acshe
but
with
kinds
to
to
dinner,
half
wished
home
other
all
garments
me,
go
trooped hungrily
j the progress made before the pension
i and somewhat cramped after cessories, C. C. Shayne is offering great thought that the expense would be too bureau. She is an expert in keeping books
attractions in his January sales—a1 great if we both went, and after some [ on these pension claims of soldiers from
mis in the dampness of the un
In the afternoon special reduction on each kind of fur. '■ argument I agreed with her, which is
the Third Maine district. When the Governn-d bleachers.
But it was quite or wants to know just how much he lias acufside spectators, though not so No investment can be better than fine usually the case.
would have been quality fur, as it imparts its own pe- | necessary that one of us should go, and complished with a given claim—there are
runs as they
! much as I wished to stay at home 1 at hundreds of them so that it would be im.he weather been more favorable, cular finish to tlie plainest costume.
possible to carry all of them in one's mind*
last consented and went.
things a bit more exciting and
lie simply turns to the record and is able to
if my people only knew how repug- !
i a zest to the cheers from throats
start anew intelligently.
uant the city is to me they would never
ly beginning to feel the result of
The time fur distributing tlie quota of
accuse me of selfishness in going alone.
irning faithful work, .lack was
Congressional seeds will soon be at hand.
Just think of the wicked people there! The big bundles of franks will come up
:.ier in the mile run in the afterFiie place for a gray-haired old man is
from the Government Printing Office, the
and your personal interest was,
it home where “the wicked cease from : addresses will all have to be written, and {
-fore, largely centered in that event,
doubling and your weary bones can along next May people in the third district
as evident, as everybody was well
of seeds for
rest.” 1 am not just sure of that quo- | will be receiving the packages
e beforehand, that the real strugthe garden and for the llower beds which |
!
knows
where
it
is
but
;ation,
and
nobody
Maine,
ay between Bowdoin
tlie government bestows through members
’ound, so I will risk it.
very contestant was judged from
of Congress.
All our
Now about unselfishness.
The daily mail which a member of Conindpointof the likelihood of their
roubles come from it. If a man is gress must handle is quite a factor. Gov.
a a point to either one side or
jnselfish and loves somebody else bet- j Burleigh is one of those who make it a
As the afternoon progressed
point to answer all letters as promptly as
:er than himself and his family he is
l ter event was run off points
to write from
However sublime the ] possible. It is no light task
sure of trouble.
; almost impartially to the
to 100 letters a day, especially when
sentiment is, in practice it is a total twenty
and excitement ran higher
by
of these letters mean an
to

rs,wd

A midnight visitation of that dread disease "croup” strikes terror into the heart of many an anxious
mother. There is no time to send for the doctor—something must be done at once—relief must be imme*
diate. In such cases there is no remedy that will give surer or quicker relief than

H

-SI

street

feel stronger, became more regular and
didn't have the hearing-down pains which
had been my lot for so long. Piiali never
cease to be very grateful that it was brought
'o ir:r
tice. i have no pains and feel much
stronger generally.”

THE FAR-SEEIN# WOMAN

fromJVashington.

Washington, D. C., Jan. 8. Gov. and
Mrs. Burleigh of the third Maine district
were among the early arrivals here this
week for the reassembling of Congress.
They opened again their apartments at the
Richmond and the Governor has taken up
his tasks both in the House and before the
!
Departments. During their absence from
Washington the President and Mrs. Roosevelt had sent them invitations to attend the
diplomatic reception for Thursday evening
of this week. It is one of the first official
functions at the White House after the
New Year’s reception. They have also been
invited to attend a dinner and reception to
be given by Ex Senator and Mrs. Henderson to meet Speaker Cannon and his daughter, Miss Helen Cannon. The Hendersons
have the finest private residence in Washington. It is known as “The Castle” and

dissipation.
They will say

Journal.]

and young for several seasons

a

of

or

Accessories.

thing about it! Everything now partially displaced by a necklace of
importance, however, was large beads, (colored glass or gold, as
,.-tely dismissed from discussion the case may be) coming quite close to
as a compromise beone of the chief events of the year the throat, and
is a slender gold chain
two
of
the
tween
the
contest
championship
Athletic Asso- falling above the bust line, to which is
.me Intercollegiate
attached any kind of a pendant or
ti—was but a few days distant,
,,

season

Home Dressmaking. I

Wraps.

Letter

Ob a woman's vitality to do work for
Which she is unfitted, and we wonder how
some of the women
of our land live

Spring

Jewelry. Bracelets in all Styles.
and Summer Fabrics.
Light

of

oil

IT DRAWS HARD

NEW YORK fASIIIONS.

Busy People.
Busy
Brings Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
A specific.for Constipation, Indigestion, Live
and Kidney Troubles, Pimples. Eczema, Impure
Bowels, Headache

Blood. Bad Breath, Sluggish
and Backache. It’s Rocky Mountain Tea in tabGenuine made by
let form, 85 cents a box.
Hollister Drug Company, Madison, Wie.

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE
I

K. H.

MooU*’

NOTICE
I" .WILL PAY

1

NO

BILLS NOT CONTRACTED

iS,se.lf,»r11,18
y
3wl*

M RS.

jlifl
CENTRAL MARKET,
POSTOFFICE SQUARE.

llate-

CHARLES O. FERNALD

j

County

Correspondence.

SEARSPORT LOCALS.
Mr. Orrin Ginn arrived last week from
Boston.
Kev. H. W. Norton of Dover was in town

Thursday.
in
Mrs. Mary Perkins is visitiDg friends
Sedgwick.
was in
Kev. Charles Harbutt of Portland
town Saturday.
and wife visited
Captain G. W. Hichbornweek.

relatives in Stockton last

Mrs. Eye of Koxbury, Mass., is the guest
of l#r cousin, Mrs. M. S. Dodge.
Mrs. N. D. liev.es left by boat Monday
for her home in Waltham, Mass.
arrivHenry K. Black of Everett, Mass.,
ed Saturday for a few days visit.
from
Percy Flinton returned Saturday
Jlouitou, where he spent the holidays.
to the
Miss Elizabeth Nichols returned
school at Northlield last week.

Moody

Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Packard of Sebec are
tile guests of Mrs Marlboro 1 ackaid.
Mrs. Elizabeth llianchard left Monday
for Boston where she will spend the winter.
into
Captain Daniel C. Nichols is moving
l.is house, the repairs on which are nearly
completed.
ing
Kepairs on the Mosman house are ueai
three
completion. It will be titled lor
lauiiiies.
lVter Ward returned home to Everett,
week with
Mass., Saturday al ter spending a
his parents.
Hon. A. E. Nickerson attended the meetAssociang Of the W aldo County Veteran
tion at White’s Corner Friday.
Joseph 1’. Curtis and wife of Everett,
the
Mass., arrived Wednesday to attend
funeral of Mrs. Jennie C. Hunter.
Laura li. Curtis arrived Wednesday
from Baltimore, Md., to attend the funeral
of her sister, Mrs. Jennie C. Hunter.
The Misses Jordan, who have been emreturnployed here tor the past few months,
ed to their home in Ellsworth Saturday.
Miss

Mi. l’erley 0. Andrews of Monroe has
moved to town and lormed a partnership
with Edgar E. Ward in the meat business.
Robert Stuart of Houlton.who is employed
his family
on the ii and A road, has moved
here and lias rented the E. H. Parks house.
Arthur Colcord of .Stockton is employed
is
at the section house at Mack’s Point and
boarding with bis uncle, Mr. E. 11. Cleaves.
A party of about twenty-five Italian laboroil the Seaport
ers, who have been employ ed
state for
on the Bay
left

R. K.,
Boston.

struction of the entire pier is of the strong-1
est, heaviest kind and its great dimensions
will afford ample opportunity for very extensive business. Two steam shovels are
at work rapidly filling in the spaoe between
the bulkhead pier and the shore, two temporary tracks furnishing means of hauling
business in Searsport. The funeral was the dirt.
The steam shovel on one track
the
family
late
the
residence,
held from
takes up the earth, swinging it over into the
home, in this town, Thursday, Jan. 4th. dirt cars, which, in turn, carry it along the
Rev H W Norton of Dover assisted by bank and dump it. Thus the work is carRev C W. Wallace conducted the services. ried on much faster than by meu and carts.
The deceased has met with rare fortitude About seventy-five or one hundred feet are I
I
and unyielding spirit the demands of a life already leveled to the track.
iuto which an inscrutable Providence has
brought many great afflictions. She has
NORTH STOCKTON SPRINGS.
given to her home and social life and to all
good
C. H. Partridge is hauling wood to Bobpublic ministrations an atmosphere of
an
ele- bin’s mill.
cheer and hopefulness. She gave
ment of cheer to every company with which
Mrs. Stair’s daughter Emma is at home
she united, and every interest with which from
Presque Isle.
she was associated felt the influence of her
courage and hope. She was a regular attendElder Welch preached last Sunday at the
ant of the services of the M. E. church and
Robert’s seboolhouse.
was deeply interested in all that pertained
F. Percy Partridge will begin shipping
to its welfare. She was a very active member of the Ladies Aid Society, and its eggs to Boston, this week.
the
of
a
member
choir,
was
treasurer. She
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bobbins have moved
singiug in the Christmas services two days into the Thomas Wagner house.
before starting on her sad and lonely
Miss Ella Moore spent Sunday with her
journey to the hospital. She will be missed
because a large place is vacant. The symsister, Mrs. Freeman Partridge.
extended
is
pathy of the whole community
Mr. and Mrs. George Lotlirop visited reto the family. She leaves to bear the burden
’iruman Lothrop’s.
of their loss, one daughter, Laura May cently at Mr.
Carver Perry of New York ;one sister,Laura
Herman R. and F. Percy Partridge went
Curtis of Washington, I). C., and four to Belfast on business last week.
brothers: Capt. Frank A. Curtis of SearsMr. William Q. Spinney lias a good support, Dr. Lebbeus Curtis of Hepbzibah,
at his store.
Georgia, Capt. Kben Curtis of San F rancis- ply of fur coats tor sale
of Everett,
co, Cal., and Joseph P. Curtis
Mrs. Edward Clifford's mother, Mrs.
Mass.
Staples of Saudypoint is visiting her.

Monday

George A. Bowen and J. W. Smart were
drawii at a special meeting Saturday as
jurors tor the Supreme Judicial Court at
Belfast.
Frank E. Curtis, first officer of the steamfrom New
ei Oregonian, arrived Saturday
York to visit his parents, Capt. and Mrs.
Frank A. Curtis.
Mrs. Laura M. Perry of Brooklyn, N. V.,
arrived
Wednesday, accompanying the
remains of her mother, Mrs. Jennie <
Hunter, from Boston.
J. H. Montgomery was in Ellsworth last
week oil business and Leslie Little of
Bueksport had charge of his drug store
during his absence
iiii G. Mason of Rockland, employed at
the >ectioii-house at Mack’s Point, has reined the chambers of J. C. Dutch’s house and
moved liis family here.
1 n tli-list of ollicers of the first Congrein last week’s issue it
should leave read Rev. T. P. Williams a
member of the committee on music and
l has. K. Adams clerk and treasurer.

gational society

has sold hi> store and
on Main street, where lie has carried on
t:
and
m<extensive
an
produce bu>iiie>> h
W. A. Winchester of
several years, t
Brooks, who will continue in the same bus-

Henry F. Partridge

lot

iness. Mr. Winchester will move here with
his family in the early spring.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders
of the searsport National Bank, held in their
banking room- Jan. 9:h, F. 1. Pendleton
was elected president, A. II. Nichols, cashier, J. \. < olson, assistant cashier, F. I.
Pendleton, G*-o. F. Smith, B. F. Colcord,
Win. C. i endleton and A. H. Nichols, directors.

annual meeting of the Phineas
At
Pendleton Engine Company, held Thursday
evening, Jan. 4th, the following officers
L. W.
were elected for the ensuing year:
Rich, foreman: Michael Ward, first assistsecond
ass’t
ant foreman; James Coffin,
foreman : Charles A. Whittier, clerk and
the

treasurer.

In its report to the Comptroller of the
Cuirency id the C .v the* Searspor; National Bank, since its organization in lssi, with
a capital of 850,000, shows total net earnings
of 81.02,500 21. Of this amount 895,000 have
been paid to the stockholder. This institution si net its organization has never failed to pay its dividends of k per cent annum.
the Sprague coal pocket at
The work
Mack’s Point is nearing completion. One
tower, lo4 feet in height, is up, the hoisting
engine in position and work has begun on
the second tower. Cargoes of coal will begin to arrive about the last of the month.
The rails ha' e all been laid and the ballasting completed, which gives the yard a veryfine appearance.
At the annual meeting of the Royal Arch
Chaplet of Searsport the following officers
11. I\,
were elected for the ensuing year:
E. J. Wentworth; King, F. 1. Pendleton;
Scribe, Mial Sargent; Secretary, James P;
N hols' Treasurer, A. II Nic'iols;C. II.,
Chiton W hitrum; P. S., W. A. Colson ; R.
11. R. Dyer; M. T. V., Chester BailA
ey. M. S. V., (i. P. Carter; M. F. V., J. X.
Pendleton.
Mr. Charles E. Adams, who has been for
many years the Searsport agent of The Republican Journal, has found it necessary to
relinquish the duties lie lias so faithfully
pei foi med and the agency has been transferred to Mr. J. II. Sullivan, who is also
the Searsport correspondent of The Journal. He will attend to any business for the
paper and receive matter for publication.
on

The following out of town guests registered las’, week it the Searsport House: F.
K. Burns, Portland: Harry Lord, Bangor;
W. L. Humphrey, Portland ; G. II. Davis,
X. staples, Stockton; K. W.
Belfast; <
Leavenworth,
Portland; C. W. Potter,
Brunswick:!'. W. Hussey, Bangor: W. II.
Carter, Be.last; Chas. Fessenden. Lewiston:!. J.. Maxwell, Frankfort; J. W. Brown
and wife, «' b. Dexrer, Bangor; 1. R. Belyea, A. !!. llowe, Portland : T. s. Dennison,
Boston : r. W. Moulton and wife, Bangor;
\V. F. Trask, Portland; F.
Kenniston,
Fryeburg : A L. G**t«*.hHl and wile, Provilh-v. ('h.* ies Hurbutt, Charles
dence, R. I
F. Hanson, Portland; I. 11. Bemick, Sandy
point; 1! B. Black, Kveretr, Mass.; Mrs.
Minnie {Jersey, Brooklyn, X. A'.; C. ().
Grant, R ikland: J. W. Watson, James
F. Davis. Boston; Ernest HowBurns,'
ard, S. R. Hopkins, Frankfort.
Obituary. M is. Jennie C. Hunter of Searsport died in Boston Tuesday morning, Jan.
2nd. she had gone to the Homeopathic
hospital for a surgical operation, and her
death came through heart failure subsequent to the operation. The wide acquaintance of the deceased, the esteem and
high personal regard in which she was held,
her prominence in the community,considered in connection with the unexpectedness
of her death, made the announcement of her
Mrs.
death a great shock to everybody.
Hunter was the oldest daughter of Captain
Curtis
and
was
Lebbeus and Jane Porter
born in this town May 1, 1852. In 1871 she
to Roscoe Rodney Carver,
was married
Captain of the bark Talavera, and as a bride
of 19 she accompanied her husband on his
voyages for two years. While returning
from Liverpool with her infant daughter
Laura May, her husband was lost at sea.
For several years thereafter she made her
home in Searsport. Her second marriage
was to Merrill Lithcon Hunter of Clinton,
Maine. For two years she made lier home in
Clinton. She then with her husband moved
to Merrill, Wis., where she remained until
lier husband’s death, 9 years later. For the
past few years she has conducted a millinery

Mr. Anson Smith of Brewer, who formerly resided here, was in town recently.
Mr. Ray Howard cut his leg quite badly
recently while working in the woods.
Mr. Ed. Cummings of Prospect was in
this vicinity selling papers last week.

SEARSPORT.
free hop in Maiden’s hall

NORTH

There will be

a

this, Thursday, night.
Frank E. Stevens of Swanville killed a
hog last week w hich weighed, w hen dressed,
51*5 lbs.
Mrs. Lou Holland and daughter, Miss
Florence, left last week for their home in
Chicago, 111.
Mrs. J. W. Smart was in Belfast last
Monday and Tuesday, as the guest of her
brother, Beit Davis.

Mrs. Sarah J. Clifford is teaching the
Roberts' school and Miss Flora llaley the
Center.
The mail carrier, Mr. Horace Griffin, has
a fine covered cart ou runners that he uses
iu bad weather.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Moore visited recently at Mrs. Moore’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. IS. W. Staples.
Charles Gray has a good stepping colt.
He bad a photograph of his team taken recently by Miss Partridge.

Mr. and Mrs. II. T. Scribner went to
la>t Thursday tu attend the
Veterans Association.

STOCKTON SPRINGS.
a

very

Mr. Charles Kneelaud is serving

jury this

on

There will be no dance here Saturday owto the fact that bad colds are so prevathat some of the young folks are unable to attend.

ing

se-

lent

Miss .liny Lane, who has been an invalid
for several years, is now quite comfortable
and is pleased to receive callers and write
letters to friends.

the

term.

Miss Treat of Bangor is visiting her
bother, Mr. Wm. Treat, the druggist.
Miss Harriet D. Hichborn visited the
schools throughout the town last week.

state

Current Events Club will meet
Wednesday, Jan. 17th, with Mrs. Alvah
Treat.

at

Letters received from S. B. Littlefield,
now in New Britain, Ct.,
that be has a good position with his
brother, Mr. J. II. Littlefield.

Jr., of this place,

The

Mr. Eugene Partridge, who is

a

marine

Sitka, Alaska, recently sent to relatives
here interesting views in Alaska, including

Miss Clara Mudgeti returned to Presque
Isie early last week to resume her duties as
teacher.
Capt. Albert C. Colcord left lest week
f«*i
Baltimore, to resume command of his
ve.'sel, sch. Harry T. Hayward.

views ol the marine barracks.

Clifford Staples, Wilbur Staples, George
Overlook and Misses Isabel Littlefield,
Mertie Clark and Lida Larrabee attended
the dance in Marden’s hall, Swanville, last

Monday night.

Mrs. Will Carter returned recently from
the Bangor hospital, where she went fora
surgical operation on her tongue.

SANDY POINT.

The sleighing is very poor at this writing.
Mr. Stanley Roberts of Brooks visited
relatives here* recently.

Mi. F. W. Collins is employing a crew of
Camden carpenters on the hotel. They are
bo.iiding with Mr. and Mrs. Long at the old
Thomas Bandail house on West Main street

Mr. F. F. Perkins and wife from Sebeois
were here over Sunday,

Mi» Vettie Twiss returned by rail Monday night from Presque- Isle, where she has I Mrs. Nathaniei Partridge was at the
been spending a w*-ek with Miss Clara
springs last week calling on friends.
Mudgett, returning with h^r after her

J. \Y. Richards has been confined to the
house the past week w ith throat trouble.
he- four men who have been running tlie
Schr. Nil Pesperandum took the last load
pui table steam mill on the < ape Jellison |
piei have take.n it down and lett town the | of kiln wood at this landing the past week.
fir>; ot the week. They have been boardIt Is quite sickly around town and our
ing at Mr. Charles Kneeland’s.
! iocal physician is very busy night and day.
The masonic installation, which was to
Miss Susie Patterson has gone to New
havu taken place on Wedne.-day of this
i
week, and the Eastern Mar installation on York to spend the winter with her brother
.Saturday, have both been postponed on ac- and family.
count of the number of cases of measles.
Mrs. Lottie French has arrived home
Mr. II. L. Hopkins returned from Cam- ! from Piospect Ferry, where she has been
den Monday, to which place he was called I several weeks.
Tlie latter part of last week by the severe
Mr. Tolman Durham and wife of New
illness of his mother, Mrs. Caldeiwood,
! Hampshire visited ( apt. ( has. Shute and
who is improving at the lime of this writ| wile two days the past week.
Christmas vacation.
'1

ing.

Mrs. T. C. Bateman and children of
Mrs. Avalena Griffin returned from Mat- !
Rebec, Cape Breton, are with her parents
tapoisett, Mass., Jan. id by train. Mie has here, Mr. and Mrs. John Mills, for a visit.
been spending st verai mouths w ith her soil,
.Mr. Harry W. Griffin, of that place. She
J. A. Brewer and 11. F. Partridge were in
took cold on the homeward journey and has
Bangor Thursday on business and returned
b. en confined io the house since getting by the evening train, which is a great conhere.
venience this time of year.
The drama “Sunbonnets,” which was to
Mr. George Re-Silver. who has been chief
have been given by eleven of the Belfast cook for Varnont Gilifillin at their boarding
Indie-, under the auspices of the Ladies’ house here left Monday for his home in
Aid>ociety here this week, as announced Piospect. Mr. Frank Patterson is now
in slie last* issue, is indefinitely postponed
doing the cooking.
for the present on account of the epidemic
of measles.

CENTRE MONTVILLE.

Mrs. Maria Blanchard returned last Friday from a week’s visit with her sister,
Mrs. Herbert Mixer, in Bucksport. Site
was accompanied from Bucksport to Sandypwint by. Miss Ann Thompson, who will

Mrs. Jennie Sawyer of Bangor visited her
grandmother, Mrs. Adelia Keller, last week.
.G. L. Edmunds got a fox one day last
w eek.The extension of the Belfast and
Liberty telephone line will be completed
this week from Horace Barker’s to Rebecca
Poland's....Mrs. E. A.Sprowl will start for
Boston Thursday to visit her daughter, Mrs.
Louise Johnson.

spend sometime there with her cousin, Mrs.
Lhas.

Heath.

Mr. Fletcher of Moulton, who has been
employed in the construction of the N. M.
who
here for some
was
b. U. H-, and
months but latterly has been farther up the
line, returned Saturday and will remain
He is boarding at
here for the winter.
Miss Clara Griffin’s.

MONROE.

There is some excitement over the proposition to build a dam that will damage
farmers in the north part of the town. The
surveyors have surveyed the fiowage and
placed their tdakes. It takes some of the
best intervales in that part of the town. It
also How s a large number of acres of woodland, and takes in all of what is known as
Jones’ bog. This piece of land cuts a large
Another party is surveyamount of hay.
ing on what is called the Marsh stream,
running from Brooks to Frankfort marsh.
This dam will flow more valuable land than
the one cited above, and this takes in a nunibor of whole farms... .An agent of the telephone company is trying to get subscribers
for a farmers’ line to begin at Swanville
and connect with the line to Monroe from
Winterport, also a line to follow the road
from Belfast to Monroe, the exchange to be
The price is to be $18 the first
at Monroe.
A number have subscribed and the
year.
agent thinks the line is assured.

Mr. and Mrs. Maitland La, Furley returned from Mount Desert Monday night,
where they had been since Friday, called
there by the serious illness of Mrs. La
Furley’.'. father, Mr. J. W. Ober. lie had
been in his usual health, when stricken, at
the table, with a severe paralytic shock.
Sprague is having a small
plant built on the “brick
Church
block”
street, opposite his
building, and will pipe his store for experimenting in the use of this light. Should it
prove satisfactory, and others desire to employ the same means of lighting, he will extend his plant and piping. It is a very
clear, white light and we shall await developments with much interest.
Capt. C.

acetylene

lot

A.

gas

on

A representative of the Ashland Manufacturing Co. was in town last week looking over the (’ape Jellison pier and the facilities for shipping lumber, and we understand tlie company has decided to ship all
its output from here in the future instead
of from Bangor as formerly, beginning next
month. They will employ about one hundred men and from one to twenty vessels
all the time. This means a big lot of business.
Lot it come. The more the better.
Mr.
shack

WALDO STATION.

Ihe recent rains have made the sleighing
thin, and the roads so icy that walking is
almost dangerous.Two new' It. F. I).
routes will be extended from Evans Corner to Belfast and from Littlefield’s Corner
to Belfast after Feb. 1st....The telephone

Weymouth, who recently bought the
the Mill road, built last spring for

line, recently established from this section
Morrill, is very satisfactory to its patrons.

on

the u.se of.the Italian laborers on the railroad, moved it last weeic near to the store
lately erected by himself in the vicinity of
the station. He cut the building in two, to
facilitate the moving, hauling each half
separately and will join them again and
finish them into a storehouse for lumber.
He is also building a house on tlie Mill
road just above Mr. Edgar Colcord’s new
one.
We understand this is for renting and
w ill be occupied in the spring.

^a®*®®®®®®®®®*®*®®®®®®®®®*®®®®*®*®®® **»*«*«•'®>«®®®®
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.E. Evans installed the officers at Comet

Grange, Swanville, last Saturday evening.

....WITH

Carroll,

who

Lynn,

They

calied there on account of illness of
their baby, who is better at this writing.
They intend spending the winter there.
Mr. Sabine and family from Ma>sachusett«,
who have been boarding at Me:! Winters’
for some time, went to Brooks this week,
where they will go to housekeeping-Mrs.
Eva Porteus, nee Mitchell,from Middletown,
Conn who has been visiting her aunt, Mrs.
Eugene Stewart, for some time, went to
Waterville last week for a short stay with
relatives, after which she will spend several days in Worcester, Mass., before return! ing home.The Christmas concert given
! by the children of the Sunday school at the
Monday evening was greatly
J Union church
enjoyed. As the weather and sleighing
! were exceptionally tine a large crowd was
in attendance and a great display of Christina.'. presents on two well laden trees greeted the eyes of all on entering.
The church
was very prettily and tastefully decorated
i with evergreens enclosing the motto, “Peace
on earth, good will toward men.”
The following program was presented: Singing
In the choir; prayer, Rev. C. W. Ross;
opening march and processional song,
Christinas Chimes, school; recitation, Constant Christmas, Ethel Hunt; recitation,
Swipe’s Christinas Day, Edith Frost; song,
I The Little Empty Stocking, Sophia Tozier;
I recitation, The Dream Star, Markie
Thompson ; dialogue, Christmas Choices, Primary
class ; song, Old Santa Claus, Mabel Thompson ; recitation,
When Pa and Ma their
vigils keep, little boys should be asleep,
Henry Adams; recitation, Children’s Hour,
Vera Nutt; recitation, Biessed Christinas,
Charlie Ames; recitation, Sanger Cook;
song, Children of the Poor, Markie Thompson :
recitation, Return of Santa Claus,
Lucy Adams; song, Rosy Kelley ; recitation, Rockets’ Christmas, Frances Reynolds;
recitation, Willie Grant; recitation, Guy
Morse; recitation, Edith Webb; song, Alberta and Beula Thompson; recitation,
Unice Means; then came the hasty visit of
Santa Claus, (personated by James Libby),
much to the amusement of the youngsters,
followed by the distribution of gifts closing
the entertainment with a good night song
by school. The children’s exercises were
finely rendered and very interesting. Miss
Nina VanDeets was organist. Much credit
is due the committee, who had the affair in
charge for the success of the evening.
Benjamin Stevens went to Montana several
weeks ago where he will spend the winter.

SHIPJNEWS.
AMERICAN PORTS.

New York, Jan. 3. Ar, schs. R. L. Tay,
Bangor; Allen Greene, Stonington; J.
Frank Seavey, do.; Harriet C. Whitehead,
do; City of Augusta, do; Odell, Bridgeport;
4, cld, sch. Helena, Hunmcoa; 5, ar, schs.
Adelia T. Carleton, Rockport; Thomas H.
1
Lawrence, Stonington; Emily I. White, do;
I Margaret M. Ford, Vinalhaven; sld, schs.
I Ella M. Willey, Satilla; Gladys, San luan;
i passed City Island, sch. Merrill C. Hart,
Elizabethport for Stockton >prings; 7, sld,
bark John Swan, Charleston; sch. .1. V.
Wellington, Calais; 8, cleared, bark Mannie
Swan, Pernambuco.
Boston, Jan 3. Ar, sch. Helen G. Moseley, Savannah; 5, ar, sch. Young Brothers,
Gloucester for Philadelphia (in Roads); below, sch. J. Manchester Haynes, from Fernandina ;6, ar,schs. Wellfleet, Apalachicola;
Lucia Porter, Hoboken ; sld, sch. Lyman M.
! Law, Philadelphia and Havana.
I
Philadelphia, Jan. 2. Ar, sells. Penob! scot, Rockland; Charles 11. Klinck, Long
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Don't Wait
Too Long!
PREVENTION IS CHEAPER
THAN CURE.

We have all thebeststock preparations in the market, includWe are having great

ing

success

with

nur

International Stock and Poultry, COLD AND GRIPPE TABLETS.
DR. HKSS

20 Cents.

KOW HIRE,
CALF REAL,
UOWKKR’S

OYSIKU

AN

DIAL MEAL.

Our COUGH CURE works wonders

SHELLS,

20 Cents.

CRYSTAL GRITS,
BONK MEAL,
CHICKEN H(JNE.

All RUBBER GOODS
NEW. We have

OUR PRICES ARE THE LOWEST

are

better when

HOT WATER BOTTLES, <k, k.
Fresh from the factory

A. A. HOWES & CO.
and Medicines.

Groceries, Drugs
4tf

Poor & Son,
DRUGGISTS

—

at

h

|j

I

HUM.

/‘riees Paid Producer

90@l.(J0
Beef,corned, p lb, 8® 10 Lime p bbl.,
4
Butter Salt. 14 lb, l«a:o'Oat Meal p lb,
3
64,Onions p lb,
Corn P bu..
Cracked < orn, p bu, 61 Oil, Kerosene, gai.,14al5
*
5
Pollock
T,
Corn Meal, p bu.,
611
( heese. p lb,
17® 18 Pork fc> ib.
lo
1.13
Cotton Seed, p cwt., 1.66 Plaster p bbl.,
3
Codfish dn, P lb.
8® 9 Rye Meal p lb,
1.15
18,Shorts p cwt.,
Cranberries, p «jt.,
6
16
ib.
Clover Seed,
Sugar p
40
Flour, P bbl., 5.50a6.75 Salt, T. I., p bu.,
4
H. (». Seed p bu.,
1.75,Sweet Potatoes,
3a4
ll; Wheat Meal.
Lard, P it*.

a

nice fur.

1. V. M1LL.HR.

Tin Ware,

l

(57 Church St., Belfast, umler

urrier,

.Lmrii tl

OtHe*

Book Rinding

and of many articles for kitchen
use, and our prices are LOWER
than at many ot the so-called

....AM)....

“bargain sales.”

JL

I

I k

and

I «■*"

r\ I l\l I

w

REPAIRING.

Painters’
of

suPPlies
all kinds.

MAGAZINES BOUND.
| Books loose
cents tip.

STOVtS,

Jin tin*

covers

RANGES,

26 Wilier Street. Si tie Door..Belfast

FURNACES
PLUMBING A SPECIALTY.

Mitchell & Trussed.

I'lie subscribe,
UM1MSTRATOH S NOTH 1..
A hereby gives notice that In has been duly
appointed administrator ot the estate of
A

ELLEN B. LORD, late ot Winterpoit,
in the County ol
W aldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All peisons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto ate requested to make payment

immediately.

Winternott.. December 1*2

THOSE

FAMOU§

ITRY

j
l

sausaces

A dams-Howes.
In Woodman’s Mills, December 25, .John Q. Adams, 2d. of Woodman’s Mills
and Ethel M. Howes ot Ea*d Libeity.
Butler- Young. In Brookline, Mass December 24, Alonzo E. Butler and Aliss Stonie M.
Young, both of Rockland.
Gkindle-Vikgik, In North Penobscot, December 25, v elville H.Grindle ana Mrs. Adeliu J.
Virgie, b*-tli of Penobsgi t.
In Waldoboro, January 3,
Kai.loch-'' ei.t.
Pew furnished rooms or apartment for
Ralph Eugene Kalloch of Rockland and Alice
Bertha Melt of Maldoboro.
light housekeeping. Address,
Knight Bi.ethkn. In Unity, January t, by
i»ox 603
C. »' (iAR’.iNKR, Keifast
Rev. C. \\. Boss, Leroy Milliner Knight and Miss
Bertha Beula Bletlien, both ot Unity.
Picer-Toziek.
In Unity, Dect mber 20, by (
Kev C. W. Ross, Frank L. Piper ot Troy and
Miss Georgia E. Xozier of Unity.
Poor-ssmall. In Boston, ass., January 1, at
Park strett church, by Rev. Charles Thurston,
Supplies lor all Machines, Needles, Oils, &<;.
Walter O. Poor of Boston and Miss Annie D.
Small of Dorchester.
Solving Machines Repaired,
I
Backliffk-a llen. In Rockland, January 1,
orders promptly attended to.
Roland s. Kaekliffe of Rockland and Hattie Allen of Hrooklin
R. .1. EL. LING WOOD,
Ward-C'losson. In Belfast, January 6, by
Rev. Fr. Herman H. Hamakers, Michael Ward
tfl
Opposite the Post Oflice,
and Miss Rose Closson, both of searsport.

WANTED

SOWING lACHTNUjjPPUK!

WANTED

4xv2

Address

JOHN MARSHALL,
Battle Creek, Iowa.

Carriage Work.
in

I have opened a carriage wood work job
tlie DAMON & FIELD’S blacksmith

shop
shop

Beavfer street, where 1 will be pleased to meet
:ny old customers and will welcome new ones.
5W52*
PETER F. WELCH.
jn

Farm for Sale!
of 120acres. with new buildingsto 4<* tons of lia\. It me.tides a
mounts
which has millions in if tor the
in,
granite
right party with capital to open n up. Tin farm
is situated abou: two miles nom -all water and
the same distance from the new Noitliern Maine
Seaport K. K. For ftirtliei particulars inquire at
The Journal office or on tin premises.
LYMAN II. PAKTKinOK.
North Stockton Sprit gs, January 4. lt»* t»—3wt*
cuts about
CONSISTING

j

30

PRESSMEN AND AIL ROUND MfN
Non-union,

steady

w

ork lor

F. K. I4ACON MAM

good

mrn

I 01 I)

CO.,
1*01*1 laud, Maine.

tfl

Cabbages for Sale
ton;
weight
By
Superior stock, right price.
Also 50 bushels parsnips.
the liumired

tf52

MEN FOR FARM WORK-feeding
YOUNG
■
cattle, etc., in western Iowa; wages
$250 to $350 per year with board and

washing.

Fit ED ATWOOD.
1

IHOFk- 2\\

♦

Central Market

MARRIED.

replaced, Horn 10

JOHN S. FERNALD,

BORN.
Gurney. In Waido, December 23, to Mr. and
Mrs. Henry K. Gurney, a son.
in North Brooksville, December
Giundi.k.
24, to Mr. and Mrs. < Juries Grim le, a daughter
In Sand)point, January 3, to Mr. and
Heath
Mrs. Frank Heath, a son.
In Rockland. December 29, to Mr.
Stanton.
Mrs. E. Stanton, a son, weight 10 pounds.
Stinson
In Deer Isle, December 21, to Mr.
and Mrs. Alphonso R. Stinson, a daughter.
Welch. In Stoningtou, December 15. to Mr.
and Mrs. William Davis Welch, a son.
Wingate. In Troy, January 1, to Mr. and Mrs.
Luther Wingate, a daughter.

buy

Always give me a call when in
want of anything in my line
My prices are always right,.

Copper Ware,

50«75 Hay p ton,
9.00.all.ro
p bu.,
’• Hides p lt>,
9(a9J
dried, P It*.
11
2.00a2 25 Lamb P lb,
Beans. pea.
2.50 M ool Skins,
1.00&1.25
YePoyes,
8
20®J2 Mutton p lb,
Butter p lb,
40
Be* f, sides, p lb,
6®8 Oats p bu., 32 lb,
50
5 Potatoes p bu.,
Beet fore quarters,
60 Round Hog,
«§
Bariev P bu.,
7.uo
15 Straw p toil,
cheese p lb.
14 Turkey p lb.
25a28
It..
Chicken p
13 Tallow p lb,
2$a3
Calf Skins, per lb.
8al0
14a 15 Veal p lb,
Duck P lt».
30
27 Wool, unwashed.
Eggs P doz.,
12 Wood, hard,
4.00174.50
Fowl P lb.
3.00
16'
soft.
Wood,
Geese P lb,
Retail Market.

Just tlie time to

Nickel Hated

Am ies

Retail Price.

at

ETni-e
il lb
l

WE CARRY flJLL LINES 01

Ayer’s Pills keep the bowels regular,
All vegetable and gently laxative.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

opportunity

buying
bargain
prices

Furnishings MILLERVf&r

siL.sv.™

IIEl.FAST 1'ltK E

have the

still
you
*
of

SARSAPARILLA.

We have no secrets! We publish
the formulas of ail our medicines.

Produce Market.

(•
•)

your

Also manufacturer a of

•/lifers

Ij

^

j

(•

AE SOLICIT

8

testimonial
sixty years.”

9

com-

•)

A Made by J. C. Ayer Co., Lowell, Mass.

| JL.1

^

5

medicine the best doctors approve. Then trust this the next
time you have a hard cough.

...

I

BANK

(•

Cherry

were

2)

IHk....

l SEARSPORT SAVINGS

Weak Lungs
Bronchitis

The installation was also the occasion of a
! harvest feast
A little son of Scott Curtis
I was badly burned last Friday about the
is suffering a great deal.... Pliny
and
body
jI
Hussey, who has been at home on a short
vacation, has returned to Beverly, Mass
Frank Barrie of Massachusetts is visiting
at. Warren Johnson’s.... M iss Grace Atwood
was in town visiting friends last week
has bought a fine young
The village schools were closed Monday J. C. Littlefield
horse of Isaac Reynolds of Brooks... .Geo. j Cove.
on account of the many cases of measles.
Baltimore, Jan. 5. Cleared, sch. John E.
out wood for J. C.
is
at
work
getting
Bray
Many grown people are having them, as
Develin, Gloucester.
I
well as children, and are having them in a Littlefield.
Portland, Jan. 2. Cld, sch. Mary A. Hall,
haul form.
Among the former are Messrs. WINTERPORT.
New York.
Walter
Fred Grant, Edgar Colcord,
Trundy
Frankfort, Me., Jan. 7. Ar, sch. Helena,
Rev. Mr. McNeil of the Congregational
and Eugene Shute. Mrs. Will Ladd and
South Amboy.
two children are down, four of the Trundy church, Frankfort, preached in the M. E.
Stonington, Jan. 2. Ar, sch. Henry Sutchildren, four La Furley children, Erma church Sunday in exchange with Rev. ton, Rockland, to load for Norfolk; sld,
DIED.
Jackson, Alice West, Fred and Forest
schs. Lucy E. Friend, New York ; William
was greatly enGrant, George Hopkins and Crawford Harry Hill. His sermon
schs. Florence Leland,
Farrow. Iii West Brooksville, December 26,
sld,
Mason,
do.;
3,
Treat. Mrs. J. L. Lancaster and Miss joyed by a large congregation and the Rockland, for repairs; Win. Mason, New
Rail h Lawrence, youngest sou of Dr. and Mrs.
Edith Griffin are also victims, and new
Franklin Farrow, aged 3 years.
service was deeply interesting.... York ; 5, ar, schs. Geo. H. Mills and Geo. E.
Gardner. In Rockland, January 2, James B.
It is a very evening
cases are developing each day.
The week of prayer will be observed as Klinck, Rockland, to load for New York;
Gardner, aged 60 years. 7 months and 2 days.
unusual condition of affairs, brought about usual. Meetings every evening a d every- Annie and Reuben, Portland.
Green.
In
December 28, Mrs.
by two people having the disease about body is cordially invited to attend
Mrs.
Brunswick, Ga., Jan. 2. Ar, sch. Frank Flora L Green, Vinalhaven,
aged 56 years.
them and not knowing it until they had Joan
has gone to Portland for Barnet, Boston sld, sch. Sedgwick, Boston.
Herrick. In Brookim. December 31, Darius
Hopkins
infected the whole village.
Miss
medical treatment at the hospital
Carteret, N. J., Jan. 2. fc>ld» *>ch. Edith Herrick, aged 76years, ll mouths and 24 days.
Hunter. In » os ton, January 2, Mrs. Jennie
is visit- G. Folwell, Elizabethport.
The building of the big Cape Jellison pier May Cook of Charlestown, Mass.,
C. Hunter of bear'sport, aged 53 years, 8 months
Gulfport, Miss., Jan. 1. Ar, sch. Scotia, and l day.
is practically completed and the work of ing relatives in town....Miss Marion Grant
basket
measles.The
sick
with
R.
is
P.
very
; Patterson, Arrayo,
Larabke. In Belfast, Jan. 9, Mary J. Laraclearing up is going rapidly forward. Six
Harbor and WinterPascagoula, Jan. 2. Ar, soli. Augusta W.
bee, aged 33 years, l month and 8 days.
tracks run the entire length of the pier, ball game between Bar
,v caluster.
In Rockland, December 31, Ed
four of them being depressed. One track port last Thursday eveni g resulted in a Swan, Cardenas,
win H. McAllister, aged 79 years, 3 months and 9
Charleston, S. C., Dec. 30. In port, schs.
victory for the visiting team with a score of
runs through the center of the large freight
days
won at Frankfort Friday Clifford N. Carver and S. .G. Haskell, for
to 34.
13
They
doors
either
at
the
house
having big
house,
Parker. In Belfast,'January 9, Mrs. JoseJ.
end for this purpose. There are two slips night with a score of 1 to 36. ...The W. C. New York ; Humarock for( Philadelphia;
E. Parker, aged 27 years and 8 months.
T. U. met with Mrs. C. A. McKenney last C. Strawbridge for Boston all loading); 6, phine
Rhoades. In Belfast, January 7, Miss p inline
near the end of the wharf on the eastern
side. On the western side are three little week and had a very pleasant and profit- sld, sch. Humarock, Philadlephia. Rose In- K. Kli ades, aged 31 years. 4 months am. 5 days*
v hite.
In Union, January l, George W,
Fernandina, Jan. 2. Sld, bark
vestibule arrangements for protecting pota- able se88ion....Mr. C. A. McKenney has
with a bad cold for some nis, Colon.
White, aged 25 years and 8 months.
toes, as they are taken from the heater cars been quite ill
Ju
Young.
Vinalhaven Samuel M. Young,
OlaverJose
returned
to
her
Savannah, Jan. 3. Ar, sch.
to the vessels. At the eud of each track are days_Miss Mary Hall
aged 89 years and 10 months.
N. B., Saturday.
ri, Carteret.
large car hampers painted red. The con- home in Woodstock,
—

Savings Account* I

a

g

...

son,

|

ORGANIZED 1874.

—

Winterport

Mr. F. H. Cousins is housed by
vere cold.

New Orleans, Jan. 4. Old, steamer Har-1
bwanville.
Luchenbach, Stockton, via Portland, j
H. F. Holmes of Belfast called on friends
in town Sunday....Mr. and Mrs. Lauriston
Newport News, Jan. 5. Sld, sch. Helen
Nichols spent Sunday with her parents, Mr. J. Seitz, Carter, Boston.
and Mrs. H. O. Cunningham-•••• The men
Georgetown, S. C., Jan* 5* Cld, schs.
have begun cutting ice on Swan Lake...... Helen M. Atwood, Providence; Celia F.,
was
the
Miss Lillian Spinney of Belfast
New York.
guest of her friend Lillian Phillips last
Ar, sch. Henry b.
Galveston, Jan. 4.
week.Mr. and Mrs. Charles Libby of Kreger, Punt a Gorda.
of
the
first
the
Winterport were in town
Vineyaid Haven, Jan. 6. Ar, schs. Anna,
week.Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Cunningham South Amboy for Bucksport; Merrill C.
of
spent Sunday in Searsport, the guests
Hart, Eliztbethport for Stockton Springs.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Brown...-Mr. and Mrs.
FOREIGN POUTS.
W. J. Nickerson are keeping house in the
Herbert Cunningham house.
Newcastle, N. S. W., Dec. 4. In port, ship
Great Admiral for Guaymas; Jan. 5, sld,
PROSPECT FERRY.
ship A. J. Fuller, Guaymas.
Colon, Jan. 1. Ar, sch. Winfield S. SchusCapt. A. A. Ginn, town treasurer, reports
ter, Brunswick.
for
the
11 births, 10 deaths and 7 marriages
Makawell, Dec. 23. Sailed, bark Edward
past year in the town of Prospect..- Mrs. May, San Francisco.
Port au Prince, Jan. 2. Ar, sch. Herald,
N. J. Heagan entertained the H. H. club
Jan. 6th....Mr. and Mrs. Simeon Ellis of Baltimore.
Bermuda, Jan. 3. Sld, sch. Mary L. CrosStockton visited Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Berry
last Sunday.... Mr. and Mrs Willard Ginn by, Wilmington.
in
honor
San
Juan, P. R., Dec. 27. Ar, sch. Horace
a
gave dinner party last Thursday
of Mr. G’s 70th birthday.... Mrs. Lottie A. Stone, Philadelphia.
Mrs.
Matanzas, Jan. 3. Ar, sch. Carrie Stroug,
French, who has been stopping with
Rufus Harriman the past two weeks, return- New York, passage 11 days.
Montevideo, Jan. 3. Ar, barkentine Aled to her home in Sandypoiut last Friday.
L. D. Berry, Mrs. Orrilla McMann and lanwilde, Portland for Paysandu.
Mrs. Vira Harriman are still on the sick
Sydney, N. S. W., Jan. 3. Ar previously,
list.
ship Joseph B. Thomas, Port Gamble.
St. Thomas, Dec. 30.
Ar, sch. K. W. Hopkins, Sierra Leone (for Mobile and Boston).
UNITY.
4.
Jan.
Sld, ship S. P.
Liverpool. Eng.,
The marriage of Miss Georgia E. Tozier
Hitchcock, Baltimore.
of this town aud Mr. Frank L. Piper of
MARINE MISCELLANY.
Troy occurred at the residence of C. W.
Ross Dec. 20th at 8 o’clock a. in. The cereSavannah, Ga., Jan. 3.—Schr. Jose Olabefore reported
mony was performed by the pastor of the verri, from New York,
ashore near quarantine, was floated by tugs
Union church, Rev. C. W. Ross. The bride and is now discharging at dock.
Stonington, Me., Dec. 24. Schr. Puritan,
was attired in a travelling gown of brown,
from Portland, bound E, arrived here today
and the sister of the bride, Mrs. Abbie
later ran ashore on Scott’s Island
and
Mosher, attended the couple. Mr. and Mrs.
Ledge, but floated next tide and proceeded,
Piper went on a trip to Rockland and vicin- apparently without damage.
ity and while waiting at the station were
City Island, N. Y Jan. 7. Steamer Westcopiously showered with rice ami their bag- over,
which went ashore on Execution
Both young
gage elaborately decorated.
Rocks
while bound from Stockton, Ale., to
people stand very high in this community New York, and was subsequently floated
and their outlook for the future seems very
and beaciied at Glen Cove L. I., was tempromising. Their friends in Troy are glad
and today passed down in
to learn that they intend to reside in that porarily repaired
tow of a wrecking steamer. She will haul
town. They have the best wishes of a large
out on Robins' dry dock in Brooklyn lor
circle of friends
A very quiet but pretty
wedding took place at the home of Mr. permanent repairs. Jan. 2. Schr. Flora
Bridgeport, Ct.,
Isaiah R. Blethen on New Year’s Day. The
Rogers, Robbins from Charleston, S. C., for
contracting parties were Miss Bertha Beula this
port, with lumber, which went ashore
Blethen, only daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
on Sunken Island, off SouthIsaiah R. Blethen, and Mr. Leroy Sumner Friday night
port, was floated today and towed here after
Knight, both of this town. The marriage 50.000
feet of deckload had been lightered.
ceremony was performed by Rev. C. \\.
stern is crushed in her keel
Ross at 1 o’clock in the presence of the near The schooner’s
is
in
bad
shape and many seams are open.
The
relatives of the bride and groom.
cargo the schooner will
house was beautifully decorated with pot- After discharging
a local shipyard for repairs.
ted plants and evergreens. The ceremony go to
8
Jan.
London,
Ship Bangalore, Blanchwas preceded by a delicious breakfast, which
Oct. 8, for HonoMr. and Mrs. Knight ard, from Philadelphia
was greatly enjoyed.
into
V
has
alparaiso with cargo on
put
left on the 2.20 train for Boston, Mass., at- lulu,
fire.
tended by Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Whitehouse,
Boston, .Jar. 6. A cable received today
who took their share of the rice, but the
Co., former owners of
by John S. Emery
empty baggage decorations took care of the
bark Shetland, from Capt. Heath, at
themselves, as their baggage went on the
.states that the vessel is breaking
morning train. The crowd at the station, Havana,
up and fast going to pieces at Cape Corwho had taken considerable time and pains
Isle of Pines. Nothing whatin the work, was greatly surprised by the rieutes, near
The vessel was valuever would be saved.
joke. The bride is a young woman of ex- ed at
At
was partially insured.
and
.$6,000
cellent character and dearly beloved by her
the time of the disaster she was on a pasassociates, while the groom is one of the
to
Mobile.
P.
R.
from Ponce,
highly respected and prosperous young men sage
of the town. All w ish them happiness and
death
of
sudden
in
life.The
prosperity
Miss Grace A. Bartlett Thursday, Jan. 4th,
at 7 p. m., was a great shock to the community. Funeral services were held the
An obituary will apfollowing Sunday.
pear in the columns of this paper later.
Annie took from Troy, who has been employed by Mrs. E. D, ( base tor a number of
weeks, was called home by the sudden
death of her mother a few weeks ago. She
was nearly prostrated by the blow, but is
slowly recovering....The Misses Nellie and
"*—
1
1
■*—■
Vivian Tabor from Stoheliatn, Mass., are
spending a few weeks with their parents,
doctors
For over sixty years
Mr. aud Mrs. .1. R. Tabor, after which they
will return to Dedham, Mass., where Vivian
have endorsed Ayer’s
has a position teaching school.Sarah
Carter has employment at the Central
Pectoral for coughs< colds,
| House for the se.asoh.Mr. and Mrs.
weak lungs, bronchitis, conJoseph E'Tes from Troy called on friends
in town recently on their way to visit their
sumption. You can trust a
lives in
Mass.

or

ti. A. SI AN I IAL

1 WOULD U[ nil
To see what an interesting photograph
cosy corner in your house would make.
Photographic work ot all kinds. SatisOrders lot t at City
faction guaranteed.
Drugstore will receive prompt attention.
a

C. A. TOWNSEND.
BOYS OR GIRLS or attractive young ladies
wanted—if you have only a few spare hours, you
can employ them probably and earn pocket
money; if you want to give your entire tune to
the work you can earn a nice living. The best of
it is, you uon’t need any money to start. A complete outfit free. P. O. Drawer No. 999, Buffalo,
Iw2z
N. Y.

;

